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INCE, in its compilation, this annual

departs from the form of any other

book having the cinema as its theme, I

should explain that its purpose is to be

a record of those outstanding talking

pictures which will be generally seen

by filmgoers at this time. Omissions,

in such a vast field, have been inevit-

able, but, taking, as a starting point,

the profound interest which exists

everywhere in the great personalities

of the screen, I have sought to build

towards such of these stars as have

been proved to stand most highly in

your favour, and, in so far as these

stars of the screen are concerned, I

have tried to illustrate their work by

reference to their latest achievements.

If you will find, within these pages,

but one-tenth part of the joy I have

had in their compilation, then what

has been an exacting duty will have

been very richly rewarded. At least I

can say that The Filmgoers' Annual
is offered in all sincerity as a tribute to

that brilliant company of talking pic-

ture players to which you and I are

indebted for many hours of happiness.

W. A. Mutch.
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WHAT IS

THIS GLAMOUR OF ^
THE STARS f

THEIR names are household words throughout the
English-speaking world. Their faces are familiar to
millions. Their features, their voices, their clothes, their

gestures are studied daily by armies of filmgoers. They are
the film famous.
They are discussed and dissected, down to their separated

eyelashes, in a never-ending flood of argument or adoration.
It is the merest literal truth to say that there is not on? minute
in the round of the clock when the moods and the mannerisms
of Greta Garbo cease to be topics of conversation.

It is an amazing circumstance that this little company of
people is continuously in the minds of those who seek enter-
tainment in cinemas, and, to-day, it seems there is no one who
stays away from cinemas.
One easily recalls the time when the cinema was regarded as

mentally contemptible and morally disreputable. One easily
recalls the time that when to state that one was a film critic

was regarded as a confession !

Times have changed. The whole world is under the
spell of the stars.

In making this book, it has been necessary to conduct not
one census, but many, of the stars of the screen. They have
been examined and catalogued from the point of view of
popularity contests and from the sterner point of view of

the money that names
mean at the box - office.

The result of this

examination — compilation
and elimination—has been

IN the world of cinema stars,

Douglas Fairbanks stands for the

zest and the joy of high adventure. He
has been one of the finest influences in

the history of motion picture drama.
In looking at his work, those of us who
are tied to routine escape into a world

of dreams. He has been to the art of
the cinema what Robert Louis Steven-

son has been to the art of letters.

to show that there are sixty-four

stars who are supreme to-day in the cinema—who stand signally in

filmgoers' favour and affection. They, with many others, are all

noted in this book—the old and the new—for in this strange and
wonderful business, fortune smiles on few, and that briefly.

The coming of dialogue has brought many new faces to the

screen. The day of the beautiful and dumb is done. The star of
the talking picture is greater by far than the star of the silent film.

Those silent film players who remain have remained by virtue of
their gifts.

In silent film days it was alternately a delightful and disturbing

experience to meet the film famous. Some of these stars revealed

new talent and new charm which the eye of the camera never caught.

Some, on the other hand, revealed such lack of talent and charm
that one felt, to them at least, silence was indeed golden. That
has all been changed with the coming of dialogue.

O^O Gloria Swanson belongs the credit of being the first cinema star^ to bring to the screen that glamour which is the dream of those who
dwell in cotton and sigh for silk. In herself, she is a shining example of a

star who has won artistic independence after having to fight adversity.

She is one of the finest and most sensitive people in pictures. She has

known disillusion and yet goes on from triumph to triumph. She has

character in excelsis.
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The star of to-day lives in the

presence of a camera which sees and
hears. In the studios they say the

talking picture camera can photograph
the soul. That is scarcely an exaggera-

tion.

Much may be done to groom a per-

son and to train a voice, but the

material for the grooming and the

training must be there to begin with,

since the basis of the star is personality.

That is the first impression one
gathers on meeting a talking picture

star of great enough distinction to be in

the select sixty-four. One finds an
interesting personality—one with excep-

tional charm, one with a sensitive mind,
one with an understanding of drama.

I can very honestly say that the great

majority of cinema stars greatly deserve

their success.

As a whole they are people of great

attainments and great diligence, who
take their work seriously and who are

utterly removed from the charge of

temperament.
The too many tales that are told of this

star and of that being unreasonable and
unstable are largely fiction. It does
happen, in a few cases, that, in the

fierce glare of the limelight, some go
astray, but, in all places and in all

professions, success is a heady wine. In
the world ofmotion pictures the wonder
is that so few lose their balance,

wherefore one argues that another
attribute of stardom is character.

Generally one argues that the quality

which makes a great cinema star is not
very different from the quality which
has made stars in other spheres of

human enterprise. In all cases we find

that magical, mystical quality which
excites one to hero-worship.

And so one finds that the stars of the screen

who are the gods and goddesses of to-day are not
different from the gods and goddesses of yester-

day. There is only a matter of time and of

circumstance between them.
Those who are the makers of their own

destiny are the greatest of them all, because at

every throw of the film dice they stake their fame
and fortune on your approval or disapproval. It

is their task to gauge the trend of public senti-

ment to which there are no guides other than
experience and instinct.

When I spoke to Mary Pickford of the possi-

bility of her retirement, she said :

" You know as

much about that as I do. It all depends on
whether or not the public will continue to look at

my pictures. It is public judgment and public
judgment alone that must decide the fate of every
one of us."

That is the other side of glamour. That is the
star looking to the public, wondering what is

Q^HE film industry has tried again and again to find^ another Mary Pickford. There is never likely to be

another. She came to the screen, in its earliest days,

representing romance and laughter. She has been called

the World's Sweetheart—a happy title, richly deserved,

since in her pictures she has represented to every youth, who
has ever visited in a cinema, the girl of his dreams. She

stands for the beautiful and tender things in life. Her
service to the cinema has been past all computing.

likely to happen, seeking to interpret and to

anticipate your likes and dislikes—to present the

one and to avoid the other. To the stars of the

screen who take their work seriously, everything

they do in their work and in their private lives is

governed by it being necessary that they should

retain your favour. That is not easy. You change
your mind so often, and so often the audiences

which go to the cinemas change their identity. It

is not so universally true now as it was before

dialogue came to the screen, but the film audience

still remains in great part an audience of youth.

There is, as I write, spectacular evidence of that

fact in the flight from pictures of sophistication.

The filmgoer is fundamentally a romantic, only

cinema stars who recognise that fact and who are

prompted by it to make pictures having a romantic
basis, are likely to remain in popular favour. It is

an essential ingredient in the glamour of the stars

that they deal in those things which represent

our dreams and our ideals.
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STRANGERS MAY KISS—

WRITTEN by the authoress of " The Divorcee,"
this very modern tale concerns the vivid career

of a woman who follows the man she loves to all

corners of the earth, and, in spite of a series of disillusion-

ments, ultimately arrives at happiness. The action takes the

spectator to Mexico, to China, to Biarritz, to Paris and to New
York, and provides Norma Shearer with a part in which she has

many opportunities for brilliant emotional acting. An excep-

tionally fine cast, including Robert Montgomery, Neil Hamilton,
Marjorie Rambeau and Irene Rich, appear in support of the star

in a picture distinguished by swift action, lightning change of

L scenery and sparkling dialogue. " Strangers May Kiss " is

perhaps the most brilliant current example of those tales of

sophistication of which the first to be an outstanding

success was " The Divorcee." " Strangers

May Kiss " is an even more glit-

tering production.

£ * % ¥



—Starring NORMA SHEARER

NOT so long ago, a celebrated film director told a

struggling young actress to get out of pictures,

because she was a hopeless camera subject. In 1920,

that same actress had starred in New York without getting

a single chance. In 1930, Norma Shearer must have smiled at

these memories when the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences voted her work in " The Divorcee " as the best per-

formance of the year. To-day, Norma Shearer, on the pinnacle

of film fame, is one of the greatest actresses of the screen. Her
career is a triumphant example of the reward which awaits

those who have the ability to endure continuous hardship and
disappointment. It was by her sensational acting in " The
Trial of Mary Dugan " that she emerged as a brilliant talk-

ing picture star. Norma Shearer is a Canadian, having
been born at Montreal on August 10, 1904.

Four years ago she married
Irving Thalberg.
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HERE we have a joyous talking picture trans-

lation of the play by Ian Hay. The central

character is an anti-gambling crank whose
greed leads him not only to back horses, but also to

make a book, with the result that he cannot meet his

obligations. He is well and truly ducked by his

indignant clients, and regains his normal state of

mind only when he learns that his wife, in ignorance

THE SPORT OF KINGS

and by accident, has won enough money to repay
all his losses. " The Sport of Kings " is an uproari-

ous, wholesome comedy .which will appeal to all

classes of filmgoers. Its authentic English atmos-
phere is a sheer delight.

" The Sport of Kings," which had its premier
London presentation at the Tivoli, was directed by
Victor Saville, who has since made the talking

picture translation of " Hindle Wakes."
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AMONG those brilliant comedians from the

London stage, who have contributed so

greatly to the renaissance of British talking

pictures, no one has done better work than Leslie

Henson, who made his first professional appearance
as a concert artist with Louis Rihel's Concert Party,
" The Tatlers," at Bath in 1910. Leslie Henson has

been a London stage favourite since he first ap-

starring LESLIE HENSON

peared at the Strand Theatre nine years ago. It is

generally conceded that he is even better in talking

pictures than he is on the stage. His voice records

perfectly and the camera is able to show all filmgoers

the elasticity of his features in greater detail than can

be seen in a theatre from the front row of the stalls.

He appeared in several silent films, including
" Alf's Button " and " Tons of Money." His first

talking picture was the comedy, "A Warm Corner."
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IN this remarkable talking picture, Greta Garbo
returns to the exotic type of character that made
her famous in silent films. She is seen as an

artist's model who becomes the toast of Paris and
who gives up her wealthy admirers for the love of a

poor student, with dramatic and unexpected conse-

quences. Greta Garbo, who is generally acknowedged
the first dramatic actress of the screen, has never

INSPIRATION —
before appeared in a more varied or more deeply
emotional characterisation and she has never looked
more beautiful. An exceptionally brilliant supporting
cast includes Robert Montgomery, Lewis Stone,

Marjorie Rambeau of " Min and Bill " fame, and
Beryl Mercer, the memorable old lady of " Medals."
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SHE is the enigma of the screen. She is a quiet
young woman who happens to like solitude and
who has the courage of her own convictions.

She loves the sea. She has the utmost contempt for

convention. She abhors small talk. She does not
give interviews. She seldom agrees with the critics,

even when they praise her. She does not consider
herself mysterious. She likes jazzy records. She

—Starring GRETA GARBO

enjoys laughter and knows all the Garbo jokes. She
devours ice cream. She uses neither paint nor pow-
der. She has freckles. She likes to walk in the rain.

She enjoys opera. She likes to whistle. She delights

in roller-skating, swimming, tennis and spaghetti.

She owns a dog and a parrot. She is Greta the Great.



DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.

G~T_0ERE is a young man who h living up to a great
*-* ^ name. He is twenty-four years of age. He was
born at a time when his father was a rising stage actor

in New York. Acting is only one of the things he can
do well. For three years he studied painting and
sculpture in Paris. Besides being a poet, he is a wrestler,

a boxer, a swimmer and a runner. He is one of the

foremost experts in the film world on colour. After a
two years' engagement, he married Joan Crawford on

June 3, 1920.



JOAN CRAWFORD

5HE represents the spirit of youth, which is surprising,

because her own youth was anything but easy. All

her life she has been a dancer. It was when she was in

The Passing Show" in New York that she was seen

by Harry Ralf of Metro, who gave her a film contract.

That was only six years ago, when she was sweet

seventeen and was known as Lucille La Sueur. She
made a very great hit in " Our Dancing Daughters."
Her latest films are " Dance, Fools, Dance," and
" Complete Surrender."
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ABOVE, left, George Merritt as Zola presents a
c-/ -1 characterisation of extraordinary sincerity. Above,
right, Dreyfus with his family at home. Right, Sam
Livesy as Labori. Below, the famous trial at which
Dreyfus was unjustly condemned to Devil's Island.

DREYFUS
HERE is a great and dignified

British talking picture built on a

world-famous historical theme,
and translated to the screen with the

utmost sincerity. This drama covers a

period of twelve years and the solving

of one of the most sensational mysteries

of espionage in the history of the world.

In a very real sense this is a human
document, which must move all film-

goers who realise that they are looking

at truth and not at fiction. It is a fine

thing to have so splendidly perpetuated

a drama which stirred the whole world.
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OlBOVE, Cedric Hardwicke in his remarkable
v~'/ * characterisation of Dreyfus. Above, left, the

degradation scene. Left, Dreyfus on Devil's Island.

Below, the reinstatement of Dreyfus, and the climax

to a great drama, which is truly a human document.

-A HUMAN DOCUMENT

GREATLY to the credit of the

producers of " Dreyfus " is the

infinite care they have taken to

ensure the historical accuracy of every

detail of this drama of reality. Film-
goers may be assured that all they see

on the screen in talking picture is a

literal transcription of things that

actually happened, and of things which
need no aid from fiction to heighten
their appeal. " Dreyfus " is one of those

rare achievements—a great spectacular

production and a heart-searching

drama which none can see unmoved.
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KIKI- -«

THIS one is fast and funny and it presents an entirely

new Mary Pickford who bears not the remotest
relationship to America's Sweetheart, but who will

give any modern maiden points in being cute and saucy.

Here is a really clever, stimulating talking picture enter-

tainment, in which Mary Pickford is so outstanding that

the excellent work of Reginald Denny only goes to show
how good she is, and Reginald Denny has never done a

piece of finer comedy in his life. " Kiki " is something to

enjoy. The situations and the dialogue are occasionally, to

say the least of them, piquant, but the whole thing is so

amusing and so happy in spirit that it is entertainment

for all. " Kiki," first presented in London at the Regal,

when Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks were in

England, is a modernised and Americanised version of

the famous French farce which has a brilliant record of

success wherever it has been shown. _^

?*'•
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-Starring MARY PICKFORD

IN all the wealth of the film world, there is no one who
may be compared withMary Pickford, either with regard
to the depth of affection in which she is held, or with

regard to the length of time she has retained that affection.

Gladys Smith, from Toronto, in Canada, made her first

professional appearance on the stage at the age of five in
" The Silver King." Her first film appearance was made
when she was sixteen, at which age she began her famous
series of pictures for Biograph, under the direction of
D. W. Griffith, who discovered her. She has, of course,

starred in many pictures, but perhaps " Daddy Long
Legs," " Pollyanna," and " Stella Maris " are most
typical of the work by virtue of which her place in the

hearts of filmgoers is unique. In the world of film romance
there is only one Mary Pickford and it seems as if there

will never be another star who will earn and adorn
the title of "The World's Sweetheart."
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LITTLE CAiSAR-

THE central figure in this sensational film

is a gangster who has a yearning for bigger

and better things in banditry. He wants to

succeed on a grand scale, and, one by one, he

topples over the people in his way, as he boasts

he " can take it as well as dish it out." His
ruthless methods, his daring escapades and
his overweening vanity make " Little Caesar"

perhaps the most realistic drama of gangster

life yet seen in films. " Little Caesar " is

drawn with clean, hard-cut lines. It contains no
mawkish sentimentality whatsoever and no
concessions to obvious film convention.
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barring

EDWARD G. ROBINSON

APART from his work in motion picture

studios, Edward G. Robinson is one of

the intellectuals of the film world. He
was born in Roumania, in Bucharest, but when
he was a child his parents emigrated to New
York, and eventually sent their son to college

with a view to his being a minister. From
theology he switched to law in which he is a

graduate. But he was more interested in drama
and began, with the Theatre Guild, to appear in

a number of intellectual plays. Then in " The
Rocket " he made such a hit as a gangster that

he has been a gangster ever since.



CHARLIE tfr\HE greatest character of me screen, Charlie Chaplin, is the^ creation of Charles Spencer Chaplin who was born in London

CHAPLIN on April 16, 1889. Educated in Karno Comedy, one of the finest

schools of pantomime in the world, he began appearing in silent films

in 1913. He has made a name unique in the world of motion

pictures. His " little man "
is the finest comedy creation of our time.

People who have never otherwise troubled to see a film find in this

creation a work of genius.



VIRGINIA (C)NE evening at dinner, Charles Chaplin was seated next to a
^-^ girl, who had studied first music and then architecture, who,

CHERRILL finally had given up both as a career and who was in Hollywood on

holiday, visiting her friend Sue Carol. The result of that dinner was
that Virginia Ctie~rrill was chosen to play the heroine of " City

Lights." Virginia Cherrill is beautiful, modest, and superstitious.

One of her greatest friends is a wire-haired terrier. She is a natural

blonde' with blue eyes.
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ERE is a happy English

comedy, woven of laugh-

ter and sentiment. The
central idea of this picture is that a

number of soldiers, on active service in

France, decide they must do something
dramatic and that something is nothing
more or less than an entirely original render-

ing of " East Lynne," which, after many
tribulations, is finally presented to an exceed-

EAST LYNNE onEAST

ingly hearty audience which expresses both
approval and disapproval without any false

modesty. There is, for example, one exceed-

ingly purple passage in which the players are

presented with eggs and vegetables, both
over-ripe. The Lady Isabel of this film is

Herbert Mundin ! He is aided and
abetted in this gay adventure by such

players as Alf Goddard, Mark Daly,

and Hugh E. Wright, all of whom
fe^_ are brilliant in their respec-

tive parts.
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GEORGE PEARSON,
the creator of "East
Lynne on the Western

Front " is one of the most gifted and
most genuine men in the British film

world. He was a schoolmaster, and
entered films in 1913 as a scenario writer.

He is known to all filmgoers for discovering

and developing Betty Balfour, the only
authentic cinema star in the sense of being

the WESTERN FRONT

!

played continuously in one character, we have
had in Britain. George Pearson was also re-

sponsible for the very beautiful talking pic-

ture translation of " Journey's End." He
introduced Sir Harry Lauder to the screen.

He is perhaps the best emotional director

we have in British pictures. His " Love,
Life and Laughter " stands out as one
of the most beautiful films made in

any country. His work has beauty

of sentiment and kindliness

of humour.
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WRITTEN by Ernest Pascal specially for

Constance Bennett, "Born to Love" is a

strong human drama which tells what the

war did to a girl and to the two men who loved her.

The scene is laid in London during the war. The
heroine is an American nurse in an English war
hospital. A feature of this film is the great care which
has been taken to reproduce with exactitude the

sights and sounds of London in war-time, and the

general success with which a seemingly authentic

English atmosphere has been created. Constance
Bennett has the reputation of being the most popular
talking picture star of the moment. " Born to Love

"

is certainly her best picture. In its highly emotional

drama it is calculated to make an irresistible appeal to

all filmgoers, but its most outstanding virtue is that it

gives to Constance Bennett a part in which she can
show to great advantage the intensity and the variety

of her work as a dramatic actress. " Born to Love
"

is a talking picture born to success.
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AMONG the players in " Born to Love " there

AA are many Englishmen. Joel McCrea, who
plays the rough and ready hero, is a young

American who has recently made a great hit in talking

pictures, but otherwise we have Paul Cavanagh, the

distinguished London actor who was once a barrister

and who made his first appearance on the stage at

Croydon. There is that great English character actor,

Fred Kerr. There is young Anthony Bushell, who
was the hero of " Disraeli." There is Richard
Lancaster who has appeared in many Broadway
successes. There is Mary Forbes, who made her first

stage appearance at Leicester where she was the

Fairy Crystal in " Cinderella." " Born to Love " is

also certain to make a direct appeal to British film-

goers, because of the care which has been taken to

create the authentic atmosphere of London as it was
in the later days of the war. Having regard to the fact

that this picture was made in Hollywood the convic-
tion of these scenes is a triumph of direction.
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1

HERE we have Buster Keaton in the

role of a young man who is reputed
to be a regular gay Lothario to such

an extent that he is in trouble practically all

the time. He is suspected by his sweetheart.

He is caught in a compromising position

with a married woman by a husband who
has a temper and a gun. He disorganises a

fashionable hotel, he wrecks a motor car and
stays in hot water to the end, to the infinite

relish of the audience. His supporting cast

is brilliant. It includes Reginald Denny,
Cliff Edwards and Edward Brophy, Dorothy
Christy, Charlotte Greenwood, Joan Peers,

Sally Gilers, and Natalie Moorhead. Every
picture in which Buster Keaton has appeared

has had originality of theme and of setting and
once again in "Romeo in Pyjamas" he has created a

film comedy of brilliant originality in which laughter

is made with brains.

> ROMEO IN PYJAMAS
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FILMGOERS who are curious to see

what a famous film star's home is like

will be interested in seeing Buster

Keaton at home in " Romeo in Pyjamas."
When the film was planned, search was made
for a mansion with terraced gardens and a

swimming pool. Buster Keaton promptly
offered his own home, so that when produc-
tion began, he had the unique experience of

getting up in the morning, having breakfast

and then walking out to his lawn to go to

work. The Keaton house, the Keaton
gardens, the Keaton swimming pool, and the

Keaton dog " Elmer " are all in evidence in
" Romeo in Pyjamas." This, however, is but
one of the many ingredients which go to make
" Romeo in Pyjamas " a talking picture of excep-
tional interest. As in every Buster Keaton film every

detail of this production will command your favour.
" Romeo in Pyjamas " is great fun.

with BUSTER KEATON,



JOHN Cl-PE comes from the University of Alabama where he
** ^ was an all-American half-back. Soon after he

MACK graduated in 1927, he went to Hollywood to try his hand
__-...... at pictures. His first was " The Bugle Call," in which
bKkJWlN Jackie Coogan was the star. He played also opposite

Marion Davies in " The Varsity Girl." In "Coquette,"

he showed that he could play in talking pictures as well

as in football ! He is twenty-seven. He is six feet. He
has black hair and brown eyes.



NORMA
TALMADGE

fJo^HEN she was fourteen, Norma Talmadge posed for
^*s coloured song slides of popular ballads, wherefore she

became a film actress in 1911, when she was paid three

dollars a day for appearing in " The Four-Footed Pest,"

with Florence Turner. One of the earliest of cinema

stars, Norma Talmadge has never lost her popularity. In
" The Garden of Allah " and " The Sign on the

Door " she made two of the finest films we have ever seen

on the screen.
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! SYDNEY HOWARD in-

ONE of the most charming men one can meet in a

life's journey, Sydney Howard comes from York-
shire, from Yeadon near Leeds. He did not

appear on the stage until he was twenty-seven. The
occasion was a concert party at Cosy Corner, St. Anne's-
on-Sea. He came to London in 1919 to play in the

Albert de Courville revue, " Box o' Tricks," at the

Hippodrome. He has made a great hit in British talking

pictures. In " Tilly of Bloomsbury," as the broker's

man, he is immense. His first film was " Splinters," in

which he played with Nelson Keys.
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TILLY OF BLOOMSBURY

THIS is just about the best British talking picture

yet made. It is certainly the most uproarious and it

presents a perfectly wonderful array of players,

including Phyllis Konstam, Ellis Jeffreys, Richard Bird,

Mabel Russell, Edward Chapman, Ena Grossmith,
Marie Wright, Sebastian Smith, Leila Page, Oliver

Roose, and H. R. Hignett. This translation of the fam-
ous stage comedy by Ian Hay, has been beautifully pro-

duced under the direction of Jack Raymond. It is a

genuine feast of laughter which will delight all filmgoers

who appreciate genuine English humour.
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FATHER'S SON-
ADAPTED from "Old Fathers and
AA Young Sons," " Father's Son " is one of

those rare pictures having literally

universal appeal. Everybody will love it. It tells

the story of a boy who is misunderstood by his

middle-aged father, who takes all his pranks as

evidences of natural depravity. The boy has the

brooding sympathy of his mother, the faithfulness

of his dog, and the worship of Vestibule Pullman
Johnson, a boy of colour. The boy has a bad time,

but, after he has run away from home, all ends
well. And the result is a talking picture in which
there is happiness and pathos so sincere in

character and so deep in sentiment as to appeal

to everyone who remembers and understands
the long, long dreams of youth.

in

>eal

ids
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with LEON JANNEY

LEON JANNEY, who plays the part of

Bill, " a regular kid " in " Father's Son
"

is the boy who did such remarkable work
in " Courage." He is fourteen. He went on the

stage when he was two and a half, and he has been
in films for four years. He hopes one day to play

Shylock whereas most actors sigh for Hamlet.
Lewis Stone, ideally cast as the stern parent, is a

typical army officer in real life. He is a major in

the American reserves, and goes to camp every

year instead of taking a holiday. He is an expert

rifle shot, rider, fencer, boxer, and yachtsman.
He is associated on the screen with parts of

great dignity, and, since the coming of talking

pictures and our hearing his charming, cultured

voice, he has advanced to greater favour

•'
I
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LORETTA YOUNG
5HE is radiant youth. She is a star at the age of eighteen. She

was born in Salt Lake City on January 6, 1913. They say,

in Hollywood, that no talking picture is complete without her.

Her sisters are Polly Ann Young and Sally Blane. She first

appeared with Colleen Moore in" Naughty But Nice," doubling

for Polly Ann. Herbert Brenon chose her for " Laugh, Clown,

Laugh," Otis Skinner chose her for " Kismet," Ronald Colman
chose her for " The Devil to Pay," and Grant Withers chose her

as the heroine of a romantic aeroplane elopement. Everyone who
sees Loretta chooses her for something !



DAW LEE

C^LPERE he is as he appears in " The Squealer" with
^ ^ Jack Holt. He is going strong, but perhaps he will be

remembered most affectionately, for years to come, as the

Sonny Boy of whom Al Jolson sang in " The Singing Fool,"

the film which ensured the success of talking pictures. He is

the brother of Frankie Lee who played the crippled boy in

The Miracle Man," eleven years ago, and who is now at

school in Hollywood. The father of these two brilliant boys

is a writer of dialogue for talking pictures. Davy was born

on January 3, 1925. He has hazel eyes and brown hair.
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1 CHANCE of a NIGHT-TIME

ERE is an original musical romance,
specially written for the screen by
Ben Travers, the author of many of

the Aldwych Theatre comedies. It is one of
those brilliant talking pictures which began
with " Rookery Nook " and which have
been instrumental in making British talking

pictures popular all over the world.

The players in " Chance of a Night-
time," led by Ralph Lynn, include Robert

English, Kenneth Kove, Dino Galvani, Sunday
Wilshin and Winifred Shotter.

Robert English, who fought in the Boer War and
the Great War, has played in many British films and
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-Starring RALPH LYNN

on the London stage. Kenneth Kove, one
of the Aldwych players, made his first film

appearance in " Murder." Dino Galvani is

a stage and screen player who appeared
notably in " Piccadilly " and " Atlantic."

Sunday Wilshin is a new and interesting

film personality from the London stage.

Winifred Shotter, the Aldwych Theatre
heroine, made her first stage appearance at

the Apollo in " Soldier Boy." She has

played in revue in New York and was five years at

the Winter Garden. She is one of the most gifted

and charming artists on the London stage. "Chance
of a Night-time " is her best talking picture.
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THE GANG BUSTER

THE official American description of this one is good.

It says :
" Grin you Grinners ! A gangling lad from

Arkansas tips his hat to a reigning monarch of the

underworld—and things start to happen ! Jack Oakie does
his wise-cracking in the dives of gangdom—and shoots a

big city full of laughs." And with that, most filmgoers will

agree. This is a gangster comedy in which, with lovely Jean
Arthur as heroine, Jack Oakie " busts " two rival gangs to

pieces and to prison, while providing some of the most
uproarious comedy it is possible to imagine.
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-Starring JACK OAKIE^=
1ET Jack Oakie speak ! No one can stop him anyway !

'*
I was born in Missouri and went to school in

New York. My first job was in Wall Street clerking.

May Leslie heard people say I was a ' smart-cracker ' and
cast me in her Junior League Follies. For a long time
I had been thinking of trying the movies, but I lacked

confidence. Then Lindberg flew to Paris !
' Lindberg

made it,' I said to myself, and I packed off to Hollywood
and here I am. Who has the best voice on the screen ?

Well, that's easy. Bill Powell comes in second."

<-"*



LEWIS ^JlERHAPS one of the best tests of the fact that Lewis Stone is a
great artist is the way he has maintained a steadily increasing

STONE following. After a few years on the screen most players have to

make way for the younger people that are introduced. But that is

because they are not great enough for the public constantly to find
something new in them. Every picture in which Lewis Stone appears
is further evidence that he is an exceptional artist. His old admirers
are always seeing something else in him to admire—and there are

always new ones to make his list of fans one of the longest of any
screen star. He is six feet tall and has grey hair and hazel eyes. One
of the attributes which make him an outstanding figure is his perfect

poise. His every gesture is natural and gracejul. He never overacts.

He was born in Worcester, Massachusetts, in 1879, and was
educated in New York City. As far back as 1901 he began his stage

career in a play called " Sidetracked," which was produced in the

old Third Avenue Theatre in New York. He made his first picture

under Thomas H. Ince in 1915. It was " Honor's Altar," in which
he had the leading role. His success was instantaneous. A few of his

many well-known productions are " Cytheria," " The Lost World,"
The Life of Helen of Troy," " Scaramouche," ' The Prisoner of

Zenda," ." Man's Desire," " Nomads of the North," ' The Trial

of Mary Dugan," " The- Big House," " Wonder of Women,"
" The Office Wife," and " My Past."
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IN the seventieth years of its life, " East

Lynne " has been made into one of the most
beautiful talking pictures of 1930.

Nothing has been spared to renew this famous
tale, which holds the world's record of having a

sale in novel form of 15,000,000 and of having
been seen on the stage by more than 100,000,000
playgoers. The talking pic-

ture translation has been
done not only in English,

but also in Spanish, German,
French and Italian, for "East
Lynne " is still universal in

its appeal.

The English version is a

brilliant production.

Frank Lloyd, the director, is the gifted Scots-

man who has risen to the first rank of film

directors in Hollywood. He has a unique list of
successes to his credit in silent and in talking

pictures.

Joseph Urban, who designed the settings, is one
of the foremost architectural artists in the world.
Leo Fall, the famous Viennese composer of

' The Dollar Princess," was engaged to furnish
the incidental music.

The cast is literally all-star.

EAST LYNNE
—Starring

ANN HARDING

Ann Harding, as Lady Isabel, is ideally cast.

She fills this difficult part with infinite distinction,

varying her moods and her appearance in per-

fect keeping with the progress of the drama. In

her scenes with Clive Brook and Conrad Nagel
we have some of the most exquisite episodes in

a brilliantly acted play.

Clive Brook is a Londoner.
He was educated at Dul-
wich College. He fought in

the Great War. He played

with great success on the

London stage and in British

films, and went to America
in 1921.

Conrad Nagel is an
American from Iowa. He is a director of several

banks in California. He met his wife when she

went as a reporter to interview him.

Cecilia Loftus, who plays the cruel sister,

comes, like Frank Lloyd, from Glasgow. She is

the daughter of Marie Loftus, a famous variety

star, and she herselfhad a great record on the stage.

Beryl Mercer, who is the nurse, came from
Seville in Spain, to Drury Lane in London by
way of the Channel Islands, where she was

(.Please turn to page 42)

..J
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(Continued from page 39)

educated. She went to

America in 1917 to play on
the stage, but has since

appeared in many pictures,

notably " Medals," in

which she played the part

she created in London.
O. P. Heggie, who plays

the father of Lady Isabel,

is an Australian from Ade-
laide. He made his first

stage appearance in Ade-
laide in 1899. Six years

later he came to London.
In 1914 he went to the

United States where he has

appeared on stage and
screen.

" East Lynne " is cer-

tain to be one of the most
successful talking pictures

of the year. Besides being
fortunate in its players, it

has been produced with
exceptional emotional sin-

cerity, and the old, familiar

story has been revised to

be more in harmony with
modern thought, but noth-
ing of the spirit of the

book has been sacrificed.

The result is a film drama
which will make a direct

and sure appeal to the

majority of filmgoers.
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WILLIAM
HE arrived in Hollywood

from British Guiana.
On the way, he stepped

off in England to be educated.

He attended Reading College.

He also broke his journey at

Shanghai where he went in

pursuit of a business career.

Then he got going again, and
this time he arrived in Los
Angeles in 1915. Four years

later he made his first appear-

ance on the stage, at the

Morosco Theatre in Los
Angeles, and subsequently

played in such dramas as
' The Tailor Made Man,"
"Three Faces East" and "Polly

with a Past." But all the time

he was thinking of pictures.
" Grow a moustache and you

will always be able to secure

work in motion pictures," a

casting director told William
Austin eight years ago, and
for once an actor took good
advice ! William Austin began
the cultivation of the light

brown moustache which has

made him an ideal player of
light comedy. He has never
been out of work since. He is

\ &

AUSTIN
now under contract to Para-

mount, as the result of his

excellent acting with Bebe
Daniels in " Swim, Girl,

Swim," the film in which he
took the part of an eccentric

professor.

The first film in which he
appeared was " Ruggles of

Red Gap." In all he has played

important parts in more than
twenty pictures, ranging from
the ultra-modern " It " in

which Clara Bow was the star,

to such wholehearted melo-
drama as " The Mysterious Dr.
Fu Manchu," and always he
has made his mark as a

comedian with a unique
personality.

Very few actors are able to

gather as many laughs out of a

part as William Austin. With
the coming of talking pictures,

he has found his services in

very great demand. He has the

unique faculty of being able to

make even a small part stand

out as a finely etched creation,

while his voice, in the P. G.
Wodehouse sense of the phrase,

is perfectly priceless.
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H E
Lyons
Mail"

is one of the most celebrated

dramas on the English speaking

stage. It is a notable circumstance that it

should be translated into a talking picture with
Sir John Martin Harvey in the leading part.

The story of " The Lyons Mail " is founded on
fact. It is a drama of two men, one being an
honest merchant who is condemned to death for a

crime he did not commit, and the other being a

|
THE LYONS MAIL—

villainous drunkard and the real criminal.

Actually, the innocent man was executed for

the crime of which he was innocent, but in the

picture, as in the play, reality is gilded with a

romantic ending.

The cast supporting Sir John Martin Harvey
includes Ben Webster, Norah Baring,

Michael Hogan and Moore Marriatt,

who is the most splendidly versa-

tile character actor in British

talking pictures and is

.
*v probably the most

neglected.
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ONE of

the most
distinguished of

English actors, Sir John
Martin Harvey is known through-

out the English speaking world for his long

record of success in the presentation of fine plays
" The Lyons Mail," in which he makes his

first appearance in talking pictures, was one of

the plays in which he appeared at the Lyceum,
where he worked for fourteen years under Sir

Henry Irving. In 1891 he played in "The Lyons

.Sta

OIR JOHN MARTIN HARVEY

Mail " as the tavern boy Joliquet. Now, forty

years on, he has made this play live in talking

picture shape.

Ben Webster is one of the finest players on the

London stage. He has played in many British

films including " Downhill," " Easy Virtue," and
"The Only Way."
Norah Baring made her first stage

appearance in "A Kiss for

Cinderella," in a part

which was specially

written for her by
Sir Tames Barrie.
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ERE is a hilarious

comedy reciting the

adventures that befell

a timid vicar, all because an angry mother
brought him her errant son so that this

wicked boy might be cured of reading
V " penny dreadfuls." The vicar read the

" penny dreadful " himself, and thereby in-

herited much trouble with burglars and policemen
and coffee-stall keepers and all sorts of people.

But it all ends well, and this talking picture has the

special virtue of presenting a brilliant cast of British

THIRD TIME LUCKY-

players with Bobby Howes as the star. There is also

Gordon Harker, Dorothy Boyd, Clare Greet,

Margaret Yarde and Marie Ault, and many others.

Anyone looking for a real British entertainment

will find it, the first time, in " Third Time
Lucky." And, on your left, will you please

note the gentleman who is being pressed to

^k take refreshment ! He is the one and only

^k Walter Forde who directed " Third

^^ Time Lucky," and who is one of the

v ^ finest directors of comedy or drama
M now at work in British studios.W He made " The Ringer."

1 w

h
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HE is a Londoner from
Chelsea. He made his first

professional appearance on the

variety stage in 1909. He served with the

London Regiment in the Great War. Then
back to the stage, to variety, to revue, and to

musical comedy. He made his first film ap-

pearance in " Guns of Loos," in which Made-
leine Carroll also played her first film part. Now,
in " Third Time Lucky," he gives promise of being

one of the best comedians in talking pictures.

He is one of the most popular men on the London

-Starring BOBBY HOWES

stage, and he deserves to be since he is as unassuming
as he is gifted. Such is our Bobby Howes.
Gordon Harker is also a Londoner. He hails

from Wandsworth. He is the son of Joseph
Harker, the great scenic artist. He " appeared

"

first behind the scenes as prompter to Fred
Terry on tour in 1902. He actually appeared
before an audience first of all in ] 903 at the

London Imperial when he walked on in

Ellen Terry's " Much Ado About
Nothing." He has played in many
British films, always with very

I ¥ ^ ^
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THE SPECKLED BAND-

PERHAPS the most exciting of all the

adventures of Sherlock Holmes, and
certainly the most suitable for trans-

lation to talking pictures, " The Speckled
Band," by virtue of its title, will have a

ready made audience. In this drama, the

great detective plays what is really a secondary part,

although the criminal he runs to earth would hardly

think so. Anyhow, the character of which we see most is

Dr. Rylott, who plans to kill his two step-daughters in

order to inherit their fortune. How nearly he succeeds

and how at the very last moment his plot reverts on
himself carries " The Speckled Band " to an amazing
climax, and to the section of records in Baker Street where
Sherlock Holmes keeps " Cases Closed," a notable cast

includes Lyn Harding, Raymond Massey, Angela
Baddeley, Athole Stewart and Nancy Price.
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"T

-Sfarrmg LYN HARDING j

AS the villainous Dr. Rylott, Lyn
/-\ Harding repeats in this talking

picture a characterisation which he
created on the London stage at the Adelphi
in 1910, and which he has made one of the

most notable performances of his great

career. Lyn Harding, whose real name is David Llewel-

lyn Harding, comes from Newport, Monmouth. He first

appeared on the stage at the Theatre Royal, Bristol, forty

years ago, since when he has played throughout the

English speaking world.

Raymond Massey is a Canadian from Toronto. He
served in the Great War as a Captain of Artillery with
the Canadian Field Artillery. He made his first stage

appearance at the Everyman at Hampstead in 1922. He
made a hit as Lewis Dodd in " The Constant Nymph."
" The Speckled Band " is his first talking picture.
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'Staff » \

MARY BRIAN

5HE is really Louise Dantzler, but then

she is just as really Wendy of " Peter

Pan," with which her film career began.

She comes from Texas. She won a beauty
contest in Hollywood. She is probably the

most popular girl in Hollywood. She
wanted to be an artist, but now she is too

busy making pictures to paint any, which,

without being rude about her painting, is

just as all good filmgoers would have it !



GEORGE
^J^JITH " Disraeli," he won the first Gold Medal
^^ awarded by "Photoplay" to any talking

picture, which was very nice since, among his many
virtues, George Arliss is a Londoner who made his

first stage appearance at the Elephant and Castle.

He was a member of Mrs. Patrick Campbell's

company, with which he went to New York to

become one of the most popular actors in the United
States. You will remember him in " The Green
Goddess," " Old English," and " The Millionaire."
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Stolen Heaven
have a very modern

romance of Florida with a tense

dramatic background. Nancy
Carroll plays the part of an out-of-work
dancer who befriends a wounded man. The

Phillips Holmes, who takes the

character of a youth who has just stolen £4,000
and who has been wounded in getting away.

Together, the girl and the boy go to Florida and
plunge into the fashionable life of Palm Beach.

They decide to have one last grand fling. At the

end of their time they discover that they are in

love and, of course, that changes everything.

Instead of running away from life they decide

to face it. The boy goes to prison. The girl

waits his release. In " Stolen Heaven " Nancy
Carroll has yet another type of character,

Ih« which is the reward of her good work in
' The Devil's Holiday " and " Laughter."

Here she emerges as a genuinely

^ emotional actress doing really fine

work, in a story which called for

real ability. You will like her.

jpfo If it comes to that, who
TjjF ^t' does ""' ?

J
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—Starring

ANCY CARROLL

SINCE Nancy La Hiff was born in

Manhattan, since her parents were
genuine Irish, since she inherited an

Irish temper as well as Irish beauty, Nancy
Carroll is to-day a talking picture star. Nancy
went in for a film contest and won it. In 1923
she appeared on the New York stage in " The
Passing Show." She played in various musical

shows, but she wanted to get into pictures. She
tried, in vain. They said she did not have a film

face. Then one day she called at Paramount and
the gateman would not admit her. Nancy let

him have it, in Irish ! She was mad. Anne
Nichols, who was then looking for a girl to play

in " Abie's Irish Rose," happened to hear this

episode. She stood and marvelled at Nancy's
eloquence. Then she rushed over and told

this infuriated daughter of Erin that she was
to play in pictures. So, if you would be a

talking picture star, be Irish, lose your
temper at the right time and in the right

place when somebody of importance
will see you. Nancy Carroll is five

feet four, her hair is red and ^
her eves are Irish blue ! .dim
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TWO English comedians in the same programme at a Bronx music-
hall in New York debated the question, years ago, of taking a

chance in the new and developing entertainment of the films.

One of them was Charlie Chaplin, then a relatively obscure performer
with nothing to lose.

The other was Ernie Lotinga. As Mr. Lotinga was the star of his own
company he had not the same reasons for deserting to the films.

He remained to make millions laugh in music-halls all over the English

speaking world, but at last has followed the famous Charlie, and in
" P. C. Josser" his first feature film, brings to the screen the hilarious

broad comedy of the halls.

" P. C. Josser " is a talkie adaptation and embellishment of Ernie

Lotinga's well-known variety sketch, " The Police Force." Time was
when Ernie Lotinga did a
" turn "

; to-day he plays lull «h
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as P.C. JOSSER
time, and maintains the most seasoned audience in a roar of merriment.
Milton Rosmer, who directed this new Gainsborough picture, has trans-

ferred all this merriment to the screen, and Lotinga took a deep personal
interest in the production, with the result that the picture is excellent

entertainment. P.C. Jimmy Josser is already a well-known character and
his screen escapades, first as a cheerfully incompetent constable, then as

a private detective engaged to guard the favourite for a big race, and as

a waiter, are abundant in humorous touches and funny dialogue. Any-
one in need of a hearty laugh should not miss this film.

"P. C. Josser " is excellent fare in the form of broad comedy, on
traditional music-hall lines. The humour of Ernie Lotinga is of the old-

fashioned type, which has everything to commend it. There is a joyous
enthusiasm about Lotinga's impersonation of the incompetent police

constable which is infectious

and wholly irresistible.

**



CTlOHADEDfor stardom, this gifted actress, who can play, as

^ you please, the old-fashioned girl of the sun-bonnet or the

very modern lady on our left, comes all the way from Tennessee.

She arrived in pictures by way oj musical comedy. She
played in " The Taming of the Shrew." She was heroine to

Ramon Novarro in his first talking pictures " Devil May
Care," " In Gay Madrid," and " Call of the Flesh." She is

five feet two, she has brown hair and blue eyes, and, being

only twenty- one, she has the world before her.



KAY FRANCIS

5HE was intended for a business career, but since her mother,

Katherine Clinton, is a distinguished actress, Kay Francis

naturally felt that way about the stage and nothing could stop

her. Then in her very first talking picture, " Gentlemen of the

Press," in which Walter Huston also made a first film
appearance, she made a great hit. Now she may be seen in

another newspaper drama, " Scandal Sheet," opposite

George Bancroft. She is five feet five, with black hair and
brown eyes, and is the finest " vamp " in films.
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I GEORGE BANCROFT

'E enjoys chasingH troubles. He left

school in search of adventure and found
it when he joined the American Navy.

He fought at Manila Bay. He dived under
the battleship Oregon to inspect damage
caused by a submerged rock, for which he

^ was awarded a scholarship at Annapolis.

He did not like school any better than

he had done at first. He made for

Broadway. He was one of the

first film actors to reach Holly-

wood. He made an instan-

taneous talking picture

hit with ' The
Wolf of Wall

Street."



—in SCANDAL SHEET

THERE is strong drama in " Scandal Sheet."

George Bancroft plays the part of an

editor of a newspaper who holds that all

the news is fit to print. On this principle he

wins against the wishes of the newspaper
proprietor and even when tragedy touches A
his own home. Some of the action is mW
hard to believe, but the production as a ^4j
whole is notable for the direction by

John Cromwell and the perfect

work of Clive Brook and Kay
Francis. Moreover, the

newspaper atmosphere
is the real thing

in "Scandal
Sheet." ,|
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ERE we have El Brendel as a

toy salesman who, when he
visits a night club, is mistaken

for a notorious gangster. The lady,

played by Fin D'Orsay, who invites him to

the night club, really intends to have him shot

as soon as she discovers what he has done with
a lorry load of liquor which he is supposed to

have stolen. The toy salesman, knowing nothing
of all this, is determined to have a good time, and

j
Mr. LEMON OF ORANGE—

does, by showing the underworld many mysti-

fying tricks he can perform with his toys. This is

an uproarious picture which royally ridicules the

underworld one usually sees in pictures.

We learn, for example, that when a gangster,

such as you see below, shows the end of his

cigar, he is dangerous, and that when he

swallows a cigar complete he is bent on
murder ! Those who feel we may have

had too many pictures of gangsters will

find, in " Mr. Lemon of Orange," the

most perfect antidote imaginable.
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LIKE George Bancroft, he comes
from Philadelphia, he began as

a German comedian and worked
his way through all sorts of variety until

he reached Broadway in 1922 as a Swedish
'

comedian. When America entered the war,

he abandoned his German character. For
twelve years he was a star in variety. In 1926

he played in Paramount pictures. He was the

rookie in "Wings." The film part which made

Starring EL BRENDEL

him famous was that in " The Cock-Eyed
World," in which he was a source of joy to all

with the exception of Victor McLaglen
Among other films in which El Brendel has

appeared, one should note "The Long Trail,"
" Rolled Stockings " and " Sunny Side Up,"
the last having been one of the most success-

ful talking pictures yet made, at least in

so far as public appreciation is any indica-

tion of success. He is five feet eight,

he has dark eyes and brown hair, and
is an original !
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BEFORE its presentation at the
Shaftesbury Theatre on April 13,

1922, " Tons of Money " had
been hawked round London for two
years. Then Tom Walls and Leslie

Henson saw its possibilities. It was an
immediate success, but it had to move

[
TONS OF MONEY

to make way for another play. It

moved to the Aldwych, then the White
Elephant of London theatres, and
everybody prophesied its failure.

' Tons of Money " ran for 737 per-

formances and laid the fortunes of the
Aldwych Theatre and of everyone
who has been associated with it.
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THE talking picture translation of
" Tons of Money," directed by
Tom Walls, presents a brilliant

cast headed by Ralph Lynn, Yvonne
Arnaud and Mary Brough, with Madge
Saunders and Robertson Hare also in

the team. It is interesting to note that

RALPH LYNNMM
I

—Starring

Yvonne Arnaud, though Parisian by
birth, first played at the Adelphi in

' The Quaker Girl." Mary Brough
made her first London appearance at

the Haymarket in " She Stoops to

Conquer," when Mrs. Langtry also

first appeared on the stage. She is one
of our greatest character actresses.



RAMON NAVARRO
RIGINALLY intended for a musical career, Ramon Samoniego,

who ivas born in Durango, Mexico, went to America to act in

musical plays, until he was discovered by Rex Ingram and appeared

in " The Prisoner of Zenda " as Ramon Novarro. He was an

instantaneous success. In " Scaramouche " and " Ben Hur " he

achieved world-wide favour. Recently, in addition to holding his

place of eminence in talking pictures, he has been directing in

languages other than English. He is an expert linguist. He is one

oj the most cultured men in Hollywood and one oj the most popular.
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JANFT GAYNOR nnd CHARLES FARRELL



BEBE (^A LTHOUGH she appeared on the stage at the age of ten

nAMICI C
<̂ /

*- weeks, it was not until she played in "Richard III" that
UAINItLj Bebe Daniels really began her dramatic career. She was then

four years old ! When she was twelve she was leading lady to

Harold Lloyd in the "Lonesome Luke" comedies. Starred for

many years in silent films, she made a sensational talking picture

hit with "Rio Rita." In "Reaching for the Moon" she plays

opposite Douglas Fairbanks. She was born in Dallas, Texas,

on January 14, 1901, and is 5 feet 3£ inches tall, weighs 112

pounds, and has black hair and dark brown eyes.
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"The
Devil to Pay

"

is generally recog-

nised as the happiest

picture in which Ronald
Colman has yet appeared. The

A story, which is a romantic
comedy of life in London Society

and of Derby Day in particular, was
specially written for Colman by the

famous English dramatist, Frederick
Lonsdale, and it fits the star like a suit

from Savile Row. The leading character

is Willie Hale, the younger and wilder son
of Lord Leeland. Tired of being exiled on an
African farm, Willie auctions his belongings
and returns to London with £20. Of this

fortune, he spends £15 on buying George, the

THE DEVIL TO PAY-

Sealyham you may see on your right (you can
recognise him by his wearing a collar), while the

remaining £5 is invested on taking a charming
actress out to dinner. Next morning, Willie

arrives home broke and unrepentant. But
then he meets the girl, falls head over heels in

love, takes her to the Derby and begins a

series of escapades woven on the loom of

laughter and ending in the land of Happy
Ever After. In this brilliant picture,

produced by Samuel Goldwyn and
directed by George Fitzmaurice,

0t Ronald Colman has, as his sup-

porting players, Loretta Young,
^L who is the girl, Myrna Loy,

lb who is the actress, and the

wonderful Fred Kerr,

who is Lord Leeland.

Loretta Young first played in pictures

fifteen years ago. She was then aged four.

She retired, at the age of seven, by her

mother's orders. In 1927, at the age of four-

teen, she returned to pictures in Colleen

Moore's "Naughty, But Nice," and since then

she has been heroine to such stars as Lon
Chaney, John Barrymore and P.onald Colman.
Polly Ann Young and Sally Blane are her sisters.

She is married to Grant Withers, with whom
she eloped by aeroplane on January 26, 1930.
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Ronald
Colman is

now the most
popular player in pic-

tures. His rise to fame is a

romance of real life. In 1920,

having failed to get work in Lon
don, he sailed for New York, where
he arrived with £7 10s. and two
letters of introduction which were use

less. He got a place in a touring com-
pany which visited Los Angeles. He
called on an agent and asked this agent if

he thought he would be any good in films.

The agent, who was reading a book, with a

cigar in his mouth and his feet on the table,

grunted, " I wonder !
" But, the following

year, Ronald Colman was chosen to play

-Starring RONALD COLMAN

opposite Lillian Gish in " The White Sister

and in " Romola," which were made in Italy

Then Samuel Goldwyn, the greatest impres-
sario in pictures, saw " The White Sister " in

Hollywood, cabled to Colman, offered him a

contract and so began what is perhaps the

most successful actor-producer association

in the history of the film business. With
the advent of talking pictures, Ronald
Colman has greatly advanced his reputa-

tion. With " Bulldog Drummond "

he made an instantaneous hit, which
was followed by " Condemned,"
" Raffles," and " The Devil to

Pay." Of these four pictures,
" The Devil to Pay," which
is the latest, is very easily

the best entertainment.

Myrna Loy, at various times, has been
accused of, and credited with, being a native

of every country between Egypt and Japan.
In reality, she was born in Helena, Montana,
U.S.A., which is also Gary Cooper's " home
town," and her parents are Welsh and Scotch.
Mrs. Rudolph Valentino (Natacha Rambova)
gave her a start in films in 1925 in "What Price
Beauty." She is a beautiful and gifted actress,

who can play the difficult part of the temptress
with infinite skill and charm.
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RESURRECTION-

JOHN BOLES owes his

cess in films to the fact

that joining the Ameri-
can Army, when America
entered the Great War,
interrupted his career

as a medical student at

the University of Texas,

where he had main-
tained himself by sing-

ing in choirs, at

funerals, at weddings,
and anywhere else where
people would pay to hear

him. After the war, he
tried to grow cotton, but

held on to singing as a side-

and finally he was able, by
patronage of Oscar Seagle, to study

voice in Paris. Returning to New York, he got a part in

the musical comedy, " Little Jessie James " and made
such a hit that Geraldine Farrar selected him as her

leading man in light opera. Then, after he had sung in
" Kitty Kisses," Gloria Swanson made him her leading

man in " Sunya." But the films were silent in those

days and John Boles was just another good-looking
actor. He appeared in several silent films and was all

right, but when he sang and played in " The Desert
Song " he was a riot and so he remains ! Following

' The Desert Song," he has played in " Rio Rita,"
" Captain of the Guard," " The King of Jazz " and
" Resurrection," and, of course, he plays opposite Evelyn
Laye as the dashing hero of " One Heavenly Night,"

by virtue of which you will find him smiling at you
from page 117!

First published in 1889,
" Resurrection," written

by Count Leo Tolstoy, is

now acknowledged as one

of the greatest novels in

all literature. This talk-

ing picture translation by

Universal with John Boles

and Lupe Velez is one of
the great films of the year.
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-with JOHN BOLES
and LUPE VELEZ

"Resurrection," as a novel,

has been translated into

eleven languages. Sir

Herbert Tree presented

the English stage version

by Michael Morton at

His Majesty's Theatre,

in 1903. As an opera, it

was presented in 1925 at

Chicago, by Mary Garden.

LUPE VELEZ, with the

completion of the part

of Katusha Maslova, in

"Resurrection," reaches

the dramatic heights to

which she has aspired

ever since she began to

be a player in pictures.

The tales about Lupe
being one of Holly-

wood's wild women
are the opposite of the

truth. Lupe Velez is a

serious actress and a seri-

ous person, with all the

ambition in the world. She
went to Hollywood in the first

place to get a footing on the

musical comedy stage. Hollywood
was not impressed, but, at last, she was engaged to dance
in " The Music Box," and there Douglas Fairbanks saw
her, with the result that she played as his heroine in

" The Gaucho." Since then she has played in " The
Wolf Song," 'Tiger Rose," "Where East is East,"
" Lady of the Night " (called in America, " Lady of the

Pavements "), " Hell Harbour," ' The Storm," " East

is West," and " Resurrection." In talking pictures,

Lupe Velez, now under contract to Universal, will

greatly enhance her reputation. She has a light, sweet
singing voice and her speaking voice is extraordinarily

appealing, as " Resurrection " signally exemplifies.

In the opinion of D. W. Griffith, who discovered her
and who is recognised as being, without any exception,

the greatest star-maker in pictures, Lupe Velez is one of
the most sensitive artists on the screen.
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O many filmgoers, "Beau Geste"

was the greatest romantic

achievement of the silent screen.

It was universally regarded as the

finest film made in 1926, when it was
awarded the Photoplay Gold Medal
of Honour, the highest distinction

any motion picture can achieve.

At the end of this film, the fate of

John Geste was left in doubt.

In " Beau Ideal," the brilliant

sequel to " Beau Geste," it is

revealed that John was, in fact,

sentenced to ten years hard labour in the Penal Battalion of

the Foreign Legion.

How he was found and how he escaped is told in a

thrilling drama, having every element of adventure and
romance.

Otis Madison, the American friend of John's boyhood,
learns from Isabel Brandon that she is still waiting for John
to return, and contrives to be sentenced to the Penal

Battalion in the hope of «*—.~~-»-.-m~«~..-~.».——*-m«m

j Beau Idea

by starvation. This dreadful

Then

finding him.
How Otis does even-

tually meet his friend is

one of the most sensa-

tional episodes ever seen.

They meet, facing death
fate they escape only to be captured by a rebel Emir.
Otis finds the way to freedom.
The consort of the Emir, an exotic creature called the

Angel of Death, becomes infatuated with Otis and promises
to plot the escape of both men if Otis will marry her and
take her to Paris.

The climax is original and startling.
" Beau Ideal," presented by Radio Pictures, is certain to

be one of the outstanding film successes of the year.

Herbert Brenon, who directed " Beau Geste," is also the

director of " Beau Ideal," while Ralph Forbes again plays

John Geste, the part with which he first found film fame.

Other leading players include a brilliant newcomer in

Lester Vail, Leni Stengel, Loretta Young, Irene Rich,
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and the fascinating Don Alvarado.

In making this picture, Herbert
Brenon took two thousand people
into the Arizona desert, by rail, road
and air, hoping to find and use again

the sets he had built four years before

for " Beau Geste."
He found the sets in one place and

his backgrounds in another I

Two ranges of sand hills and the

valley between them had moved three

miles away ! The wind, shifting the

sand, had been moving mountains at

the rate of something less than a mile a year. The " Beau
Ideal " company, perforce, had to follow the landscape and
begin building all over again.

A huge tent city was erected to house man and beast.

Thousands of gallons of water and tons of ice had to be
transported daily from Yuma.
A carefully equipped field hospital had to be provided.

Twelve full-blooded Arab steeds had to be guarded day
»-»"^"'-*-»-»«»^-»^«»-^«m«»-"-«»"--.»«»*>t and night against the

—Starring

RALPH FORBES

(

(

I

attack of rattlesnakes,

tarantulas and scor-

pions. One of these

horses was Jadaan,

ridden by Valentino in
' The Son of the Sheik." Jadaan was insured for £2,000.
Before he began work on this picture, Herbert Brenon

visited Morocco, studied the country for himself and took

back to Hollywood, as supervisors of detail, a veteran

officer of the Foreign Legion and a chieftain of the Riffs.
" Beau Ideal " is one of the finest things Herbert Brenon

has done.

It is a talking picture which is the last word in advanced
technique and in dramatic strength.

Some may object to Herbert Brenon having made his

characters speak in an idiom that went out of fashion years

ago, but even that is a virtue since it is a signal illustration

ot the artistic sincerity of one of the greatest directors in the

world towards every great piece of fiction he has brought
to the screen. We could do with more Herbert Brenons.



JOHN BARRYMORE
(C\NE of the greatest actors of stage or screen, John
^^ Barrymore began work as a newspaper artist,

with " The Morning Telegraph" in New York. His
engagement lasted twenty minutes. He left after

submitting his first drawing. He worked for other

newspapers with greater success, but at the age of
twenty-one, he suddenly decided to follow the Barry-

more calling of the stage. Inset on the right, he is

seen in character in " Moby Dick."
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IN its rare qualities of head and of heart, " Tell

England" is one of the finest pictures made.
A great subject has been approached with great

sincerity and great reverence and the result is

something English to

the uttermost and alto-

gether inspiring.

This picture is not a

history of " The Im-
mortal Gamble." It is a

drama of the lives of
two boys who were part

of it. It is, however, so

beautifully done that it must be seen and revived
again and again, so that it will help to realise the
belief that " the Saga of the Straits will be sung
by our people long years after all who gave it

orchestration are dead and turned to dust."
We are told sometimes by picture producers

that " war-pictures are dead." War pictures will

TELL ENGLAND
An Epic of Gallipoli

surely die when heroism shall cease to walk upon
the earth and when men shall no more remember
their elder brethren.

" Tell England " opens in April, 1014, intro-

ducing two schoolboy
friends, Rupert Ray
and Edgar Doe. They
are seen in their school,

at their games, and in

their homes. It is an
authentic picture of

England :

" Her sights and sounds;

dreams happy as her day

;

And laughter, learnt offriends ; and gentleness,

In hearts at peace, under an English heaven."

Then there is the coming of war, with scenes in

which Fay Compton, Carl Harbord, Tony
(Please turn to page eighty-four)

1
\

I

-^»«»^<»J
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Before any landing was

attempted, V Beach was

heavily shelled by British

battleships.

The River Clyde, with

attendant lighters, from

which men of the 29th

Division landed.

Below : Boatloads of men waited

the signal to land on a

beach " ideal for defen-

sive purposes."
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Above : The boats reached shore

under a withering fire from

the Turks, who had pre-

pared for two months for

this moment.

Right . This, a typical Turkish

machine-gun position,

shows the desperate nature

of the adventure of land-

ing.

Below : In spite of such condi-

tions, a landing was

effected ; the impossible

was achieved ; the price

was paid.
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"Tell England—ye who pass this monument

—we died for her and here we rest content."

(Continued from page eighty-one)

Bruce and C. M. Hallard do brilliant work. In

particular, the scene in which Fay Compton, in

the character of Mrs. Doe, hears, in imagination,

the departure of the leave train, is one of the

most heart-searching k„^.„^_,.-«_.,h^..-^..-^..-^.i-.

!

l

moments ever seen and
heard from the screen.

Of the actual Galli-

poli drama, the landing

of the 2 ()th Division

from the River Clyde on
V Beach, is reproduced
with amazing realism.

By the assistance of the
Admiralty, the part taken by the Royal Navy in this

immortal episode is vividly shown. The Australia

and New Zealand troops, whose heroism is now
history, are seen in a terrific charge up the

heights at Anzac. There is, indeed, shown here,

for the first time, the limitless courage and
endurance of all men of all ranks in Gallipoli.

British Instructional Films, the producers of
this picture ; Anthony Asquith and Geoffrey
Barkas, who directed it ; and the company of
players who appear in it have reason to be proud
of a great work. It is by the making of such

" pictures of inspira-

1

L.*f*+~*

tion," and by such
pictures alone, that our
British film producers
can realise the ideal

expressed by the

Prince of Wales when
he said that the film

industry should be re-

garded and should be
developed as a national industry. There are,

surely, in the storied annals of our race many-
such themes as this, and they call aloud for trans-

lation into what is, after all, the most emotional of

the arts, and the only one of all the arts which can
enjoy the priceless privilege of reaching the

hearts of the people.

They had fought a battle such as has never

been seen upon this earth. What they had
done will become a glory for ever, wherever

the deeds of heroic unhelped men are

honoured and pitied and understood "
:

John Masefield in " Gallipoli."

.



LEWIS AYRES
C\ LTHOUGH hisfirst film part was leading man to

Greta Garbo in " The Kiss," although he won
against all comers the coveted role of Paul Baumer in
"All Quiet on the Western Front," Lewis Ayres, the
lad who is known as Lew, has nothing even remotely
resembling a swelled head. He hates parties because
he played for a living in a dance orchestra. He likes
dogs, music, astronomy, week-ends on his own in the
country and saving his money.
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I 1

i

THE YANKEE AT

KING ARTHUR'S

COURT

9

I

.

THOSE who remember the silent film ofMark
Twain's world-famous comedy will welcome
with joy the prospect of seeing the one and

onlyWill Rogers (who gets the whole of page 104 to

himself because it is a good page and he deserves

it) in " The Yankee at King Arthur's Court,"

in its new talking picture translation. This, if

you like, is the perfect star in the perfect story.

But even Will Rogers needs a supporting cast,

and here we have a good one, including William
Larnum, Myrna Loy, Frank Albertson, and
Maureen O'Sullivan.

In our pictures you can see this film in brief.

Will Rogers as Hank, the Yank, is dragged before
King Arthur, but he is a pushing lad, and, soon,

displaying his calves (as he is entitled to do, since

he played in " The Follies ") he is O.K. or Jake
with Queen Morgan Le Fay, and presently, as

an armour-plated knight, he is hoisted on horse-

back as befits Sir Boss. And we give you, for good
measure, on our left, Maureen O'Sullivan, the

little Irish girl who has captured Hollywood, and
on our right, the lovely Myrna Loy without
whom it seems no first-rate film is complete.
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WILL ROGERS
AS

SIR BOSS
' The Yankee at King Arthur's Court

"

haj been made on a tremendous scale, the
reproductions of castles and villages being com-
plete in every detail, and the famous tournament
being like the finest pages of a Sir Walter Scott
romance come magnificently to life. And, of
course, there is the storming of the castle of
Queen Morgan Le Fay, and the fateful eclipse
and all those very wonderful things which make
this story take its place among the great imagina-
tive romances of literature.

It is impossible to exaggerate the joyousness ol

this picture. In its whimsical humour and its

happy adventure it is something unique in the

world of film entertainment. It is full of clean,

kind, uproarious laughter. It is all Will Rogers,

and it is the best thing he has done in the whole of

his brilliant career. He has put his talent into it,

and his heart into it. And when you see the

castle of Queen Morgan stormed by an army of

armoured knights who arrive driving their own
baby cars, when a very modern tank joins the

battle and when the young hero arrives by heli-

copter, you will admit that it is great fun.
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Above, left : Jill Esmond, C. V.
France, and Helen
Haye.

Above, right : Edward Chapman.

Left : Helen Haye.

Below : Edmund Gwenn.

FIRST played in London at the St.

Martin's Theatre, in 1920, " The
Skin Game" has remained perhaps

the most successful playJohn Galsworthy
has written. In the original cast, the

part of Hornblower, the ruthless man
of business, was played by Edmund
Gwenn, and Amy Hillcrist, the equally

ruthless woman of the aristocracy, was
played by Helen Haye. Both these

gifted artists appear in the talking

picture, with an exceptionally brilliant

company of supporting players, to

make " The Skin Game " one of the

L
SKIN GAME-

most vividly English films yet seen.

It is a happy result of the coming of

talking pictures that actors ' and
actresses hitherto seen hardly at all

outside London may now be seen and
heard throughout the English speaking

world. No one may look at a picture of

the superb quality of " The Skin

Game," and still say with sincerity that

silent films may come back again.

No one may look at the work of such
players as Edmund Gwenn, Edward
Chapman, C. V. France, Frank Law-
ton, John Longden, Helen Haye,

Phyllis Konstam and Jill Esmond
without realising, as Charles Chaplin

has pointed out, how much vigour

dialogue has added to motion pictures.
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ALFRED HITCHCOCK,whodirec-
/"A ted "The Skin Game" began

work as an artist in Fleet Street,

and soon gave evidence of the genius that

is in him by leaving it. The truth is, that

there was a difference of opinion between
Alfred Hitchcock, then sixteen years of

age, and his employer. The difference

amounted to half a crown a week.

Hitchcock thought he should have it

as a rise. His employer thought not.

They split ! And a few days later the

youth, who was to become Britain's

leading motion picture director, began

-Starring

EDMUND GWENN

work as a designer and letterer of

title-cards at seven and six a week
more than he had asked ot Fleet Street.

Hitchcock proceeded to learn every

department of film making, and, in

1925, with " The Pleasure Garden,"
made a sensational appearance as a

director. His first talking picture,
" Blackmail," remains a landmark in

the history of British films.

His pictures include " The Lodger,"
" Downhill," " Easy Virtue," " The
Rng." ' The Farmer's Wife,"
" (.".hampagne," " The Manxman,"
" Juno and the Paycock," and " Mur-
der." His work is distinguished by
brilliantly original treatment. He is a

creative director of real genius.

Right :

Below : Jill Esmond, Frank
Lawton, Edward
Chapman, Edmund
Gwenn, and Helen
Have.
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HE "Playboy of Paris" is

a typically delectable

Chevalier entertainment.

The Chevalier pep and the

Chevalier personality are posi-

tively present.

Maurice takes the part of a

Parisian waiter, whose one un-
fulfilled ambition is to paint the

entire City of Paris a bright red.

THE PLAYBOY OF PARIS-

At this point, he inherits a

million francs, and he is jubilant

until he learns that his employer
had heard of the legacy first, had
placed.him under a twenty years

contract, and had no intention of

allowing his waiter to go without
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paying much money for th

privilege.

Well, there is an argument,

with the result that there is in

Paris a person who is a waiter by

day and a gentleman who is a

millionaire by night, the person

and the gentleman being one

and the same.

By day the waiter takes savage

—Starring MAURICE CHEVALIER

joy in smashing dishes and being

rude to customers. By night the

millionaire contrives to get his

love affairs into a hopeless

tangle. This picture, presented

by Paramount, is something to

be enjoyed.
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VEN
without
Lawrence

Tibbett and Grace
Moore, " New Moon

"

would be a picture of unusual
merit, since it tells a story of

love and adventure against the

colourful background of Turkestan.
The action opens on board a ship

in which a Russian Princess and a young
Lieutenant in the Russian Army are

passengers. They fall in love, and the

Lieutenant is in seventh heaven until the

ship arrives in port and he learns that the

Princess is betrothed to the Governor of

Turkestan, who is a nasty fellow

!

The Lieutenant, maddened by the deception

NEW MOON-
of the Princess, insults her, with the result

that the Governor exiles the Lieutenant to an
outpost where savage troops make a practice

of murdering their officers.

The Princess follows, determined to

horsewhip the Lieutenant, but, by a sudden
raid of hostile troops, they are surrounded,

and, in a tremendous climax, we arrive

at a happy ending.
" New Moon " is an exceptional

talking picture of colour and action,

of music and romance. It will

carry you into a world of high

^ 'adventure. It fulfils the

destiny of the cinema as

the House of Dreams.
Therefore see it.

Therefore you
will enjoy it.
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^
AMONG
/"A the players

in "New Moon,"
we have six exceptionally

interesting personalities.

Lawrence Tibbett, from the

Metropolitan Opera Company,
is regarded as one of the world's

greatest baritones. " The Rogue
Song " was his first talking picture.

Grace Moore, also from the Metro-
politan Opera Company, appears here in

her second talking picture, her first having
been the romantic " Jenny Lind."
Adolphe Menjou, who looks an ultra-

Parisian and who is a native of Pittsburg, was
discovered by Chaplin in "A Woman of

Paris."

SIX FINE PLAYERS I

Roland Young is the son of a London archi-

tect. He played in " Madame Satan," "Wise
Girls," ' The Bishop Murder Case," and
" The Unholy Night."
Gus Shy comes from Buffalo. He has

been a musical comedy favourite for years.

He played also in " Jenny Lind." '^
Emily Fitzroy, who is English, is one

of the best-known character women in

pictures. She made a great hit in
" Show Boat."

Here, again, we have a supreme
example of how the talking picture

has found new and fascinating

personalities and has revealed

as in Adolphe Menjou,old
film favourites more
happily than
ever before. ^^ *

k

M*
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THE MIRACLE OF MICKEY MOUSE
A "BUNCH" OF BOYS "IRONED" THINGS OUT,

AND HAD SOMETHING!

THE making of animated cartoons is one of

the most difficult, most complicated, and
most highly skilled operations in the whole

ot motion picture production.

When a film actor has learned the speed at

which he should move before a motion picture

camera, his work becomes easy. It is simple for

such an actor, for example, to lift a hand above his

head while walking across a

floor.

There is, however, no known
method of making a pen and
ink drawing lift a hand or walk
across a floor.

The illusion of such an
action must be created by the

photography of a series of

individual drawings, and the

perfection of the illusion, of

course, depends on the pro-

gression of the drawings them-
selves and the speed at which
they are photographed.

For the making of each
Mickey Mouse cartoon, as a

rule, about 5,000 different

drawings have to be made,
which means that, generally,

an individual picture is not

seen for more than one-fourth

of a second.

Then, infinite care is taken to ensure that the

action of the Mickey cartoon flows with the

musical setting.

Filmgoers, who had the good fortune to attend

cinemas at which talented organists, in silent film

days, prepared special accompaniments to silent

film comedies, will recall how such accompani-
ments were appreciated.

The Mickey cartoons reach this point of

entertainment, not by adding music to pictures,

but by adding pictures to music.
A Mickey Mouse scenario is written on sheets

of music to synchronise precisely with the musical
score which is one of the many secrets of the

perfect rhythm of Mickey
Mouse.
The creator of Mickey

Mouse is Walt Disney, whose
first ambition in life was to be
a newspaper cartoonist.

He went to school in Chi-
cago until he was seventeen

and he specially studied draw-
ing with a view to getting a job
with " The Chicago Tribune."
Walt thought he was good,

but Chicago, or a hard-hearted

editor, thought otherwise.

Walt went to Kansas and got

work with " The Kansas City

Star." There he met with such
success that he decided to try

his luck in Hollywood. He
thought he might become a

motion picture director. Kan-
sas let him go without regret.

Hollywood did not even admit he had arrived.

He began the weary round of the film studios,

doing everything and anything that came to hand.

Work was hard, and hard to find !

But Walt Disney was learning, and when the

talking pictures arrived, he was ready to begin

(Please turn to page ninety-six)
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A PROUD CHILD PRESENTS HIS OWN PARENT

Mickey Mouse asks you to regard

Walt Disney, his creator

OH . VOU
\NMLL.,

NKUU- YOU?

VJM,T D\S^HS

OH, THAT
TWW WAS 1 WAS NOTH\HG\
A.SNFUUV-'Y *A JVJST AH OLD

HICE OP XOO, L SPAKVSH
MR. SUCKER! ( CUSTARD 1

MDO DID
PUT HIM IN
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the creation of
the most popular
actor we have
seen since talk-

ing pictures be-

gan.

In those days,

millions of dol-

lars were being
invested in talk-

ing picture pro-

duction. Walt
Disney had no
millions, but he
had some
friends.

His own ac-

count of the

origin of Mickey
reads :

"We just got
together, the bunch of us, and we worked things
out. Sometimes we had good, old-fashioned
scraps, but, in the end, things got ironed out
and we had something."
Walt Disney, as you can see, lets Mickey do all

the talking.

The nearest he has ever come to boasting of his

creation was when he said, in the early days :

Everybody here has his shoulder to the
wheel. Maybe, sometime, we'll all be rolling in

wealth and move into more pretentious quarters
and put on the hit;h hat, but we won't be making
any better movies."

In these pages, by the courtesy of Ideal Films,

we are able to present you with various portraits

o t Mickey
Mouse, par-
ticularly in some
of his more
musical mo-
ments, while,
by the courtesy

of " The Sunday
Pictorial," we
have pleasure in

showing you
Mickey in action,

in an episode in

which he seeks

to reprove a

gentleman ( ?),

who would
make eyes at his

beloved Minnie.

We regret
that he appears

to have been successful only by proxy, but in that

he is akin to the greatest of human film comedians
whose lot it is to be a hero only by accident, and
to be one of the world's largest targets for the

slings and arrows of misfortune.

We wish him well.

May he live and flourish until he, too, is one of

those old, but ever new, Spanish customs or

custards.

That others have sought to be like him merely
goes to prove the ancient adage about imitation

and flattery, but in the case of Mickey, the most
marvellous of mice, we can accept no substitutes.

He is the first of all our talking picture jesters

and there is no second.
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JOE E. BROWN is now one of the greatest comedians in talking pictures.

We present him in eight expressions, and we believe he has eighty more.
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TOM BROWN, a devil-may-care private in the Foreign Legion,
was beginning to tire of his latest affair, which happened to be
with the wife of an officer, when he met a cabaret singer who

singled him out from all other suitors for her favours.

He contrives to see this lady in her apartment, finds her

embittered with life and scornful of men, is strangely attracted

by her, fears her fascination, and abruptly takes his leave, to

find his discarded sweetheart awaiting him.
The singer follows, a quarrel ensues, Brown is arrested and

assigned to a dangerous mission.

He goes to say goodbye to his new love, overhears a

wealthy suitor offer marriage, leaves a note and rides away
to accomplish his mission and to elect to remain in the

desert on active service.

The girl, hearing he is wounded, asks her wealthy

lover to take her to him, and he, realising he is

defeated, volunteers to aid Brown's desertion from
the Legion.
The climax is terrific. Gary Cooper, Marlene

Dietrich and Adolphe Menjou make this

MOROCCO-
a picture of extra-

ordinary power.
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TO Josef von Sternberg, who fought his way to fame as a

director with " The Salvation Hunters," belongs the credit

for discovering the dazzling Marlene Dietrich.

Von Sternberg was in Berlin, preparing to direct " The Blue

Angel," when he saw Marlene Dietrich in revue at the Berliner

Theatre and persuaded her to play opposite Emil Jannings in

what was destined to be a talking picture sensation in Europe
and in America.
Marlene Dietrich is the daughter of a German cavalry officer.

She was born in Berlin and much of her professional career was
spent in the German capital

From the Berlin College of Music she went for a time to

study music atWeimer, but soon returned to the Reinhardt
dramatic school at the Deutches Theatre in Berlin.

From this school she got her first stage part in a pro-
duction of " The Taming of the Shrew." Then she
played in the Berlin production of " Broadway."
Her first appearance in any picture was the

German production, " I Kiss Your Hand,
Madame," the theme song of which has

Starring GARY COOPER
\

and MARLENE DIETRICH j

1

been sung all over

the world. :«f^
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a series of comedies with
" Partners in Crime " and

WHEN Wallace Beery was sixteen, he ran away
from home to travel with Ringling's Circus.

His job was to feed elephants !

From that, because he could sing and dance, he
became an actor in musical comedy, and established for

himself such a reputation that Essanay offered him a film

contract, and he played for Essanay as a Swedish
comedian.
Very soon, his general ability as an actor resulted in

his playing in straight parts. He achieved distinction in
' The Four Horsemen," " Robin Hood," ' The Pony
Express," "Old Ironsides," and "The Three Mus-
keteers."

Then he was featured in

Raymond Hatton, including
" We're in the Navy Now."
His more recent successes have been in " Jenny

Lind," "Billy the Kid," "Way for a Sailor," and
' The Big House," his greatest individual performance.
He is, as the whole film world knows, starred with

Marie Dressier in " Min and Bill," and together they

make the grandest motion picture team in the world.

In this film they set standards of comedy and pathos
which will not easily be equalled until we see them

together again, which, let us hope,

will be soon. The sooner the better.

Wallace Beery is an enthusiastic

airman. He holds a transport

pilot's licence, and regularly

flies to work from his

secluded home in the

Californian hills.

Wallace Beery is also

one of the humorists of

Hollywood and is re-

garded as being in the

very first rank of its after-

dinner speakers. He
is the husband of Mabel
Gillman and was for-

merly married to Gloria

Swanson.
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LEILA KOERBER made her very first appearance in

Caburg, Canada, on a ninth of November, which
is given variously as 1869 and 1871. You can take

your choice. The lady concerned will not mind.
Anyhow, Marie Dressier made her first stage appear-

ance in 1886 as Cigarette in " Under Two Flags." She
first played in New York in 1892 in " The Robber of the

Rhine," in which Hayden Coffin also made his first New
York appearance. She was first seen on the London stage

at the Palace Theatre in 1907. She made her first film,
" Tillie's Punctured Romance," in which Charlie

Chaplin and Mabel Normand also played, in 1914.

Marie Dressier has had a long and brilliant career on
the stage, in silent films and in talking pictures.

In 1925, she was signed on a long term contract by
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and appeared in a series of
films with Polly Moran.
She scored in talking pictures, an outstanding charac-

ter success in " Anna Christie," in which Greta Garbo
played the title part.

She made a great comedy hit with Polly Moran in
" Caught Short."

She also gave an exceptionally brilliant characterisation

in the Norma Shearer comedy.drama, " Let us be Gay."
In "Min and Bill," she is magnificent

in one of the most moving emotional
studies ever seen on the screen.

It is a remarkable fact that in a

world of entertainment, al-

leged to be the reservation of
" flaming youth," that this

character actress, at the age

of sixty, should be one of

the most popular per-

sonalities in pictures. I

People who affect to

despise the cinema as en-

tertainment should be
reminded of the fact that

the coming of dialogue

in films has placed a pre-

mium on experience.
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TOM SAWYER quarrels with his
" puppy love" sweetheart, Becky
Thatcher, and seeks comfort in

the company of Huckleberry Finn,
who is the local rascal.

Huck tells Tom of a mysterious
cure for warts !

The only " snag " about this cure
is that Tom must go with Huck to a

graveyard at midnight.

However, Tom and Huck meet at

the graveyard in time to see Injun Joe
murder one of his companions, while
Muff Potter is present and drunk—so

drunk, in fact, that Injun Joe makes
him believe he committed the crime.

J TOM SAWYER-
I

Tom and Huck, scared out of their

wits, swear a " blood-oath " never to

tell what they have seen.

Now Muff Potter's trial begins,

Tom breaks his " blood-oath," the

police go after Injun Joe, who
escapes.

Then comes the school picnic near

a famous cave. Tom and Becky get

lost in the cave and stumble on Injun

Joe unearthing a chest of Spanish gold.

Joe pursues them, but falls down a

crevasse and is killed.

Huck finds his friends and leads

them to safety, but not before they

have retrieved the chest of gold which
is to make them all, as they ought to

be, rich and happy ever after !
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ended with a parody of the then
popular " shimmy."

It so happened that in the audience
that night there was a film star pro-
ducer called Chaplin who spotted
young Coogan and asked his parents
for permission to use him in a picture.

The result was " The Kid."
When Mitzi Green's parents were

on another variety bill, Mitzi, behind
the scenes, aged four, amused herself

by imitating a top-line actress telling

stories. This actress, Sadie Burt, was
so delighted that she dragged Mitzi
to the footlights.

Now, both Jackie and Mitzi are
almost old-timers themselves, and in

this talking picture they are immense.



WILL Qr\HE Pet aversions of Will Rogers are telephones, society,

^trouser presses, tobacco and dress suits. Among the things he

ROGERS likes best in the world are golf, polo, flying, chewing gum, and

an ancient slouch hat. He weighs 170 pounds and is insured

for £200,000. He is 5 feet 1 1 inches tall, but some of his

stories are taller. He says worry kills more people than boot-

leggers. He says that if you will only not worry, you will live

to be a hundred. He is America's national humorist and

philosopher. He writes for a syndicate of six hundred news-

papers, and broadcasts to millions, and makes them all laugh.
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RUTH CHATTERTON
CT^HE greatest emotional actress, Ruth Chatterton^ has advanced to unrivalled film fame since she

first appeared opposite Emil Jannings in " Sins of the

Fathers." Among her finest talking picture per-

formances are " The Doctor's Secret," " Madame
X," " Sarah and Son," " Anybody's Woman " and
now " The Right to Love," about which you may
read overleaf. Ruth Chatterton was a Broadway
star before she became a star in pictures. Notably, on
the stage, she played with very great success in " The
Little Minister " and in " Mary Rose."

I
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DAPTED from the

famous novel,
" Brook Evans,"

by Susan Glaspell, " The Right to

Love " is one of the outstanding
talking pictures of the year. Like all

good drama, it has the supreme virtue of
compelling emotional foundation.

The story, laid in the farm lands of the Middle
West of America, tells of an idealistic young girl

whose dreams are shattered by the death of her

lover, who lives a life of sacrifice and disillusionment,

and who dies, praying that the daughter who has

turned from her will not surrender to convention as

she did, but will follow the impulse of her heart.

L
THE RIGHT TO LOVE-

Ruth Chatterton plays, in this remarkable picture, the

parts of the young girl, the tragic mother and the daugh-
ter—all difficult and varied characterisations, calling

for the highest dramatic ability. The result is a great

triumph for the greatest actress in talking pictures.

Had she played in nothing other than " The Right

to Love," this film alone would have made her

famous. Coming after her earlier triumphs, it

established her as the supreme actress of the screen.

Among the supporting players, Paul Lukas,

Daniel Manners, George Baxter, Irving Pichel,

Veda Buckland and Oscar Apfel are perfectly

in tune with one of the most sincerely

.vj ^ emotional talking pictures it has been the

*>• good fortune of filmgoers to see.
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MONG the

people to be seen
" The Right to

Love," Ruth Chatterton went on
the stage at the age of fourteen, be-

cause she is gifted with an exceptional

voice. She telephoned to the famous
Henry Miller asking for an opportunity I

become an actress. Henry Miller pledged her

that opportunity before he saw her.

Paul Lukas was born on a railway train near

Budapest in Hungary. When he arrived in Holly-

wood, three years before appearing in " The Price

of Love," he could speak scarcely a word of English.

David Manners is a Canadian. He is a graduate of

-Starring RUTH CHATTERTON

Toronto University. He made his first film appearance
in " Journey's End." His career, before he arrived in

Hollywood, varied from working on a ranch in Arizona
to being a collector of antiques and fine paintings.

Irving Pichel here makes his first film appearance.

He is a graduate of Harvard, and a pioneer of the

Little Theatre movement in America.
Veda Buckland was last seen in films twelve years

ago, when she played in pictures with Blanche
Sweet and Maisie Doro, before her return in

' The Green Murder Case " and " The Texan."
These players, new and old, combine to make

' The Right to Love " a talking picture which
is designed to appeal to ail filmgoers who
appreciate fine drama and fine artists.

t.CLJ.1.
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Q^HE success of Evelyn Laye in " One Heavenly Night
"

^has been one of the happiest events of the film year. It

is a joy, indeed, to find the first lady oj the London musical

comedy stage recording a talking picture triumph in Holly-

wood. Evelyn Laye' was born in London, and made her

first stage appearance at the Theatre Royal, Brighton, as

Nang-Ping in " Mr. Wu," just over sixteen years ago.

She has played in musical comedy and in light opera with

triumphant success, all over Britain. Her first film

appearance in a starring part was in the British picture,

The Luck oj the Navy."
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JOHN BOLES
^lOU will find something about John Boles on pages

v_-' 76 and 77, because he is also starred in " Resurrection."

Here it should be recorded that this most handsome of film
heroes has an ideal part in " One Heavenly Night," being a

Hungarian nobleman ivho thinks he is in love with a

cabaret singer, but who finds he really loves a flower girl,

which gives us a happy ending and is excellent taste on his

part, since the flower girl is Evelyn Laye. With his

exceptional ability as an actor, handsome presence, and his

magnificent singing voice. John Boles may easily become the

most popular star in talking pictures.
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TREASURE TROVE in Southern Seas

is the theme of " The Sea God," an
unusual romantic adventure starring

Richard Arlen, with lovely Fay Wray as the

heroine and that grand actor, Eugene
Pallette, whom you see on your left, in a

magnificent character part.

In this picture you will meet hard-bitten,

(

THE SEA GOD-THE

gambling sailors in search of priceless pearls,

and wild savages who look upon a white man
as something to whet the appetite.

The settings in the Southern Seas are

beautiful beyond description ; the scenes

under the sea are amazing ; and the plot,

from beginning to end, is of breathless

interest. Filmgoers will find in " The Sea

God " a brilliantly original entertainment.
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A VETERAN sailing schooner that

visited every part of the South Sea

Islands, during a long and varied

career, made its last voyage for " The Sea

God." It lies now at the bottom of the Pacific,

a charred mass of wreckage.

Its career had been exciting. Its ending

was thrilling, and appropriate to its career.

-Starring

RICHARD ARLEN
I—

i

Nearly three hundred natives, in fantastic

shell-decorated canoes, bore down upon the

ship in a realistic mimic battle, while syn-

chronised cameras recorded the spectacle.

This triumph of stagecraft is one ot the

great passages in a great picture.

In making " The Sea God," two pearling

schooners were used. One was called General

Grant. The other was called Hot Baby !
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CONSTANCE BENNETT
C^LPERE is the great-great-granddaughter

** of a distinguished gentleman who
was the manager of the Theatre Royal,

Drury Lane. Constance Bennett, the per-

fect personification of silken sophistication,

made her first appearance in the silent film
" Cytherea." She married the millionaire,

Phil Plant, and retired from films, but now
she is hack again and has such successes as
" Common Clay," " Three Faces East,"

and " Sin Takes a Holiday," to her credit.

To-day, she is one of the first favourites

among film stars, a position in which she

has been confirmed by the world-wide

popularity of " Common Clay." Her
new film "Born to Love" is a sensational

success.



BUSTER KEATON
CTTPIS real name is Joseph Francis
^ ^ Keaton, but the great Houdini

christened him Buster, and Buster he has

remained. He was born in a tent attached

to a circus during a cyclone in Kansas. At
the age of three he was a tumbler in an
acrobatic act with his parents, making the

third of The Three Keatons. It was Roscoe
Arbuckle who gave him his start in pictures.

He is fond of animals, so we present him
above with a dog and on the right with the

heroine of " Go West."
Among his best films have been " Free and

Easy," " Spite Marriage," " Forward
March," and " Romeo in Pyjamas."
He is married to Natalie, the youngest

of the three Talmadge sisters. £<*&*&
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CIMARRON 1

THIS spectacular talking picture is a thrilling translation of

Edna Ferber's famous novel of pioneer days in Oklahoma.
It is a dramatic narrative, in seven periods, between 1889

and 1930, of the land rush from Kansas to the growth of the town
of Osage and of one of the richest oilfields in the world.

This narrative is tnld chiefly through the characters of Yancey
Cravat and his wife, Sabra, but it is told also through 42,000 men
and women who represent the Oklahoma pioneers. In the leading

part Richard Dix and Irene Dunne are magnificent in charac-

terisations calling for great acting ability.
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The panoramic grandeur of this picture is indescribable.

For one scene alone, the beginning of the great land rush,

1,050 vehicles of every description of the period of 1889 were
collected ; 3,500 horses and mules were assembled ; 750 men were
hired to look after them ; 5,000 players were engaged ; 35 cameras
were placed in position in pits, on trucks and in aeroplanes

;

three whole days were spent in making perfect a scene which
lasts on the screen for two minutes ; and 12,500 feet of negative

was exposed to get 180 feet of perfect film.

The building of the town of Osage alone cost £20,000. More
than £200,000 was spent on "Cimarron" before production
began. In all, this picture cost £450,000 ; and, since its running
time is just over two hours, this means that " Cimarron " is an
entertainment which cost £3,600 a minute.

Apart, however, from its giant physical stature, " Cimarron
"

is, emotionally, an epic. It has captured very brilliantly the

impulse which inspired the American pioneers to face peril and
hardship in their endeavours to colonise new country.
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HE was born in

Toronto, he began
life on a Canadian

farm, he drifted to amateur
plays, he became a profes-

sional singer and dancer in

variety and now he is ack-

nowledged, without excep-

tion, the greatest character actor in talking pictures.

Walter Huston is utterly devoid of affectation.

He does not take anything seriously, himself

included, but he claims to have played everything

on the stage, with the solitary exception of the

ice-cake in " Uncle Tom's Cabin.''

Success did not come to him readily or easily.

He played in variety for fifteen years before he got

an opportunity to appear on the legitimate stage.

Only eight years ago, he played for the first time
in New York, when he was forty years of age.

Then, four years ago, Paramount thought he
might make a good talking picture actor and gave
him a start in " Gentlemen of the Press."

This picture was what is called a riot. There
followed " The Lady Lies," ' The Bad Man,"

' The General," and " The Virginian," and then
came " Abraham Lincoln," in which he gave the

most magnificent individual performance we have
seen and heard since talking pictures began.

Anyone who doubts the genius of Walter
Huston has only

to compare two
such characters

as Abraham
Lincoln and
Warden Brady
to realise that

Walter Huston
has no rival. The
spiritual beauty
of the portrait of

Abraham Lin-
coln and the

terrific realism

of the warden

WALTER HUSTON

of " The Criminal Code
"

are characterisations as far

apart as the opposite ends
of the earth.

And, at one time, in the

midst of his variety career,

Walter Huston so despaired

of ever being an actor tha'

he gave up the stage as a bad job and worked for

four years as an engineer.

Walter Huston claims that there is no such

thing as acting, unless you do not know what the

part you have to represent is all about. Then, he

declares, you must " act all over the place." But

when you know and understand the part you have

to represent, then, he says, you do not act but

live your part. From which any filmgoer will

claim that Walter Huston has yet to appear in any

talking picture characterisation he has not known
and understood in every minute detail.

The outstanding success achieved by this great

actor, who does not mind admitting that he is

forty-seven years of age and has a son who is a

novelist, is one of the happiest events in the talk-

ing picture world. The cry of the enemies of the

film is that filmgoers can appreciate nothing but
" flaming youth." Walter Huston is a livine

answer to that libel. Without any of the qualities

which are said to be essential to film heroes, he

has won admira-
tion throughout
the entire film

world. He is one
of those great
stage players who
have recently
come into the

film world and
who have raised

talking picture

drama to new
heights oi dignity

He greatly merits

your applause.
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HELL'S ANGELS
J

THE GREATEST FILM DRAMA j

OF WAR IN THE AIR

THE story of the making of " Hell's

Angels " is the most colourful and the

most amazing chapter in the history of

motion picture production.

Actual filming began in October, 1927.

By the end of the year, the interior scenes

had been produced, in silent form, at a cost

of £70,000. Two years later, the whole of

these scenes were produced again, in talking

picture form, at a cost of £150,000.

(Please turn to page 126)
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For the flying scenes, 87

fighting planes and ten camera
planes were in constant use.

More than 100 expert pilots

were engaged, and, for two
years, these pilots and planes,

with an attendant ground crew
of 150 men, worked to repro-

duce the thrills of war in the

air.

And, even in this mimic war,

there were thrills enough.

One of the most spectacular

occurred when the propellor

flew off Al Wilson's plane

when he was flying over the

heart of Hollywood. With
twenty other pilots, he was
returning to the " Hell's

Angels " base after enacting a

dog-fight over the Pacific.

They were flying high above

a cloud bank. Wilson, be-

lieving he was somewhere over

open country, took to his

parachute. As he floated earth-

wards, his ship screamed past

him, and landed, with a terrific

crash in the grounds of Joseph

M. Schenck's residence on
Hollywood Boulevard.

Wilson, himself, landed

safely on the roof of another

residence near bv.

These remarkable pictures show

the interior of the Zeppelin used in

the making of " Hell's Angels."

Above • The bomb compartment of

the Zeppelin. Below : The order

to throw everything overboard.

The propellor crashed on a

pavement, narrowly missing

several pedestrians.

Again, in the course of film-

ing a dog-fight, two pilots

accidentally locked wings at an

altitude of 5,000 feet. At this

moment, fifty planes were in

the air enacting the climax of

the great dog-fight.

One pilot, flying a British

plane, had just driven down a

German plane and was looking

for another victim, when
another pilot, in a German
plane, dived at him from above,

and the two ships collided.

Stuart Murphy, in the Ger-
man plane, bailed out at once,

and landed safely by para-

chute.

Ira Reed, in the British

plane, although his ship was
badly disabled, decided, in an
instant, to attempt a landing

in an effort to save his ship.

After a hair-raising descent,

he came to earth in a field,

forty miles away.

When " Hell's Angels " was
finally completed, it had cost

£800,000. More than 20,000

persons had taken part in its

making, and more than
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3,000,000 feet of film had been
run through its cameras. The
sheer cost of negative alone

was £40,000, or more than the

entire cost of the average

talking picture.

Nevertheless, the cost of
" Hell's Angels " was not the

result of waste. The produc-
tion was planned in detail in

advance, but the story called

for scenes which were un-

dreamt of before and which
were obtainable only by •m

unprecedented outlay of time

and money.
For the first time in history

a colossal film spectacle is pre-

sented without faked or proces-

sed shots. In " Hell's Angels
"

when you see someone in the

air, he is actually in the air.

And when you see a person

flying a plane, he is actually

flying it. There is no pilot

concealed in a hidden cockpit

to give the false appearance ol

an actor doing the flying. Nor
are there any faked shots where
the actors and planes are

photographed on a studio stage,

and the background double-

exposed in later.

Practically all of the incidents

Sensational pictures vj aircraft in

action make " Hell's Angels " liter-

ally an epic of the air. Above :

Blowing up of an ammunition

dump. Below: Aeroplanes setting

out on night patrol.

of " Hell's Angels " are based
on actual occurrences during
the World War. There is

nothing in the picture which
could not have taken place,

and most of the incidents

actually did occur.

Take, for example, the Zep-
pelin sequence. The incident

of the lowering of the observa-
tion car and its ensuing drama
actually occurred over Calais

during the war. The purpose
of the observation car was to

permit the Zeppelin to hide
above the clouds, entirely ob-
scured from the earth, while
the small observation car was
lowered on a cable through the

clouds to a point eight or ten

thousand feet below the Zep-
pelin, so that the observer from
his position underneath the
clouds could see the city and
direct the dropping of the

bombs. It was practically im-
possible for those on the

ground below to see the ob-
servation car, or catch it with
searchlights, because it was so

small, whereas if the Zeppelin,
with its tremendous size, had
been below the clouds it could
easily have been picked up b\
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A remarkable study ofJean Harlow, who plays, in "Hell's

Angels," the most controversial part of the film year.

searchlights and
would have been

a target for anti-

air-craft guns.

The observation car in " Hell's Angels," as

well as the dirigible itself, is an exact reproduc-

tion of the one used over Calais.

The other two outstanding features of the

Zeppelin sequence, which you will readily recall

after seeing the picture, also actually occurred

—

the first over France and the second over Dover.

Dr. K. Arnstein, of Germany, who served as

technical adviser in filming the dirigible sequence

of " Hell's Angels," was one of the high officials

of the Zeppelin company during the World War,
and supervised construction of many of the

Zeppelins used in the latter part of the war.

In " Hell's Angels " you see on the screen an
exact historical reproduction, accurate in every

detail, of the principal part the now world-

famous Zeppelin
played in the
World War.
Incidentally,you

see many new faces in " Hell's Angels." In

striving for complete realism Producer-Director
Howard Hughes endeavoured to get away from
well-known actors as much as possible, and use,

instead, new players who were in themselves the

characters required, so they could live rather than

act their parts.

Authorities on war-time aviation who have seen
" Hell's Angels " agree that it is not only the most
authentic air film to date, but one of the greatest

achievements in the history of aeronautics as well.

Jean Harlow, whose performance in the earlier

part of " Hell's Angels" has been the subject of

discussion, is an American society girl who had

no previous experience in pictures or on the stage.

She is a blonde with an exceptional personality.



HELEN TWELVETREES
Cfi?RAINED from her Brooklyn schooldays for the stage,

Helen Twelvetrees became one of the leading heroines of
Broadway. She went to Hollywood early in 1929 to play a
comedy part in " The Ghost Talks." In " The Grand Parade"
she made a great hit, and has since appeared in " Swing
High," '' Her Man," " The Painted Desert," " The Cat
Creeps," and the sensational " Millie." When she arrived in

Hollywood, the first thing she was asked to do was to change
her name. She refused. Now her name is regarded by those
very producers as a unique asset, but film fans continue to
write asking her what her real name is. Once and for all, it is

Twelvetrees.
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A-W talking picture in

/~\ which you find Walter
Huston is thereby dis-

tinguished. You may see, in pic-

tures on page 1 24 something of his

infinite variety as an actor. In this

drama of prison life in America,
Walter Huston is seen, first as a

District Attorney and then as a prison

warden who is concerned in the con-
demnation and in the salvation of a youth
who is imprisoned on a charge ot man-
slaughter. Political circumstance com-
pels the Attorney to prosecute the case

r , , ..

} THE

j CRIMINAL CODE
with vindictiveness rather than vigour,

so that a maximum sentence is imposed

;

but the warden make sample atonement.
The film gets its title from the circum-

stance that the youth of the drama sees

a murder committed in prison, but the

stern code of the criminal keeps him
quiet. The story ends in a tremen-
dous climax with a riot within the

prison, and a romantic " curtain."
' The Criminal Code "

is one of

the most realistic talking pictures

of American prison life yet seen

on the screen. It has a sufficient

element of romance to yield a

happy ending, but, for the

reater part of its length, it

is an uncompromising revela-

tion ot the savagery of

prison life with many fine

dramatic moments.
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IN
this thrilling drama, Walter

Huston, whom we have

nominated as the finest char-

acter actor in talking pictures, is

supported by a brilliant cast.

Phillips Holmes, who plays the part

of the convicted youth, was intended

by his father to have a life-long

acquaintance with the law, and was

sent to Princetown to study. But

Taylor Holmes is one of the' most dis-

tinguished actors in the United States

and his son, Phillips, getting a taste of

film work when Buddy Rogers went to

131
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— Starring I

Walter huston
(

Princetown for exteriors on " Varsity,"

forsook the law for Hollywood, and now
at the age of twenty-three he has played

prominent parts in such pictures as ''The

Devil's Holiday," " Painted Heels,"
" The Return of Sherlock Holmes,"

"Only the Brave," and "Grumpy."
Phillips Holmes is a young man with a

very great future in talking pictures.

De Witt Jennings, who plays the ^

part of a brutal prison guard, is one

of the most experienced actors of

screen and stage in the United

States. He has played many fine

parts, notably in "The Trial of

Mary Dugan." He will be

found in nearly every talk-

ing picture in which a

police or prison officer is

wanted ! De Witt Jennings

is a unique film character

^m$^W
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TOL'ABLE DAVID

ONE of the finest of all silent films is

here made into a talking picture.

In 1921, the silent film of" Tol'able

David " won in the " Photoplay " Gold
Medal, the most coveted honour in the

world of motion pictures. This new
version, therefore, comes with a heritage

of goodwill. The story of young David
Kinemon, in the wild mountains of West
Virginia is one that will not easily die. It

is based on true and tender sentiment. It

is a wonderful adventure about two of the

happiest things that live—a boy and a dog.

The adventure leads the boy into a thrilling

fight with outlaws to avenge a cowardly

attack on his elder brother and the death

of his father. Noah Beery, Joan Peers,

Henry B. Walthall and Edmund Breeze

are notable members of the cast.

-
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—Starring Richard Cromwell

HE is romance. Born in Los Angeles,

Richard Cromwell is more of a

painter than a player. He studied

art with the intention of being a mural
decorator among other things, and speci-

mens of his work already decorate many
buildings, including cinemas, if you please,

in California, but, apart from that, Richard

Cromwell had nothing to do with pictures

until he read that a typical American boy
was wanted to play the Davie every

American youth has dreamt of being. He
applied for the part. He had no experience.

He just walked up to the studio and
walked off with one of the prize parts of

the year. And when " Tol'able David
"

was finished, that was all he had done in

pictures, but, since he is not yet twenty-

one, he has plenty of time.



BETTY COMPSON
(C)NE of the most brilliant examples of silent film players
^^^ who have not only kept their star rank in talking pictures,

but also have improved upon it, Betty Compson entered the

film world in 1 ()15. She began, like many others who have
won fame, in comedies and made her first great success in

The Miracle Man " twelve years ago. She has known the

waywardness of film fame. When talking pictures began she

made a great " come-back," particularly in " Street Girl," in

which there was a reminder that this brilliant actress began her

career as a violinist in variety
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A TALKING picture in the making of

which a company of sixty people travelled

35,000 miles from Holly-

wood through African jungle
g

and home again, ought to amount
to something. " Trader Horn

"

amounts to the finest and the

most realistic jungle drama yet

seen on the screen. All the time

and trouble spent on its making

has been more than rewarded by
what is unquestionably the most

realistic achievement of its kind.

Interest naturally centres on

the wild animal scenes in this

picture. These are amazing, and

they were made very often at

great risk.

Duncan Renaldo, the young
hero, with Harry Carey, the

trader, sat in the branch of a tree

while a mother leopard jumped
to an adjoining branch to recover

her cub, tied there by native boys

for a camera scene.

Edwina Booth, the heroine,

was attacked by enraged baboons
when a hunter, racing to her

rescue, fell into the dried bed of a stream and
broke his arm. At another time Edwina Booth

was paddling in a canoe when a

crocodile tipped the boat over

;

while a week later, a hippo
treated a boat load of cameramen
to the same medicine.

3
Very great hardships were

cheerfully faced by the " Trader
Horn " company in its year of
adventure in Africa, but, on
returning to Hollywood it was
found that some of the photo-
graphic esults and some of the

sound results were short of

perfection, and so, these sections

were done again. More than a

year was spent on perfecting the

film made in Africa.

Use was made of the mar-
vellous Dunning process by

, which characters may be photo-

!$5 graphed at one time against

backgrounds photographed at

another time. Other processes

were used—some of them so

"v^'f ingenious as to better nature.

' —'i-1 - (Please turi\ to page 138)
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An outstanding feature of "Trader Horn" is the exquisite beauty and
the infinite variety of its glorious scenic backgrounds. These alone
make this picture distinguished and are a rich reward for all the
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difficulties and dangers encountered in its making. They are the sheerest

loveliness and the manner in which an epic human drama has been
placed, in harmony, in such magnificent settings is beyond all praise.
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(.Continued from pour 135)

The native hoy tossed by a charging rhino never
really existed. He was painted into the picture
like an animated cartoon.

But these things really enhance the merit of this
picture to all but those who seek unjustified
sensation, and not even the expert can teli where
reality ends and art begins, so perfectly has this
work been done.
There is one scene showing Edwina Booth

charged by an angry lion. That charge really took
place, and it was a pleasant experience, but

there is one brief moment in this

scene which was not made
in Africa, and

which

The Filmgoers' Annual

The picture was called " The Unseen Enemy."

Lionel Barrymore was in that picture. Lillian

and Dorothy Gish played together for the first

time in that picture. And its director, of whom
you have heard, was D. W. Griffith. These were

great days ! Very soon, Harry Carey went to

California, on account of his health, and appeared

in many pictures, sharing with William S. Hart
the glory of the early Westerns. Now it is only

a picture of exceptional interest that can persuade

him to leave the enormous ranch he owns in

California, forty miles from Los Angeles.

In " Trader Horn," the part of the missionary

is played by Olive Golden, who played in many
Westerns, but who is Mrs. Harry Carey. She took

this part in " Trader Horn " in order to be with

her husband.
Edwina Booth, the heroine of" Trader Horn,"

comes from Utah. She began her

acting career on the stage, in
' The Music Box

Revue,"

obsei van t

filmgoers may note
for themselves. It would, how-
ever, be as unfair to filmgoers as t

film to " give it away."
' Trader Horn "

is the greatest cinema sensa-
tion of its kind ever made, and all who took part
in its production have reason to be proud of their

work and to be happy that they are safe again in

civilisation.

Of the people in " Trader Horn," the most
interesting is Harry Carey, who was born in New
York on January 6, 1880, and who has been all

through the film business as actor and director.

As a young man, he went west to join a group of
cowboys. While working as a cowboy, he wrote
a play- It was called " Montana." He returned
with " Montana " to New York and appeared in

the cast. That decided him to be an actor,

although, at the University of Missouri he had
studied law. Lor seven years he toured in various
plays Then he was asked to appear in a film That
was in 1 '»! .'>, and t he i iccasion was histi >i i<

''Show
People," antl " Man-
hattan Cocktail." Up to the

time of her playing in " Trader Horn,

she had appeared only in film cr >wds.

Duncan Renaldo was also on the stage before

he played in films. His first film hit was " The
Bridge of San Luis Rey," which was followed by
" Fifty-Fifty " and " The Naughty Duchess."

The director of " Trader Horn," W. S. Van
Dyke, is a Californian who began his career as an

actor in San Francisco and who became a director

of Westerns. He is famous as the premier director

of adventure dramas in fit off lands, having m ide

such films as " The Pagan," "White Shadows of

the South Sea^." " Barriers burned Away,"
" Dogs of War." and " Raw Country
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They
also stop the

show ! Laurel is the thin

one and Hardy is the fat.

They are the only living

illustration of an English-

man and an American continuing to appreciate

each other's sense of humour, which is a record

likely to stand for all time !

Laurel, whose other name is Stan, is a graduate

of Karno Comedy. He went to America as

understudy to Charles Chaplin in " A Night in ar

English Music Hall." He began film work eleven

years ago, but it was not until he joined Hardy
that he, or Hardy, became famous.
Hardy has two other names. One is Oliver.

The other is Babe. Take your choice. He comes
from Georgia, where there are peaches. He
was educated for the Bar. That was before

prohibition. Anyhow, he got into films some-
how, and just let anyone try to push him out !

Now these two boys are being starred in feature

length films, the first being " Jailbirds," which is

an uproarious parody of American crime
pictures, and, in particular, of
The "Big House."

These
mean laughter !

Wheeler owes his suc-

cess to the fact that as a boy he
was scared of doctors. His father,

worried about the quaver in his son's voice, tried

to have it " cured " by an operation. But Bert

rebelled ! Now his trick baritone voice is one of

his greatest assets. Bert Wheeler has been in the

show world all his working life. He began as a

property boy, like many a great actor before him.

Robert Woolsey had to break a leg to become
an actor. His first ambition in life was to become
a jockey. When a Kentucky Derby winner fell on
him, he changed his mind. He became a
" buttons " in a hotel. An actor persuaded him
to go on the stage. He went. He wanted to be a

tragedian. But now he is wedded to comedy,
with horn-rimmed glasses and a cigar.

Since they appeared together in the talking

picture translation of " Rio Rita," Wheeler and
Woolsey have been seen

in " The Cuckoos,"
" Dixiana," " Half Shot

at Sunrise," and " Hook
Line and
Sinker."

WHEELER
AND

WOOLSEY

$> I
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THERE
is about
Douglas

Fairbanks an air of exu-

berant and perpetual youth in

films and in fact. Here he is seen

as a New York stockbroker whose
motto is " Shoot the works." To him

finance is fun, and he knows no other.

Now, he has a business associate,

played by Jack Mulhall, who dares a

wealthy society girl, played by Bebe Daniels,

to take this stockbroker away from his stocks

Reaching for the Moon

—

and to make him give her a share in his attention.

The stock market falls at her feet. An appoint-

ment is made. It is not kept by the girl. A chase to

Europe, a whirlwind courtship, a stock exchange
panic, a fortune wiped out and the world, ap-

parently once again well lost for love, bring this

fast moving financial fantasy to a smiling end.
" Reaching for the Moon " is the first film for

years in which Douglas Fairbanks has played

as a salaried actor. His salary was stated to be
£1,000 a day, and he worked for sixty days. If

your multiplication does not let you down, you will

be able to arrive at the result for yourself. Anyhow,
following the completion of "Reaching For the Moon,"

Douglas Fairbanks took a trip round the world, in the

course of which he shot tigers in India and looked in on
London.
If any cinema celebrity deserves the whole of his good

fortune, then that celebrity is Douglas Fairbanks. In the days
when the film was finding its artistic feet, Douglas Fairbanks

produced and played in a brilliant series of pictures, by which he

won not only distinction for himself, but also many new triends

for the screen. These pictures included the gay adventure,
" Robin Hood," the beautiful fantasy, " The Thief of Bag-
dad "

; the wonderful all-colour film, " The Black Pirate "
; the

delightful romance, "The Gaucho "
; and the splendid and

stirring drama, " The Man in the Iron Mask."
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IN addition

to Douglas
Fairbanks, who

the star, and Bebe Daniels,

who is the heroine, " Reaching
for the Moon," presents a com-
pany of brilliant players.

Edward Everett Horton is

stockbroker's man. He is a

comedian. He began his stage career as a

Japanese. According to himself he was the

third from the end in the chorus of " The
Mikacio." He is a graduate of Columbia.

—starring DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

His first film was " Ruggles of Red Gap."
Jack Mulhall is also a Columbia graduate. His

parents are Scotch and Irish. Rex Ingram intro-

duced him to pictures in the Edison days. He was
a member of the famous Biograph Company under
D. W. Griffith. He is a grand actor.

Claude Allister is a Londoner. He has played

all sorts of parts, including a part of great distinc-

tion in the immortal company of Kitchener's

First Hundred Thousand. He is one of the most
distinctive comedians in talking pictures.

His father was an officer in the British army. He
was educated at Felstead in Essex. As a boy he was
fascinated by conjuring, and his very first professional

engagement was as understudy to a music-hall conjurer

and his salary worked out at the rate of twelve shillings a

week. If you take a glance at him, wishing you " Good
Health !

" on your right, you will gather that he gets more
now. You will be right !

Following the Great War, Claude Allister toured in Africa,

India and China and went to America in 1924 to play on the stage

in " Havoc." In 1928, still playing in " Havoc," and having no
idea of appearing in pictures, he went to Los Angeles. It was
then that he was offered a part in the talking picture translation

of "The Trial of Mary Dugan," and has since appeared in such
outstanding films as " Bulldog Drummond " and " Monte
Carlo," always with the greatest possible success.
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H
HAROLD LLOYD-
E made his first stage appearance at the

age of twelve. True, it was only for one
night in Shakespeare in Nebraska, but

that started it all. He learned for three long years to be
an actor, and at the mature age of fifteen he realised his

ambition by joining a stock company.
His first film work was with Edison, for

with equal ease, both cowboys and Indians.

York. Then he went to Hollywood as an
Universal. With Hal Roach he created first

"

then " Lonesome Luke."
Since being his own producer, Harold Lloyd has made, in

point of entertainment value and the regularity of their ap-

pearance, the finest series of comedies seen on the screen,

including " Grandma's Boy," " Speedy," " Safety Last,'

College Days," "Welcome Danger," and now "Feet
First," and all of them are brilliant.

Harold Lloyd comes from Omaha in Nebraska,

where he was born on April 20, 1893. He is

married to Mildred Davis, who
his leading lady

film days.

whom he played,

That was in New
extra player with
WillieWork"and

was
once lent
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-in FEET FIRST

\

ELIEVING that filmgoers like things

that excite their sympathies for the

people of a picture, Harold Lloyd has

studiously given his work a human touch.

In " Feet First " we meet an ambitious and blundering,

but very likeable, shoe salesman, whose ambitions carry him
into embarrassments, dangers, and romance.
The feature of this picture, as spectacle, is the action which

takes place on a Pacific liner sailing between Los Angeles and
Honolulu.
As drama, it contains all the excellent Harold Lloyd comedy
and excitement we have learned to associate with the work of
this great comedian.

The heroine is Barbara Kent, who was also in "Welcome
Danger," and who is a Canadian from Alberta, who won a

beauty prize carrying the title of Miss Hollywood, and who
is one of the talented and popular players in talking

pictures. Barbara Kent first played in Westerns,
and among her pictures are " Flesh and the

k Devil" with Greta Garbo, and "That's

fl^ My Daddy " with Reginald
Denny.



MARILYN MILLER
C~1_PER real name is Marilyn Reynolds. She is

^ ^ one of the most beautiful blondes in talking
pictures. She has starred in many Ziegfeld shows,
including " Scdly " and " Sunny," and was one of
America's most brilliant Peter Pans. She has
pic :cd on the stage in England, France, Germany,
and Spam. In talking pictures sin lias appeared
in " Sally," " Sunny," and " Sweethearts."



CTTi?£ comes from a Rectory in Virginia. He
^ ^ worked as a civil engineer with a railway com-

pany. That took him West. He prospected for copper.

He turned cowboy and so rode into Westerns to find
Hollywood gold. He began by playing villains, but

more recently he has been playing the role of hero. In
"Submarine" and in "Flight" he was co-starred with

Ralph Graves, and particularly in the great air drama,
"Flight," he gave a triumphant performance. He
is one of the very best.
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L
Richard Barthelmess-

HERE, Richard Barthelmess is seen once again in a

romantic drama comparable with "The Lightning
Blade." He plays the part of a young Spanish

Student who returns from Mexico to California, in the

'fifties, to find his home at the mercy of desperadoes. To
avenge the death of his father, the young student turns

bandit, and, following a series of thrilling adventures,

shoots down the leader of the desperadoes.

There is a brilliant cast in " Adios," including Mary
Astor, Marion Nixon, Barbara Bedford, Fred Kohler,

Robert Edeson, and James Rennie. In this excellent

company, Richard Barthelmess, one of the most popular

stars of the screen, has a part which is after his own
heart and which enhances his already great reputation
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BORN in New York on May 9, 1897, Richard
Semler Barthelmess was intended for a business

career, but a film company on location proved an
irresistible attraction, with the result that he appeared in

"War Brides," directed by Herbert Brenon, with

Nazimova as the star. With D. W. Griffith he became
famous in " Broken Blossoms."
He has played in many famous films, including

' Tol'able David," " The Enchanted Cottage," ' The
Amateur Gentleman," " The Little Shepherd of King-
dom Come," " Drag," and " The Dawn Patrol." He
takes his work very seriously, believing that it is better to

make a few pictures of outstanding quality than to trade

on the popularity he has achieved in the film world.
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OMANCE,
comedy and
music are

the ingredients of ' The
Toast of the Legion," which is a

talking picture translation of

Mile. Modiste," by Victor Herbert.

The heroine, employed in a Parisian

palace of fashion, is loved by a young
nobleman about to make a wealthy

marriage. An angry father separates the lovers

but this is romance, and therefore the heroine
is discovered to have a glorious voice fitting her

( THE TOAST of the LEGION

to be an operatic star. The wealthy girl has really

been in love with someone else, all the time,

because this is romance ! The players in this

picture are Bernice Claire and WalterPidgeon, as

the romantic lovers, and June Collyer and Edward
Everett Horton, as the comedy lovers. The angry
father is the one and only Claude Gillingwater.
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THE ambi-
tion of her child-

hood was to be a

writer of Christmas plays

But her mother and her teachers

were agreed that she had an excep-

tional voice, so, when it was time to

leave Oakland High School in Cali-

fornia, Bernice Claire went to New York
to study singing. There she appeared in

revivals of " Babes in Toyland " and " The
Chocolate Soldier," and " Mile. Modiste."
She appeared in talking pictures, because

-Starring BERNICE CLAIRE
j

Alexander Gray had been asked to make a test for

the part opposite Marilyn Miller in " Sally."

Alexander Gray persuaded Bernice Claire to

go along and sing with him while this test was
being made. The result was that while Alexander
Gray appeared in "Sally," Bernice Claire appeared
in " No, No, Nanette."
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HEN
a play

has
the record of having
been presented in Lon-

don for 550 performances,
there is no need to give it

urther commendation.
" Kismet," written by Ed-

ward Knoblock, is one of the

most famous of modern stage

successes. It is a glorious

comedy laid against the Oriental

Kismet-
splendour of Bagdad, if one may
say so, in the days of the Arabian
Nights. The talking picture

translation of this famous play

is a really fine achievement.

With the aid of technicolour,

marvellous settings and a

brilliant company of
players, " Kismet. '"

is a

talking picture triumph.
The cast includes Otis
Skinner, Loretta

Young, and
Mary Duncan.
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fte was a

clerk with
insurance company
Then he became the
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RICHARD ARLEN
The story of Richard Arlen is that

of a young man who refused to admit
that he was licked because a girl

shamed him into another try for fame.
That girl is Jobyna Ralston, his wife.

Arlen, whose performance in Para-

mount's "Wings" won him instan-

taneous acclaim and placed him on the
motion picture pinnacle, arrived in

Hollywood from the Texas oil-fields six

years ago with the firm determination
to make his way on the screen. He had
with his determination just £4 11 6
and money gee ; fast when one is seeking

work.

He tells the story of how he lived for

three weeks on sevenpence a day while
making the rounds of the studios in

search of work. He got employment
finally not as an actor, but as a worker
in a film laboratory.

Injured while making a delivery on a

motor-cycle one afternoon, he was
carried into the Paramount hospital

with a broken leg. Here a casting

director saw him and promised him
work as an extra when he was recovered

.

From an extra he progressed up the

ladder until he was given an important
role in " Vengeance of the Deep."

Shortly after this time Paramount
cast him in "In the Name of Love,"
and his work was so outstanding that

he was given a Paramount contract.

He was on the heights. But he soon
was to be plunged to the depths again.

He was cast for the leading role in

"Volcano," but after eight days of
work the part was taken from him.

It broke his heart. It was at this time
when he needed words to cheer him
that he met Jobyna Ralston.

" But for her I would have quit

pictures," Arlen declares. " She
shamed me for even considering it. I

determined to fight back and win."
Arlen has much to be thankful for

that he made this decision. A series of

increasingly better parts followed and he
finally got the coveted role in " Wings."

Arlen has played in thirty-four pic-

tures that he can recall, and he has
memories of at least twenty more in

which he played very minor parts dur-
ing his ill-fed extra days.

Arlen's early life is colourful. He
was attending St. Thomas College in

St. Paul, Minn., when he enlisted in

the Royal Flying Corps. He trained

in England, and after receiving a

lieutenant's commission, served as a

pilot taking aeroplanes to France.

After the war he returned to St.

Paul and enrolled as a freshman at the

University of Minnesota, but changed
his mind and entered a brokerage
office. He also acted as instructor of

swimming at the St. Paul Athletic Club
and played in the Club's hockey team.

Then he went to Duluth as a

sports writer for the News-Tribune.
One year later he decided to take a

fling at the oil game and spent many
months in the fields of Brecken ridge,

Texas. From there he went to Southern
California and so into motion pictures.

Born in Charlottesville, Virginia,

September 1. Is 5 feet 10J inches tall;

has brown hair and blue eyes.
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INTIMATE LIVES
Here, every opportunity has been taken to present a

human narrative from which may be gathered an impression

of the personality behind the player

—

GEORGE ARLISS

He was born in Bloomsbury. In
deference to his father's wishes, he
entered his father's publishing office,

but the work irked him. He preferred
acting, and he spent his evenings giving
recitals, readings, entertainments at

concerts, church meetings, working-
men's clubs, workhouses—anywhere so
he could be heard. He founded an
amateur dramatic society of his own,
and then, deciding to throw his lot with
the stage, quit his father's business and
made his stage debut as a super at the
Elephant and Castle in a melodrama
called " Saved from the Sea."

Valuable experience on tour and then
a gift of fifty pounds induced him to turn
actor-manager, with disastrous results

—to the fifty pounds. Then the ambi-
tion of every aspiring English actor

—

an engagement in the West End.
George Arliss had arrived ! He was
acting with Mrs. Patrick Campbell,
and becoming popular with audiences.
Then came the chance of an Ameri-
can tour. Arliss thought he was leav-

ing for a single season. He did not
foresee that his popularity would be
such that twenty years would elapse
before he would be in England again !

He was first starred in Franz Mol-
nar's " The Devil," which opened on
August 18, 1908. A rival producer
put on the same play that same night,

causing a furore in New York. Since
then, he has always starred in plays.

W. J. Locke's " Septimus " did not
attract the public, and Arliss was at his

wits' end for a good play. " If ' Septi-

mus'," he says, " had been more
prosperous, George Tyler would never
have said to me, ' It's about time you
got a success,' and if he hadn't said

that I should probably never have
played ' Disraeli '."

" Disraeli " was really the turning
point in his career. He brought to it

intelligence and genius. Beginning
with a poor start in Chicago, it soon
acquired impetus, and became an
outstanding success. Arliss played the

title role for five years.

Two biographical dramas followed,

Edward Knoblock's " Paganini " and
"Alexander Hamilton."
Then he scored in the leading role

of William Archer's " The Green
Goddess," in John Galsworthy's " Old
English," and his first Shakespearean
role, that of Shylock in " The Merchant
of Venice."

In talking pictures he has appeared
in " The Green Goddess," " Disraeli,"
" Old English," and " The Million-
aire."

Born in London, April 10, 1868

;

height 5 feet 9 inches ; grey hair ; brown
eyes.

JEAN ARTHUR
A change in family circumstances

forced Jean Arthur to drop out of high
school and seek work. She accepted
an offer to pose for a photograph
advertisement and soon afterwards was
working steadily as a model for photo-
graphers and artists, the latter including
Haward Chandler Christy.

Jean was discovered by a studio
" scout " and given a contract with
Fox, her first screen appearance being
the lead in " The Temple of Venus."
After this she appeared in a number of
two-reel comedies.

Her first big break came when she
was given the lead opposite Richard
Dix in " Warming Up."

Jean Arthur probably leads a more
secluded life than any other girl in
pictures. With her father and mother
she lives in a roomy California bungalow

.

She seldom goes to public places, but
keeps with a small group of friends.

She has played in " The Canary
Murder Case," " The Mysterious Dr.
Fu Manchu," " The Green Murder
Case," " The Saturday Night Kid,"
" Half Way to Heaven," "Street of
Chance," " Young Eagles," and " The
Return of Dr. Fu Manchu."
Born in New York City, October 17

;

She is 5 feet 3 inches tall; has blond
hair and blue eyes.

MARY ASTOR

Beautiful Mary Astor was born in

Quincy, Illinois. Her father was a

professor of languages in the Quincy
High School and while Mary was still

a child the family moved to Chicago
where her father had secured a position

in the schools, while her mother taught
drama and literature in the Kenwood
Loring School for Girls, which Mary
later attended. Mrs. Astor, having
stage ambitions for her daughter, took
her to New York, when she was
fourteen.

Charles Albin, the artist, who made
many studies of Mary, stated that she
was the most beautiful girl he had ever
photographed. Her charm soon won her
a position with Tri-Art in a series of
two-reelers, and in a full length feature,
'

' The Beggar Maid . '

' When the Astors
went to Hollywood and she was chosen
by Douglas Fairbanks as his lead in
" Don Q,"
Her real name is Lucille Langhanke.

She was married to Kenneth Hawks,
the director, who was killed in an aero-

plane disaster.

Born in Illinois, May 3, 1906;
height 5 feet 5 inches; auburn hair;

brown eyes.
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OF THE STARS
—and of the road each one has travelled to fame. The

cold facts may be gathered from many other sources

expressly devoted to that purpose.

GEORGE BANCROFT

As an Easterner, on his first day in

the West, George Bancroft won honours

and a long term contract with Para-

mount because of his remarkable

characterisation of Jack Slade, the Wild
West's most noted bad man.

It was Bancroft's work as Slade, the

bad man made famous by Mark Twain
in " Roughing It," and the principal

character in a picture entitled "Driven,"

that brought him to the attention of

James Cruze when he was casting

"The Pony Express," and made him
the outstanding character " heavy

"

in Hollywood.
Not that there were not plenty of

bold, bad villains to be had in the film

colony. But Bancroft created the
" smiling villain," something then
really different and novel in screen
characterisations.

For a number of years he was one of
the best-known Broadway actors, some
of his important plays being " The
Trail of the Lonesome Pine," " Paid in

Full," "Old Bill, MP.," "Cinders,"
and " The Rise of Rosie O'Reilly."
He enlisted in the navy while he was

still in his teens.

As an apprentice aboard the frigate
" Constellation," sister ship of the

famous old " Constitution," he learned
sailoring as only it could be taught in

the days when ships were of wood and
men of iron.

His period of training ended, he was
transferred to the " Essex " and took
an eight-months' cruise to South
America and the West Indies. The
outbreak of the Spanish-American war
shortly thereafter found him in Ad-
miral Dewey's command, a youthful
gunner aboard the " Baltimore." On
that famous vessel he participated in the
Battle of Manila Bay.

Later he served during the Philip-

pine Rebellion and also the Boxer
Rebellion.

A distinct turning point in his career

came the day the " Oregon " struck a

submerged rock off Chefoe lighthouse,

near Pekin in 1900. Bancroft was a

member of the crew of another vessel

in the fleet, and as he always had been
an athlete of real ability, especially

proficient at swimming and diving,
volunteered to dive under the hull of
the " Oregon " to ascertain the extent
of the damage. For this feat of daring
and skill he was recommended for an
Annapolis appointment.

But the confining life imposed by the
Naval Academy restrictions drove him
wild and he decided to try his talents

as an actor.

Born in Philadelphia, Septem-
ber 30. Height, 6 feet 2 inches. Heavy
dark-brown hair, blue eyes.

JOHN BARRYMORE
Despite the fact that John—or Jack

as he was called in those days—was
brought up in surroundings that made
it seem inevitable that he should follow

the stage, nothing was farther from his

intentions. He meant to become an
artist and studied drawing and painting.

Eager to put his work to practical

use, he sought a job with a New
York newspaper. It is a matter of
history that he worked for exactly

twenty minutes on the Morning Tele-

graph, leaving immediately after he
submitted his first sketch. He served

on other newspapers a bit more suc-

cessfully as a reporter, illustrating

his own stories.

At the age of twenty-one years, he
abruptly decided to devote himself to

the theatre. Since then his career has
been one of the most colourful of Ameri-
can contemporary actors, both on the

stage and in motion pictures.

In 1903 he made his stage debut as

Max in " Magda." He then starred

in " Toddles," " The Fortune Hun-
ter," " A Slice of Life," " The Affairs

of Anatol," "A Thief in the Night,"
"The Yellow Ticket," "Justice,"
" Peter Ibbetson," " Redemption,"
" The Jest," " Richard the Third,"
and finally—after a triumphant charac-

terisation of " Hamlet "—he was
acclaimed by many prominent critics

of New York and London as the great-

est Shakespearean actor of the day.

His screen career includes " Raffles,"
" Here Comes the Bride," " Sherlock
Holmes," "The Lotus Eaters," "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," " Beau Brum-
mel," " The Sea Beast," "When a Man
Loves," " Don Juan," the first Vita-

phone picture to include synchronisa-
tion, " General Crack " and " The Man
from Blankley's."

Born in New York, February 15,

1882 ; height 5 feet 9 inches ; brown
hair ; blue eyes.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
Richard Barthelmess first felt the

lure of motion pictures while working
in a small Connecticut town. A film

company on location near by was the

magnet that proved an irresistible at-

traction and so he deserted a business
career for the pictures.

When he was two years of age, his

father died. Faced with the problem
of supporting herself and her small

son, his mother turned to the stage and
became a character actress of note.

When she was on tour, Dick was sent

to a military schooi, and after that

entered Trinity College, Hartford.
On graduating, however, he turned to

business, but with the result stated.

His screen career dates back to " War
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Brides "
; but it was not until " Tol'able

David " that he " hit his stride."

He had, however, prior to that, won
great popularity through his work in

D. W. Griffith's productions, his char-

acterisation in " Broken Blossoms
"

being especially notable. For First

National he made, among others,
" Shore Leave," " The Beautiful City,"
" The Enchanted Cottage," " Class-

mates," " New Toys," " Soul Fire,"

"Just Suppose," ' Ranson's Folly,"
" The Amateur Gentleman," " The
White Black Sheep," "The Patent

Leather Kid," " The Little Shepherd
of Kingdom Come," " The Noose,"
" The Wheel of Chance," " Scarlet

Seas," "Weary River," "Drag," and
" The Dawn Patrol."

Born in New York, May 9, 1895;
height 5 feet 7 ins. ; brown hair and eyes.

WARNER BAXTER

He was born at Columbus, Ohio, on
March 29, 1893, and educated at the

grammar school and high schools of

that city. His father, who was a banker,

died when Warner was not quite a year
old. He began showing a passion for

the stage when he was ten years old.

His mother disapproved. She wanted
her son to acquire a college education.

Leaving school, he became a sales-

man for farm implements, but con-

tinued to dream of a career on the

stage. An accident gave him a chance.

Dorothy Shoemaker's partner was taken

ill on Saturday night ; and Miss Shoe-
maker, who was to open at Louisville

the next Monday afternoon, was frantic.

One of Baxter's friends heard of her
predicament and sent for him. He
met Miss Shoemaker, learned two songs
and the " business " on Sunday and on
Monday morning, opened on Monday
afternoon, and remained in the act for

two months.
His mother made such a fuss about

it, that he finally returned to Columbus,
became an insurance agent and was
placed in charge of the Travellers'

Insurance Company branch at Phila-

delphia, but didn't care for the job,

and made up his mind to quit it.

He had saved his money and invested

it in a half interest in a garage at Tulsa,

Oklahoma, whereby he lost every cent

of his capital, and joined the North
Brothers stock company in Texas.
Two years later he went to California

in hopes of getting a job in motion
pictures, and canvassed all the studios,

but nobody would hire him, and after

six months gave it up, joined the Bur-
bank Stock Company and remained
in it seven years and eventually

returned to Los Angeles to play leads

in the Morosco Company.
Soon after his arrival on the coast he

met Elmer Harris, who offered him the

leading role in a Paramount picture,
" Her Own Money," in which Ethel

Clayton starred. He had scarcely

started in the picture when he was
called by Morosco for rehearsals in

the stage production " A Tailor Made
Man."
He has appeared in a long list of

pictures, including "In Old Arizona,"
" Behind that Curtain," and " Ro-
mance of Rio Grande."
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NOAH BEERY

Noah Beery, one of the greatest

villains on the screen to-day, is promi-
nently cast in " Tol'able David," the

Columbia film adapted from Joseph
Hergesheimer'8 famous story.

He turned to the show business at

an early age. In fact, he got his thea-

trical start in a circus. He and his

brother Wallace ran away and joined
the circus, and their principal job was
watering the elephants. When the

show was on they sold peanuts.

He tried his hand at everything.

His great ambition, however, was to be
a grand opera singer. He nearly rea-

lised this when he sang for a season in

Chicago, Illinois, at the open-air

Opera Gardens. He sang basso pro-

fundo.
Pictures and financial need .took him

away from singing and into his first

films. He was successful almost at

once. Among the more recent screen

plays in which he has appeared are
" Song of the Flame," " Careers," and
" Four Feathers."

WALLACE BEERY

See Page 100

CONSTANCE BENNETT

Constance Bennett, the eldest of
Richard Bennett's three daughters,
was born in New York, October, 1905.
She spent her extreme youth in New
York and on Long Island, attending
Miss Shandor's School on Park Avenue,
and Mrs. Merrill's school in Mamaro-
neck. Later her parents sent her to

Mme. Balsan's finishing school in

Paris. When she was seventeen she
was formally presented in Baltimore
and Washington, becoming one of the
most popular debutantes of the younger
set, where her beauty and charm made
her outstanding.

It was her mother's wish that she
should keep away from the stage, but
at one of the Equity Balls which Miss
Bennett attended with her father,

Samuel Goldwyn suggested that she
should make a test for the screen, and
offered her a part in " Cytherea." She
accepted and in spite of the fact that

it was her first role, she was not only
featured, but ran away with the picture.

Subsequently she went out to Holly-
wood, where she was recognised as one
of the most talented of the younger
players. She appeared in " Into the
Net," "Code of the West," "The
Goose Hangs High," " My Son,"
" My Wife and I," " The Goose Wo-
man," " Wandering Fires," and " Mar-
riage," always as a free-lance player.

Then she appeared in " Sally, Irene,

and Mary."
Later she went to Paris. She was

about to go to Germany to make two
pictures for UFA when the Marquis
de la Falaise appeared with a five-year

contract from P.D.C.
Miss Bennett has fair hair. Her

eyes are blue. She is 5 feet 4 inches in

height. Her best-known films are
" Rich People," " This Thing Called
Love," " Sin Takes a Holiday," and
" Born to Love."

JOHN BOLES

See Page 76

CLARA BOW
Clara Bow was attending a girls'

high school when she entered a maga-
zine beauty contest, of which the judges
were Harrison Fisher, Neysa McMein,
and Howard Chandler Christy.

She forgot about the contest until

she was called and, with a few others,

was given a screen test. The contest

closed in November, 1922, and shortly

afterwards she was called to take three

more screen tests.

She won first prize and, for her
victory, received an evening gown, a

screen contract which guaranteed that

she would play in one picture and
would receive a beautiful silver trophy.
William Christy Cabanne gave her

a small part in " Beyond the Rainbow,"
with Billie Dove. Not knowing any-
thing about make-up, when she was
told to cry before the camera, the tears

made a wreck of her appearance. When
she was viewed on the screen, Cabanne
cut her out of the picture !

Clara decided to give up pictures

and went back to school. Three months
later Elmer Clifton telephoned her,

said he was about to make a film, and
that, judging from photographs he had
seen in magazines, she might be the

girl he wanted. Following a test he
offered her the role at £10 a week.

This picture was " Down to the Sea
in Ships," in which Clara played the

young stowaway. During the twenty-
two weeks it was in production she was
beaten, thrown around and subjected

to other realistic bits of acting, but she
fitted into the part so well that Clifton

built it up and her performance was
one of the most outstanding in the
production.
On the strength of her work in the

picture, she was given leading feminine
role in " Grit," played opposite Glenn
Hunter.

After that she played in more than
a score of pictures.

Meanwhile, her talents had been
recognised by B. P. Schulberg, who was
producing independently, and he placed
her under long term contract to him.
She was still under contract to Schul-
berg when he became associate producer
at the Famous Players Lasky west
coast studio, late in 1925. He brought
Miss Bow to the Paramount studio

with him and she played in" Dancing
Mothers," " The Runaway," " Man-
trap," and" Kid Boots."

So great was her personal success in
" Mantrap " and ' Kid Boots " that

she was signed to a new contract with
Paramount in August, 1925, as a star.

Her first starring vehicle was " It,"

from the Elinor Glynn story, which
proved a sensation everywhere. She
next co-starred with Esther Ralston in
" Children of Divorce." She resumed
her individual starring career in
" Rough House Rosie." Early in

September, 1925, she began work in

the leading feminine role of "Wings,"
the air service epic, at San Antonio.

Pictures in which Clara Bow has

appeared in are :
" Dancing Mothers,"

" The Runaway," " Mantrap," " Kid
Boots," "It," "Wings," "Children
of Divorce," " Rough House Rosie,"
" Hula," " Get Your Man," " Red
Hair," " Ladies of the Mob," " Three
Week Ends," "Wild Party," "The
Fleet's In," " Dangerous Curves,"
" The Saturday Night Kid," " True to

the Navy," " Love Among the Mil-
lionaires," " Her Wedding Night."

Born in Brooklyn, on July 29;
height, 5 feet 3£ inches ; fiery red hair

;

agate brown eyes.

BILL BOYD
Bill Boyd is a native of Cambridge,

Ohio. His father was a civil engineer
who fell on evil times, so that Bill was
forced upon an unwelcoming world.
He landed in San Diego with l/5i
in his pocket, and no job in prospect
other than that of an orange packer.

He packed oranges for a considerable
period, until he was no longer able to

eat them. Then he became a grocery
clerk, a motor car salesman, and at

June Collyer, one of the loveliest

stars of the screen, as she appeared
in " Sweet Kitty Bellairs."

length, searching for real adventure,

went back up into the derrick country
to become an oil driller. It was slow
progress.

Finally in 1919, he attracted the

attention of Cecil B. De Mille and was
given an "extra" job in "Why
Change Your Wife? " From that he
progressed steadily through leads and
featured roles in " Bobbed Hair,"
" Forty Winks," " New Lives for

Old," and other parts in " Feet of

Clay," " Triumph, ' and "The Golden
Bed."

" The Midshipman " gave him an
excellent part with Ramon Novarro,
which increased his popularity, and
De Mille featured him with Vera
Reynolds in " The Road to Yesterday."

Boyd's biggest hit was the title role

in " The Volga Boatman," and since

that picture he has been featured in
" Her Man O'War," " Eve's Leaves,"
" The Last Frontier," " Jim the Con-
queror," " The Yankee Clipper," and
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"The King of Kings." Then P.D.C.
starred him in " Dress Parade," " The
Night Flyer," " Skyscraper," " The
Cop," " Power," " The Leatherneck,"
" High Voltage," " Officer O'Brien,"
"His First Command," and "The
Painted Desert."
Boyd is 6 feet 1 inch; weighs 170

pounds, and has blue eyes and brown
hair.

EL BRENDEL

Born at Philadelphia on March 25,

1891, he ran away from school to be-

come an actor, worked in cheap priced

motion picture theatres in Philadelphia,

where he sang, told stale jokes and
did sleight-of-hand tricks.

After this experience he joined a

medicine show, went on to variety and
finally arrived on Broadway, where he
played character parts in several pro-

ductions, including " Cinderella on
Broadway," " Spice of 1922," and
appeared on the Century Roof for a

season.

Bill Boyd was starred in 1925 in

The Volga Boatman " and has
been starring ever since.

After this he went back into vaude-
ville with his wife, Flo Bert, and toured
for twelve years. Up to the time the
war broke out he was a German come-
dian. Then decided he would make
more of a hit in Swede character parts.

He is a natural comedian on and off.

In 1926 played character parts in

several silent pictures, and is best
remembered as the rookie in " Wings."
Later he played Olesen in " The
Cock-Eyed World" with great suc-
cess.

He is 5 feet 9 inches, with fair

ha:r and blue eyes.

EVELYN BRENT
School teaching as a profession

almost claimed Evelyn Brent, but cir-

cumstances decreed she should have a
different career.

No one incident of her early life gave
evidence that some day she would be
recognised as one of the foremost
character actresses in the world.

She did not appear in amateur
theatricals. The usual school plays

bored her. Church socials and things

of that sort were of no interest.

At this time it was Evelyn Brent's

ambition to be a school teacher !

She entered a normal school in New
York City and for two years kept at her

studies.

At this time the World Film Studios

were struggling for a foothold in the

new industry at Fort Lee, just a few
miles from New York City.

Miss Brent and several of her school

friends decided to visit the studio and
see how the " movies " were made.
They spent a day at the studios.

An assistant director, assigned to

show the embryo school teachers

through the studio, became interested

in Evelyn Brent and offered her extra

work in a picture to start in a few weeks.
The offer caused much joking among

her friends, so her announcement
accepting it fell like a bombshell.

Several months of extra work fol-

lowed.
The strain of the work began to tell

and her doctor advised a holiday. She
went to England, but was not destined

to get much rest. She met Oliver
Cromwell, an American playwright,

who was looking for a girl to play an
important part in " The Ruined
Lady," which he was to present in

London.
Cromwell pleaded with Evelyn to

/accept the part, to which she finally

agreed. This engagement marked the
beginning of a four-year stay in Eng-
land, during which she appeared in

feature films produced by Stoll, Ideal,

Samuelson, and other prominent Bri-

tish producing companies.
Wishing to return to the United

States, she arranged for what was
supposed to be a three weeks' trip, but
upon her arrival she was approached
by Douglas Fairbanks and signed to a

long-term contract.

Months passed and Fairbanks could
not select a story which he liked well

enough to proceed. Meanwhile, Miss
Brent was idle, which did not agree
with her active temperament. She left

Fairbanks and went with Associated
Authors.

It was with this company that she
first played a "crook" characterisa-

tion. Her employers found she por-
trayed this role to such
advantage that they
turned their entire writ-

ing staff to producing
stories for her.

In two years with
Associated Authors
Miss Brent played feat-

ured roles in fourteen
crook melodramas.
Then revolution came

into the movies !

Al Jolson starred in

an all-talking picture

and overnight the hor-
izon of filmland was
changed.

Everyone was taking
voice tests. Actors and
actresses who formerly
had been successful be-

cause of their appearance found that

real ability was necessary to succeed

in the " talkies."

Evelyn Brent was asked to take a test

for an important role in " Broadway,"
one of the early all-talking pictures.

Her voice was found to record perfectly.

She was signed for the part.

Following the termination of a con-

tract with another studio, Miss Brent

was signed by Radio Pictures.

MARY BRIAN
Hollywood's Wendy has grown up.

Six years ago Mary Brian went to

the film capital from Dallas, Texas, a

high school girl in her early 'teens.

She won the part of Wendy in " Peter

Pan " and made such an impression

with it that she has had a hard time

ever since making the public forget

her as a child.

She presented her own views of the

situation recently while working oppo-

site Jack Oakie in the comedian's first

starring picture, " The Social Lion."
" Getting into pictures was hard

enough," she said, " but that was easy

compared with living down Wendy.
For the next two or three years a cast

announcement of me was never printed

without some reference being made to

my having played Wendy. People

spoke of me as that ' little girl.' But
the years have remedied the fault, and
Hollywood at last realises that I am
grown up. Talking pictures had much
to do with the changed impression."

Although she played roles in more
than twenty silent pictures, it was the

audible screen which gave her the big

chance to display her dramatic capa-

bilities.

With the exception of " The Mar-
riage Playground " all her talking pic-

tures have brought her before the

public as a grown-up young woman.
The eight other talking productions

in which she has appeared show her to

be the adult she has wanted to be
known as since that initial role in
" Peter Pan." These pictures are
" The Man I Love," " The Virginian,"
" River of Romance." " The Kibit-

zer," " Burning Up," "The Light of

Western Stars," " Only the Brave,"

and " The Social Lion."
Born in Texas, February 17, 1908;

height 5 feet 2 inches ; hair brown

;

eyes blue.

RONALD COLMAN
Further copies of the beautiful coloured

frontispiece of Ronald Colman may be

obtained for framing. All requests

should be accompanied by stamps, or a
Postal Order to the value ofone shilling,

for each picture required. Upon receipt

copies will be carefully packed and sent

to any address. Orders should be sent

to "Portrait," The Filmgoers' Annual,
Simpkin Marshall Ltd., Stationers'

Hall Court, London, E.C.4.
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Once the Queen of Custard Pie

Comedy, Louise Fazenda has

seen them come and go. Happily
Louise stays on.

CLIVE BROOK
Clive Brook went to America to

make one picture and has remained
six years.

This young Englishman, who, if his

family had not lost its fortune, would
now be an attorney in London, has had
a colourful and exciting career.

Forced to abandon his education at

Dulwich College at the age of fifteen,

Brook became an assistant secretary at

the Colonial Club in London, con-

tinued this for a year, then, while still

in his teens, became a newspaper
reporter, wrote a number of successful

short stories and became a proficient

violinist.

His ambitions leaned toward thea-

trical work from his earliest years,

being inherited from his mother. How-
ever, he never had the courage to make
a definite attempt to reach the stage

until after the war.

After he left Dulwich he studied

elocution at the Polytechnic and
appeared frequently at recitals. Later

he taught elocution. When he was
fourteen he made his debut as an
amateur actor and played in many
amateur productions without attempt-

ing the professional stage.

In September, 1914, he joined the

Artists' Rifles as a private. Six months
later the unit was dissolved and all its

members made commissioned officers.

Brook's first duty as a subaltern was to

take charge of the machine gun section

of a London regiment which waited for

Zeppelins on the east coast.

He then was assigned to the machine
gun corps and saw service in that

organisation for the greater part of

the war. Among the larger engagements
in which he took part were the second
battle of Vimy Ridge and the battle of

Messines.
Brook rose to the rank of major

while on active service, winning his

commission through gallantry in the

front lines.

When the war was over he made his

first effort at stage work. He broached

the subject to Sir Alfred Butt and was
immediately cast to play the lead in

Fair and Warmer."
This led to a contract with Basil

Dean, who selected him to play the lead

in " Over Sunday," in which he scored
a great success. It was at this time
that he met and married Miss Mildred
Evelyn, his leading woman in that play
and in " Sacred and Profane Love."
He then played opposite Betty

Compson in a picture entitled " Woman
to Woman " and continued on the
English screen for two years, before
accepting a contract with the late

Thomas H. Ince to go to the United
States for one film !

JOE E. BROWN
After twenty-eight years of making

the public laugh, Brown is still only
thirty-seven years old. He was born
in Holgate, Ohio, July 23, 1S92, one of
a family of eight children. He left

home at the age of nine to join a circus

and was an aerialist with the Five
Marvellous Ashtons until he was four-

teen.

He was in San Francisco during the
great disaster of 1906 and stood on the

top of Russian Hill watching the city

quake into ruins and burn. He slept

in a park for two days, then crossed to

Oakland and lived in a tent on one of
the main streets with other refugees.

No ambition other than entertain-

ment ever entered his mind, except for

a brief deviation into professional base-

ball. After his circus days he appeared
in a vaudeville acrobatic act for twelve
years, the team of Prevost and Brown.
His first appearance on the musical
stage was in the title role of " Listen
Lester," which was followed by star-

ring comedy leads in the " Greenwich
Village Follies," " Captain Jinks."

"Betty Lee." "Jim Jam Jems," and
" Twinkle Twinkle."
The only time he was ever " broke

"

was at the height of his career. He
had been given the lead in the New
York presentation of " Listen Lester

"

and was ready to go on when an

actors' equity strike stopped the show.
So he didn't start until five weeks later,

opening in Washington instead.

Going to Los Angeles less than four

years ago in the musical comedy
Twinkle Twinkle." he was seen by

Ralph Ince who signed him for pic-

tures. His first screen role was as the

fresh reporter in " Crooks Can't Win."
He wrote his own part in the produc-
tion. This was followed by highly suc-

cessful performances in " Hit of the

Show," " On With the Show," " Sally,"
" Hold Everything," and " Song of

the West."

JOHN MACK BROWN
John Mack Brown was born in

Dothan, Alabama, September 1 . He is

6 feet tall, has black hair and brown
eyes.

He has five brothers, Harry, Henry,
William, Charles, and David ; and three

sisters, Mary Louise, Elsa, and Doris.

All of the brothers have attended
University of Alabama save Harry,
who was sent to Georgia.

Ben Lyon was with the World
Film Company as a child actor,

which means he has been through

the mill.

John was educated in Dotham public

schools and University of Alabama

—

worked his way through the University

as a clerk in a men's furnishing store

—

played football in high school, and when
he went to University of Alabama,
became an all-American half-back.

His last-minute touchdown in a

game against Washington University

at Pasadena, New Year's Day, 1925,
made him a famous athletic figure.

He visited the Metro studios with
his team, but caused no stir. He
returned in 1926 as assistant coach of

the Alabama varsity and through
George Fawcett was given a film test.

He found at that studio Dorothy
Sebastian, whom he had known in the

University. His first role was a small

part as a cavalry officer in a Jackie

Coogan picture, " The Bugle Sounds."

His first big role was as leading man
to Marion Davies in " The Varsity

Girl." He gained quick recognition

through " A Lady of Chance," with
Norma Shearer and " Coquette " with

Mary Pickford.

Other photoplays include "A Woman
of Affairs," " The Single Standard,"

with Greta Garbo, " Montana Moon,"
with Joan Crawford, and King Vidor's
" Billy, the Kid."

He has a passion for seeing pictures

and goes five and six times a week

—

keeps in perfect condition by swimming,
handball, boxing and golf— is married

and met his wife at the University of
Alabama—he has one child—doesn't
drink or smoke—has never lost his rich

southern accent— is canny about busi-

ness affairs and still drives the same
dilapidated car he bought when he first

came to Hollywood. Is always to be

seen with mongrel dogs which he picks

off the streets and keeps until they

desert him.

His idea of an exciting Hollywood
night is to go over to the home of his

friend and sponsor the old character

actor, George Fawcett, for a rousing

game of draughts.
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Grant Withers was once a re-

porter. Since then he has covered

assignments in more than sixty

pictures.

MADELEINE CARROLL
Was born in the Midlands of Irish-

French parentage, and was originally

intended for a school-teacher. Gradu-
ated at Birmingham University, where
she took an interest in amateur drama-
tics and secured a great success in a

leading role in " Salma," produced by
the students.

The London press critics were so

enthusiastic, and her popular reception

was so great, that she decided there and
then to adopt a stage career.

In order to save money to embark on
this precarious profession she left the

University immediately after graduat-
ing, and became a school teacher at

Hove. During a school vacation she
was offered a small part in a touring
company, and since this venture, less

than five years ago, she has gone
steadily forward.

She played small parts in a number ol

stage productions, and toured with
Seymour Hicks.
While in London for the first time,

rehearsing for a West End production,
she was given an introduction to the
Stoll Film Company, who immediately
engaged her to play the leading role in
" Guns of Loos," although she had
never faced the camera before or been
in a studio in her life.

Resuming her stage work she played
in " The Constant Nymph," produced
by Basil Dean, " Mr. Pickwick," " Beau
Geste," was later chosen by John
Galsworthy to be the first leading lady

in his new play " The Roof," and
appeared in " After All " at the
Criterion. She has since played in

many talking films including "Atlantic"
" The W Plan," " Young Woodley,"
" The School for Scandal " and " Kiss-
ing Cup's Race."

Born, February 26, 1906. Height, 5

feet 5 ins. ; ash-blonde hair ; blue eyes.

NANCY CARROLL
See page 53

CHARLES CHAPLIN

Charles Spencer Chaplin was born

in London, England, April 16, 1889.

His parents were professional stage

people, prominent throughout Great
Britain and Continental Europe. His
father, Charles Chaplin, was a protean

actor and his mother was known under
the stage name of Lilly Harley. She
was a sweet-voiced singer and gained a

reputation for her work in the light

opera field.

Charlie Chaplin was thrown on his

own resources before he reached the

age of ten years. The death of his

father and illness of his mother made it

necessary for the youngster to find a

place for himself in the world. He had
inherited natural talents from both his

parents, but much of his mimicry and
certain mannerisms were outstanding

in his mother. During this period

Charlie came under the observation of

a producer who specialised in juvenile

troupes and therefore, the first profes-

sional debut of young Charlie found
him as a leading member of " The
Eight Lancashire Lads," and with this

organisation Charlie was outstanding as

a clog and patter dancer. The years to

follow found Chaplin much in demand.
His pantomimic genius had attracted

numerous producers and he was a

popular favourite with theatre-goers

everywhere. Charlie was a member of

the cast of" Sherlock Holmes," appear-

ing as " Billy," the page boy, in support
of William Gillette at the Duke of

York Theatre, London, in 1905. At
the close of this engagement Charlie

started a career in vaudeville which
eventually carried him to the United
States. This was in 1910 and he was
featured with the Karno Repertoiry

Company, and he appeared in nearly

every large city of the United States and
Canada. During this tour he won
popular favour with audiences every-

where, his most successful charac-

terisation being " The Drunken Swell
"

in "A Night in an English Music Hall."

In 1913, Chaplin again went to the

United States as the star of a vaudeville

troupe, and it was at this time that cer-

tain motion picture magnates were
combing the amusement world for

picture material.

While he was fulfilling an engage-
ment in Philadelphia, Chaplin was
offered a picture contract. After con-
sideration of the proposition he agreed
to appear before the camera at the

expiration of his vaudeville tour, and
his entrance in the cinema world took
place in November of that year, 1913,
when he joined the Keystone Film
Company.
At first Chaplin did not take to

screen work. The methods employed
in taking pictures did not appeal to him
and he was close to the point of return-

ing to the stage, However, he was given
an opportunity to make pictures as he
wanted and from that time on he was
successful. His initial salary as a screen
player called for a figure said to be
£30 a week, but after he had been
on the screen and the public had taken
to him, immediately other producers
started negotiations for his services at

When Erich von Slroheim selectee

Fay Wray to play in " The
Wedding March," he introduced

a genuine film star.

the expiration of his contract and the

Essanay Company made the offer that

placed Chaplin under their banner.

The following year he was even more
in demand, and when it was disclosed

that he had signed a contract with

Mutual Film Corporation for the stag-

gering sum of £152,000 in one year,

the figures were branded as " press

agent " money. Nevertheless, that

amount of real money was received by
Chaplin. Chaplin was given an indi-

vidual unit at Lillian Way and Eleanor
Avenue in Hollywood and his company
was known as " The Lone Star Film
Corporation." It was here that Chaplin
made twelve two-reel pictures, and in a

little more than the stipulated time he

finished the following productions :

" The Floorwalker," " The Fireman,"
"The Vagabond," "One A.M." (a

production in which he was the only

character for the entire two reels with

the exception of the entrance of a cab
driver at the opening); " The Count,"
"The Pawnshop," "Behind the

Screens," " The Rink." " Easy Street
"

(heralded as his greatest production up
to that time), "The Cure," "The
Immigrant," and "The Adventurer."
At the completion of this contract

Chaplin decided to take a well-earned

rest. He retained several members of
his company for his future work and
departed for a holiday in Honolulu.
Upon his return he was again the

centre of much demand and entered

into an agreement with the First

National Exhibitors Circuit, a new or-

ganisation, who gave him £200,000
for eight productions.

During the balance of 1916 Chaplin
busied himself with the construction

of his present-day studios, one of the

most beautiful and best appointed plants

in every respect in the entire industry,

and devoted solely to his own produc-
tions.

Early in 1917 Chaplin began his new-

contract and gave to the amusement
world his greatest picture and one that
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still lives, " A Dog's Life." After this

production he turned his attention to

government work, touring the Southern
portion of the United States in the
interests of the Third Liberty Loan

;

and on completion of this tour he
returned to his studio and made pro-

paganda films.

His next step was a daring one in the

making of a farce on the war. His pro-
duction, "Shoulder Arms," was re-

leased at a most opportune time and
brought the greatest comment from all

sides for its laugh-provoking merits.

This he followed with a fantasy,

"Sunnyside," then "A Day's Pleasure."
For the next year little was heard of
Chaplin, save that he was working on a

great picture. During this time he was
married to Mildred Harris, a motion
picture star under the guidance of Lois
Weber ofthe Universal producing forces.

A son was born, but died before

it was a week old. This was a sad
blow to Chaplin. The matrimonial ven-
ture of the great artist was not har-

monious and it culminated in a divorce
in November, 1920.

Early in 1921 Chaplin startled the
world with the presentation of a six-

reel masterpiece, " The Kid." In this

he introduced to the screen the greatest

child player the world has ever known
in Jackie Coogan, who, through his

wonderful work in that production, is

now a star in his own right.

After a considerable rest Chaplin
turned his attention to his work and in

a few months released "The Idle Class,"

Since he won fame as the villain

in " Way Down East," Lowell
Sherman has never been guilty of

a bad performance.

a production in which he portrayed a
dual character. This film has been the
cause of much comment, many declar-
ing it one of the comedian's best, while
others are inclined to belittle it. This
latter phase is, undoubtedly, due to
the fact that "The Kid " has spoiled
many of the Chaplin admirers, for
" The Idle Class " is excellent.

Following this picture Chaplin start-

ed another, but after having worked

one day he decided he was entitled to

a holiday and he made a hurried trip

to New York, sailed on the " Olympic"
and landed at Southampton, September
10, 1921 , and was given a sensational

reception in London, described in his

book, " My Wonderful Visit."

Chaplin returned to the United
States and once again took up his pic-

ture work. Together with Douglas
Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, and D. W.
Griffith, he formed the United Artists

Corporation. Apart from " A Woman
of Paris," which he wrote, produced,
and directed, but in which he did not
appear, Chaplin has made three pictures

under this arrangement, both feature

length, the first being " The Gold
Rush " and the second, " The Circus,"
and the third, " City Lights."

Chaplin stands alone as champion of
silent pictures. He has refused to per-

mit his character to talk and he will not
allow any talking in his productions.
He believes that pantomime is a dis-

tinct art in itself and that it is far

superior to the new medium that has
b2en adopted by other producers.

RUTH CHATTERTON

Everybody likes Ruth Chatterton's
voice, except those who don't know
good vocal cords when they hear them.
It was her voice that won her recogni-

tion on the stage, before her face had
been seen. That was when she telephon-
ed Henry Miller, the noted Broadway
producer, looking for a job in the days
when she had to have one or go on
living with her mother on £2 10s. a

week—which is nobody's dream.
He liked her face and her acting as

well, when he had a chance to see her.

Therefore under his management Ruth
Chalterton became a star at the age of

eighteen, not quite believing it herself.

Rut this was no sudden leap in the

dark. She had received an early amount
of hard training, enough for a whole
team of players.

Her first engagement was with a

musical stock company, providing the

inexperienced beginner with a grinding
routine that was hard on the toes, the

tendons and the temperament. At
first she met with parental objection,

but when the family fortunes were
swept away, all except a tiny dab,

Ruth's small salary became something
to hug to the bosom. It was after she

acquired more knowledge of the theatre

in a stock company that held Lowell
Sherman, Pauline Lord, and Lenore
Ulric that she became, under the Miller

management, proper material for

Broadway electric lights in " Daddy
Long Legs," " Come Out of the
Kitchen," " Moonlight and Honey-
suckle," and " A Marriage of Con-
venience."

Her work in these plays was of such
outstanding calibre that it brought her

the distinction of being the first actress

to play Barrie parts, excepting Maude
Adams, to whom they had hitherto

been consecrated. She played in

Barrie's " Mary Rose," and later in
" The Little Minister," and then just

to show that this didn't exhaust her
possibilities, she translated, produced
and starred in the French play " La

Tendresse," all with her own energy.

Following a season in musical come-
dy with " The Magnolia Lady," and
a new departure in characterisation

with " Changelings," she put on " The
Green Hat " in Hollywood. This and
" The Devil's Plum Tree " brought
her to the notice of Emil Jannings, who
finally induced her to enter motion
pictures. Miss Chatterton, who had
held aloof from the screen until won
over by her admiration for the great

German star, scored with him in " Sins

of the Fathers," and when talking films

came along, with her great stage experi-

ence and her cultured voice, she made
instantaneous successes in "The Doc-
tor's Secret," " Madame X," and since

then her work in " The Laughing
Lady," " Sarah and Son," " Anybody's
Woman," and " The Right to Love "

have kept her prominently in circu-

lation.

She is studious and accomplished at

languages, having kept her voice from
acquiring a New York coating by fre-

quent trips abroad. Despite her ardu-

ous early days, the only hard luck she

ever mentions is that of being born on
Christmas Eve.

She is 5 feet 2£ inches tall, and has

light brown hair, deep blue eyes, and
long fingers adept at music.

MAURICE CHEVALIER

One day, toward the end of the war,

Maurice Chevalier came back to his

native Paris from a prisoners' camp in

Germany, a poor poilu in a faded, ill-

fitting uniform, with his small successes

as a music-hall singer almost forgotten

and a wound in his chest which doctors

said would prevent his ever singing

again.

To-day, he is one of the outstanding

figures of the international stage and
screen.

Maurice Chevalier's story is that of a

poor boy whose life, until recent years,

was one of doubts and fears and grind-

ing toil. The opulence of setting for his

love affairs in " The Love Parade," his

business success in " The Big Pond,"
and the size of the fortune he receives

in his new starring picture, " Playboy

of Paris," and the joy of " The
Laughing Lieutenant " are in grotesque

contrast to the misery he has known.
He was born in Menilmontant, which

is the Whitechapel of Paris. His
father was a house painter who died

when Maurice was eleven. After that

his mother was obliged to bear the

burden of supporting him and other

young children, often going out as a

charwoman. Maurice was the favourite

of the family of three boys, and his

mother, up to the time of her death in

1928, was his greatest love.

Even as a boy, Chevalier's dreams
were all of the stage, centering with

natural boyishness upon the circus with

its clowns and acrobats. It was this

ambition to become a mummer that

caused his expulsion from school at the

age of twelve.

He then became an apprentice car-

penter, but was so wrapped up with

dreams of the stage that he neglected

his work and was discharged. Elec-

trician, then printer, then apprentice
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in a nail factory, Maurice lost jobs with

perfect abandon.
Deciding at last that he never could

be a labourer, he went to the Concert of

the Three Lions one night when he was
fifteen and boldly told the manager of

some highly-successful engagements
which existed only in his imagination.

He asked for a chance as a singer. On
the insistence of the manager's wife,

the boy received his chance. But he
was a failure. He had never sung with

a piano before, and the unaccustomed
chords threw him into confusion.

But he gritted his teeth after being
shown the door of the Three Lions and
continued to search for work as a

singer. His next chance came at the

Casino des Tourelles. This paid him
three francs an evening, four evenings

a week. He had become used to a

piano by this time and did well,

imitating popular hits and stars. A
friend in Paris took him to meet the

celebrated Mistinguett, one of the

foremost musical comedy stars of Paris,

and the lady, scanning his sparkling

face, is said to have predicted :

" You need have no worry about
your future, with a smile like yours."

A few years sped by and Chevalier
found himself, now a tall handsome
youth in his late teens, the dancing
partner to the great Mistinguett, at the

famed Folies Bergere.

In 1913 Chevalier joined his regi-

ment to serve his time as a conscript

soldier. The war began and he fought
through it with distinction until he was
wounded and taken prisoner by the
Germans. He and a friend escaped
from their camp by passing themselves
off as Red Cross workers.
Although prison doctors had warned

him never to sing again, Chevalier got

work at an obscure cafe and did sing,

at first only a few songs each night, then
as his strength returned, putting on the
old programmes which had once made
him famous.

His old friends fbcked back to him.
Again he became the partner of Mis-
tinguett and they appeared in the Folies

Bergere and the Casino de Paris. His
name again glittered in electric lights.

He was a star.

He went to London and appeared
with Elsie Janis in a revue entitled
" Hello, America." For several years
he was the star in Parisian musical
revues, once appearing in " Argentina."
It was during this period that he
married Yvonne Vallee, with whom he
used to sing at the Empire Theatre.

Chevalier took his first dancing
lessons twenty years ago from an
English music-hall entertainer, J. W.
Jackson, who, at one time, had Charles
Chaplin as a member of his troupe of
dancers and singers.

His knowledge of English was ob-
tained in 1914 and 1915 from Ronald
Kennedy, a fellow-prisoner at the
German military camp in Alten
Grabow.
His latest talking picture, "The

Smiling Lieutenant," looks as if it will

be his greatest success.

Born in Menilmontant, France, near
Paris. Height, 5 feet ll'/i inches.
Smooth brown hair. Blue eyes.

LEW CODY
Lew Cody's first appearance on the

talking screen was in support of Gloria

Swanson in "What a Widow !
" is par-

ticularly well equipped for talking

picture work as a result of long training

on the stage prior to his experience in

silent pictures.

He was born as Lewis Joseph Cote on
February 22, 1885, in Berlin, New
Hampshire, where his father was a

well-to-do merchant. The early part

of his life was spent in Berlin, but he

received his advanced education in

McGill University in Montreal,

Canada, where he studied medicine.

Deserting the medical practice for

the theatre, Cody became well known
in stock and later toured the United

States in vaudeville.

His first role in pictures was as

leading man to Bessie Barris cale in

" Mating " in 1915, under the direction

of Thomas Ince. Among the last silent

pictures in which he played stellar roles

are " His Secretary," " Sporting

Venus," " Adam and Evil," " Baby
Cyclone," " Beau Broadway " and
" The Single Man."
He has a great part in the P.O.C.

film " Beyond Victory."

Cody seems to have shown a prefer-

ence for whimsical comedy roles, but

confesses to a secret ambition to be

sophisticated

!

His favourite sports are swimming,
golf, tennis, and riding. The theatre

affords his principal diversion, he is

regarded as being exceptionally well

read, and is an accomplished pianist.

He is the finest after-dinner speaker

in Hollywood.
His height is 5 feet 11 inches; he has

black hair and brown eves.

JUNE COLLYER

June Collyer, whose real name is

Dorothy Hermance, comes of theatrical

st)ck. She was born in New York
City and educated in the parochial

schools of that city. Her mother was
Carrie Collyer, a well-known actress,

and her grandfather, Dan Collyer, was
celebrated in his day. Her father was a

non-professional.

She had hoped to be a dancer and
had done some amateur work along this

line when Winfield Sheehan, of Fox
Films, saw and urged her to take a

screen test. It was successful and she

was immediately given a role in East

Side, West Side," made at the New
York studios. She then went to Holly-

wood, where she appeared in " Hang-
man's House," "Woman-Wise," " Me
Gangster," " Four Sons," " Red
Wine," and " Not Quite Decent " for

Fox, and " River of Romance " for

Paramount.
She was next given a big role in First

National's all-Technicolor picture,
" Kiss Me Again."
Born in New York, August 9, 1907 ;

height, 5 feet 5 inches ; brown hair and
eyes.

RONALD COLMAN
See Page 75.

BETTY COMPSON
"As I look back on my piotessional

life " says Betty Compson, whose
ability and blonde beauty have made
her one of the screen's favourites, "

1

realise that there have been several

distinct eras in my progress since the

days of one-reel comedies.
" For it was in such one-reelers that

I began my screen career. Coming to

Los Angeles in my early 'teens as a

vaudeville violinist, I was placed under
contract by Universal and worked
under the direction of Al Christie in

Nestor comedies. This comedy ex-

perience constituted the formative

period, which also included subsequent

work in my first dramatic role (with

Monroe Salisbury in ' The Light of

Victory ') and some rousing ' Westerns'

with William Desmond.
" Then came ' The Miracle Man,'

which was undoubtedly the greatest

milestone in my career. It served to

establish me in the position which we
of the screen all covet—stardom. And
as they say in the story books, this went

on for years I

" And then happened one of those

things that happen so often in Holly-

wood— ' the breaks ' somehow went

against me, and I went out like a light.

My contracts completed, no more calls

came from studios. Entirely forgetting

the ' big ' producers, I reigned for

more than a year as ' the Queen of

Poverty Row.'
" And then came the talking pic-

tures, and with them the beginning of

\

Leila Hyams was a popular stage

star before she made a talking

picture hit in " Alias Jimmy
Valentine."

the fourth era of my screen career

Though I had had no experience on the

stage, my voice tests in various Holly-

wood studios were found satisfactory

enough to ensure my appearance in a

number of the early talkies, and I was
reputed to have staged a more or less

astounding come-back. At any rate,

I am happy to be able to say the

talking pictures are now keeping m>
decidedly busv."
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GARY COOPER
There's a girl back in Iowa who can

point to the bill-boards blazoning the

picture of Gary Cooper, Paramount
star, and say :

" If it hadn't been for

me he probably wouldn't be where he
is now." Her name is Doris and she

was Gary's first love.
" If it hadn't been for Doris," he

reflected. " If it hadn't been for

Doris—I rushed her for about two
years while we were students at

Grinnell College. She was my first

love and you know how that is. We
talked of marriage and I decided to quit

school, get a job, and prepare for

matrimony."
Doris, it seems, wanted to go to

California. She urged Gary to seek

his fortune there, and that led to their

first quarrel, for her sweetheart loved

the ranches and mountains of Montana.
Nevertheless, they decided to be mar-
ried as soon as he could " establish

"

himself, so Gary left Grinnell in the

spring of 1924 and returned to Helena.
There he took a job as a cartoonist on
the " Helena Independent."

But Doris's admonition to go to

California still bothered him, and he,

at last, departed for Los Angeles.
"

I didn't know a soul, but I was still

deeply in love with Doris and deter-

mined to make good," he says.

But " establishing " oneself in the

busy California city was no light task.

City editors didn't think so much of

his ability as a cartoonist, and he was
reduced to working as a house-to-house
canvasser for a portrait photographer

at 10s. a day and then sold advertising

space on theatre curtains, with the

sale of drapery as a side-line. Finally,

this failed and he was down to his last

dime. With it he bought a loaf of

bread and went to a motion picture

studio for work as an extra.

His giant frame impressed the casting

director and he was given a part as an
extra in a western. The road to the top

in pictures was long and dreary and
somewhere along the way he lost Doris.

He had stopped writing to her when he
was down and out, and when he did

write he learned that she had
married the son of a local

druggist.

But Gary bears her no hard
feelings. " If it hadn't been for

Doris," he says and grins.

For a year after his first

appearance at the studios he
played extras. Then came the

opportunity to play a leading

role in a two-reel picture. His
work pleased the director and
he was given the lead in " The
Winning of Barbara Worth."
When the picture was com-

pleted, Cooper found himself
with plenty of offers from large

and small producing concerns,

among them one from Para-

mount.
A conference was set for

Friday. At the appointed time
Cooper called at the Paramount studio,

was ushered down a hallway to a door
and told to enter.

All unknowingly, the tall Montanan
stepped into the regular weekly execu-

tive meeting. Jesse L. Lasky and B. P.

Schulberg had arranged this most
trying of film tests.

Utterly surprised and painfully em-
barrassed, Cooper blushed, stammered,
and then grinned. That winning grin

won him a contract.

With the ink from his signature to

the contract scarcely dry, Cooper was
rushed to San Antonio, Texas, where
the aviation epic, "Wings," was in

production. He took a small but effec-

tive part in the picture, then hurried

back to Hollywood, where he was cast in

another epic-maker of a different type,

Clara Bow's " It." His great successes

include " Only the Brave," " The
Virginian," " The Spoilers," and
" Morocco."

Evelyn Lederer, whom you know
as Sue Carol, was discovered by

Douglas MacLean.

Cooper, the son of English parents,

lived on his father's cattle ranch near
Helena, Montana, until he was twelve.

At twelve he went to England to school.

Returning to Montana, he lived the
life of a cowboy for two years after an
automobile accident which almost
ended his life. Then he went to the

RONALD COLMAN
Further copies of the beautiful coloured

frontispiece of Ronald Colman may be

obtained for framing. All requests

should be accompanied by stamps, or a
Postal Order to the value of one shilling

for each picture required. Upon receipt

copies will be carefully packed and
sent to any address. Orders should be

sent to " Portrait," The Filmgoers'

Annual, Simpkin Marshall, Ltd.,

Stationers' Hall Court, London, E.CA

middle west, entered Grinnell College

as an art student and met Doris.

Born in Helena, Montana, on May 7,

1901 ; height, 6 feet 2'
2 inches; light

blue eves, brown hair.

JOAN CRAWFORD
Probably no motion picture star re-

presents better the spirit of modern
youth than does Joan Crawford. And,
fittingly enough, her immediate step to

stardom was the featured role in

"Our Dancing Daughters" Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer's ultra-modern film

of the dancing age.

Miss Crawford was born in San
Antonio, Texas. Her earliest recol-

lections are of the time when she stood
in the wings with her father, so fas-

cinated by the dancers, that she was
hardly conscious of imitating their

movements with her feet. All through
her early girlhood her favourite game
was playing stage in the barn, where
scenery was stored. She always was
the premiere dancer. Despite her hard
work, however, she never missed danc-
ing at nights. But she also had a tre-

mendous ambition to succeed on her
own hook.

In Detroit she was noticed by J. J.

Shubert, and given a position in " Inno-
cent Eyes " then trying out. She went
to New York with that show and was
a notable success as a dancing chorus
girl, playing in " The Passing Show "

and at the Winter Garden. She was
just starting to earn some extra money
in a night club, when Harry Rapf, a

studio executive of Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, saw her, and sent her a contract.

Miss Crawford, as Lucille La Sueur,

arrived in Culver City, California, in

1925. She made her debut in " Pretty

Ladies " under the direction of Monta
Bell, that same year.

Then, with a change of name, came
parts in " Old Clothes," " I'll Tell the

World," " Sally, Irene, and Mary,"
" Paris," " Tramp, Tramp, Tramp,"
" The Understanding Heart," " The
Unknown," " Twelve Miles Out,'
" Rose Marie," and many other films

which constantly increased her popu-
larity and made it apparent that star-

dom was only a matter of time. She
played the feminine lead with William
Haines in " The Duke Steps Out "

right after " Our Dancing Daughters,"
and then " Dream of Love " with Nils

Asther, after which came her
first all-talking production,
" Untamed," which wasdirected
by Jack Conway, and the bril-

liant "Within the Law."
If ever a part required acting

ability of the highest order, it is

the part of the shopgirl, in

"Within the Law," sent to

prison on a false charge and
turned into a jailbird. This is

undiluted realism, and Joan
Crawford carries it through with
sensational intensity. It is only
when the shopgirl comes out of

prison, with the determination

to be revenged, that we see again

the Joan Crawford of " Dancing
Daughter," and " Blushing
Bride

'

' characterisation.

Miss Crawford was eighteen

when she went into pictures.

5 feet 4 inches tall, and has
Born

She is

dark hair with a reddish glint.

March 23, 1908.

She is married to Douglas Fairbanks.

Inr.
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BEBE DANIELS

Bebe Daniels was born in Dallas,

Texas, and began her stage career when
ten weeks old, her parents both being

professionals.

She played with various stock com-
panies all through her childhood.

When five years old she worked at

the BelascoTheatre for Oliver Morosco

;

and a few years later with Belasco and
Burbank stock in Los Angeles with Fay
Bainter, Marshall Neilan, Hobart
Bosworth, and others.

With Belasco, she played in such
successes as "Shore Acres," "The
Royal Family," " Zoza " and "The
Squaw Man."

It was during the run of " The
Squaw Man " that the Child Labour
Law was passed in the United States

and a grown-up had to be substituted

for Bebe. This so impaired the com-
pany's business that the little girl had
to be made a partner in the firm, so

that she might play in order to protect

her own production interests. In this

way Bebe Daniels became the world's

youngest theatrical manager.
This continued until her early

'teens.

She was educated by private tutors

and at the Sacred Heart Convent in

Los Angeles and began her film career

at thirteen. She was leading lady for

the comedy company producing two-
reelers starring Harold Lloyd.

Her big break came when Cecil B.
DeMille selected her for an important
part in " Male and Female." She was
co-starred with Richard Dix in " Sin-

ners in Heaven," and shortly afterwards
placed at the head of her own company.
Among the pictures in which she has
appeared are " Senorita," " She's a

Sheik," " Swim, Girl, Swim," " The
Fifty- Fifty Girl," " Hot News," and
"What a Night."
Then along came the talkies, and

with the release of RKO's " The De-
lightful Rogue," " Rio Rita," and
" Dixiana," she was acclaimed as one
of the great persons of the talking
screen. In " My Past " she plays the
part of an alluring actress beset by
many lovers.

Bebe Daniels is one of the most
genuine artists in the motion picture
world. She has had experience in
every department of stage and screen
work, so far as acting is concerned.
She has touched nothing that she has
not adorned. There is precision and
vitality in all she does.

Although she was a recognised come-
dienne for years in silent films, we
discovered a new Bebe Daniels with a
beautiful voice and with the hall mark
of a fine romantic actress when talking
pictures began. Her appearance in
" Rio Rita " was one of the sensations
of the earlier days of talking pictures.
She is also an expert airwoman and

for her skill and daring as a pilot she
was made Honorary Colonel of 322nd
Pursuit Group of the United States
Army Air Corps.
She is 5 feet 3 inches in height, and

has black hair and brown eyes.
Born January 14, 1901. In private
life she is Mrs. Ben Lyon.

U

MARION DAVIES

Born in Brooklyn, her early education

was received at a parochial school in

Brooklyn, and later at the Convent of

the Sacred Heart. On her graduation

from the convent, she sought work on
the New York stage. While waiting

for an opening she modelled dresses

at a Fifth Avenue shop. Her unusual
beauty soon won her a place in the

chorus of " Chu Chin Chow." From
this extravaganza she gained a dancing
part in the muscial comedy " Oh,
Boy." Flo Ziegfeld saw her dancing in

this musical show, and offered her a

place in the Follies. She posed for

Howard Chandler Christy and Harrison
Fisher. She was the model for

The one and only Gracie Fields

comes to talking pictures starring

in " Sally in Our Alley."

Harrison Fisher's famous painting,
" Morning."
While on holiday in Florida one

winter before the opening of the Fol-
lies, Miss Davies was photographed on
the beach with some other girls. A
producer who had met her saw this reel

of film, was fascinated by the way she
photographed and induced her to leave

the Follies and play before the camera.
Playing straight heroine parts, Miss

Davies appeared in " The Belle of
New York," " The Burden of Proof,"
"Cecilia of the Pink Roses," "The
Cinema Murder," " April Folly,"
" The Restless Sex," " Buried Trea-
sure," " Enchantment," " The Bride's

Play," and " The Young Diana."
Not until she injected some comedy

relief of her own invention into " When
Knighthood was in Flower " did the
public take her to its collective heart.

Since then she has played in " Little

Old New York," " Janice Meredith,"
" Yolanda," " Zander the Great,"
" Lights of Old Broadway," " Beverly
of Graustark," "The Red Mill," "The
Cardboard Lover," " The Politic

Flapper," and " Show People." Her
first talking picture was " Marianne

"

in which she scored an instantaneous
success. She is a natural blonde and
has blue eyes. Height 5 feet 5 inches.

Born January 1, 1900.

DOLORES DEL RIO

Dolores Del Rio was born in sleepy,

picturesque Durango, amidst the almost
feudal splendour of an old Castillian

rancho. In her parents flows the blue
blood of Spain's oldest aristocracy.

The only child of the family, she lived

on a huge ranch until she was five

years of age, when her family moved to

Mexico City. There she attended St.

Joseph's, a French convent, until she

was fifteen.

She showed great fondness for danc-
ing and as a graduation present her

parents accompanied her to Seville,

Spain, where she was personally coached
by the noted dance instructor, Alonzo.
She concluded her studies with Bil-

bainitta and before her departure for

Mexico, was granted an audience with
the King and Queen of Spain.

Upon her return to Mexico after a

successful year and a half abroad, she

lived romantically at the famous Las
Cruces rancho which comprises a

million acres. Her self-imposed her-

mitage in this idyllic retreat was broken
at frequent intervals with trips to the

Mexican capital, where she aided charity

with concert recitals.

She arrived in Hollywood August
26, 1925, and began her first screen part

a month later, playing a small, but
important role in " Johana," which
Edwin Carewe was producing for First

National. Six months later she was
elected a Wampas baby star, one ot the

highest honours possible to a budding
motion picture aspirant in the world of
Hollywood.
A series of further small parts con-

tinued until the Fox organisation con-
sidered her matured enough an actress

to play the part of " Charmaine " in
" What Price Glory," opposite Edmund
Lowe.
Meanwhile, Carewe had become an

associate producer for United Artists,

and his first effort for that organisation

was the magnificent " Resurrection,"
with Miss Del Rio and Rod La Rocque.
Following " Resurrection," the star

was loaned to the Fox Company for

"The Loves ofCarmen," and to Metro-
Goldwvn-Mayer for " The Trail of
'98."

" Ramona " followed for United
Artists, and this picture proved so

tremendous a success that the star

climbed overnight to the topmost
heights of her profession. Fox again
bid for her services, and this time she
played in " The Red Dance," with
Charles Farrell, directed, as were her
two previous Fox pictures, by Raoul
Walsh. " Revenge " and " Evangeline"
then followed for United Artists.

Upon the conclusion of Carewe's
contract with United Artists, Miss Del
Rio joined the company's permanent
fold of stars. Her first picture under
the new arrangement was " The Bad
One," in which the star appears with
Edmund Lowe for the first time since

they played together in " What Price

Glory."
Miss Del Rio is 5 feet ,H inches tall

;

possesses black hair and dark brown
eyes. She speaks Spanish, Latin.

French, German, and English.
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REGINALD DENNY
After he had graduated from St.

Xavier College, Reginald Denny made
his stage debut with his parents in
" The Mikado," " The Gondoliers,"
"Patience," " H.M.S. Pinafore," and
dozens of other light operas. He went to

the Continent, appearing in several

cities. He gained experience in small

stock companies and English travelling

companies.
" Once, near Manchester, the com-

pany went broke and I was out. of a

job," he relates. "
I didn't want to

wire for money They held weekly
prize fights in the town which were
attended in force by coal miners. In

college I'd been champion boxer.

Well— I took on four-round bouts and
in a month made enough money to

get back to London."
It was in New York, however, that

Denny made his first break into pic-

tures. Harry Pollard, the director,

had made a couple of independent two-
reelers based on H. C. Witwer's " The
Leather Pushers," and Carl Laemmle
had become interested in them.

I'll buy the idea and have Pollard

make 'em," Laemmle decreed, " if

Witwer will continue to write the
stories and you can get a good looking
actor, with a real personality, who can
really fight in the prize-fighting scenes."

That night Pollard and Witwer at-

tended a theatrical benefit—and saw
Denny put on a bout with another
boxer. The next day they had Denny
in Laemmle's cffice and the deal was
closed.

To Hollywocd went Denny and
Pollard; "The Leather Pushers"
proved a brilliant success and Denny
eventually starred in " Oh Doctor,"
" Red Hot Speed," and other hits.

Then came his big role in Cecil B.

De Mille's " Madam Satan," a con-
tract under which he appeared as the

composer opposite Grace Moore in her
first talkie, " A Lady's Morals," and
the part of the hero in Mai v Pickford's
" Kiki."

Born at Richmond, Surrey, Novem-
ber 21, 1894; height 6 feet; fair hair;

blue eyes.

MARLENE DIETRICH

See Page 99.

RICHARD DIX

Richard Dix made his theatrical

debut when a lad in St. Paul, Minn.
He had been working in a bank in

Minneapolis during the day and going
to dramatic school at night. E. H.
Sothern gave him a reading and the

inspiration to break away from parental
objections to his ambitions

Sothern inspired him to quit his job
and return to St. Paul, where he joined
the local stock company.

" The manager thought I was a

pretty fine actor, because every night
I received a big hand," Dix recalls.
" He didn't know that my school
chums attended evvi v pet lormance and
felt it a personal duty to give me more
applause than the star."

Dix felt the lure of the Great White
Way and journeyed to New York for

Winnie (Laughter) Lightner

brought new joy to talking pic-

tures in " Gold Diggers of Broad-
way."

fame and fortune as so many others
had done before him. And like many
others, his big opportunity came else-

where. After vainly seeking work on
Broadway for two months, he accepted
the lead in a Pittsburgh stock company.
He followed this with a season in

stock in Dallas, Texas, whereupon he
returned to New York and was given a

part in William Faversham's play,

"The Hawk."
This was the turning point in Dix's

career. Faversham took an interest in

him, coached him in stage technique,

and made him acquainted with the
play-world's most influential managers
and producers.
When Dix played in " The Song of

Songs," his family saw him on the stage

for the first time. Following the per-

formance, his father came backstage
and withdrew his opposition to his

son's stage ambitions. Dix toured the

country in this play and then, following

the war, came to Los Angeles and
joined Oliver Morosco's stock company
as leading man.

It was inevitable that motion picture

producers should become interested in

so promising an actor as Dix and it was
not long before Joseph M. Schenck
gave him his first film role in " Not
Guilty." His success was immediate
and following his performance in
" The Christian," with Goldwyn,
Paramount signed him to a long-term
contract. He played dramatic roles for

this studio, and after his work in Cecil
B. de Mille's " The Ten Command-
ments," was sent to New York to be
co-starred under William Le Baron's
supervision.

Among his best-known successes

are " Womanhandled," "The Ten
Commandments," " The Quarter-
back," " The Vanishing American,"
" Redskin," " The Love Doctor," and
for RKO Radio Pictures, " Seven Keys
to Baldpate," " Lovin' the Ladies,"
" Shooting Straight," and "Cimarron."
Born July IN. 1895; height 6 feet;

brown hair and eyes.

MARIE DRESSLER
See Page 101.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

When he was seventeen, Douglas
Fairbanks decided he would be an
actor. He decided also that the best
place for actors was Broadway. He
went to Broadway and became a stage
star. When D. W. Griffith showed
" The Birth of a Nation " in New York,
Douglas Fairbanks was one of that
historic audience. Griffith and " The
Birth of a Nation " persuaded Fair-
banks that there might be something
in motion pictures !

For a period, he distributed his
pictures through Artcraft, which was
afterward acquired by Famous Players
Lasky Corporation. These were pro-
duced by Douglas Fairbanks Pictures
Corporation and included " In Again
Out Again," "Wild and Wooly,"
" Down to Earth," " Man From
Painted Post," " Reaching For the
Moon," " Modern Musketeer,"
" Headin' South," " Mr. Fix It,"
" Say, Young Fellow," " Bound in

Morocco," " He Comes up Smiling,"
"Arizona," "Knickerbocker Buckaroo."

Afterwards, he allied himself and his

own producing Company with United
Artists Corporation, the other founders
being Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin,
and DW. Griffith. Fairbanks is still one
of the owners and producing members
of this corporation. As his own pro-

ducer and star, he has made such films

as " His Majesty, the American," "Th(
Mollycoddle," " The Mark of Zorro,"
" The Three Musketeers," " Robin
Hood," " The Nut," " The Thief of

Bagdad," " Don Q, Son of Zorro,"
" The Black Pirate," " The Gaucho."
and "The Iron Mask"; with Man
Pickford, " The Taming of the Shrew."
and with Bebe Daniels, " Reaching for

the Moon."
Douglas Fairbanks has always been

original and progressive in his attitude

toward the motion picture, sparing

neither time nor money in achieving

the particular end he may have visualiz-

ed. He created a sensation by his

production of " The Three Mus
keteers," which cost him £150,000
Not content with that, he gave half

a year of his time to research and pro-

duction on a romantic drama twice as

great in " Robin Hood." This film has

been revived many times since its

original presentation. " The Thief of

Bagdad " was imaginative and thrilling

A pioneer, Fairbanks imported
from Europe three specialists in colour

work, spending a fortune for technical

advice and experiment before a foot ol

film on " The Black Pirate " was tak. i

Then he screened the romantic adven-

ture tale entirely in Technicoloui

contributing to the industry his genius

has so largely affected, the first full-

length colour film by the new process

In " The Gaucho," he brought

forward a new leading lady in Lupe
Velez. "The Iron Mask," being a

sequel to " The Three Musket
Born in Colorado. May 23. 1883

Height, 5 feet 10 inches. Eyes, gn
Hair, black.
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DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.

Born at a time when his father was
a young actor of rising popularity on
the metropolitan stage, with the screen
far beyond his horizon, young Doug,
was educated by tutors and at schools
in New York, Paris, London, Pasadena,
and Los Angeles. Among his studies
were painting and sculpture, in which
he was trained for three years in Paris,

which he still pursues for pleasure.

The personal connection of Douglas,
Jr., with motion pictures began when
he hung around the studios as a boy.
Now and then he would make a sug-
gestion to his father or to the director
in charge of the picture. If it was
adopted he would receive a very wel-
come cheque.
He was an extra in several pictures

before assuming his first role in
" Stephen Steps Out." Since then his

pictures include " A Texas Steer," " Is

Zat So?" "Stella Dallas," " The
Barker," and " A Woman of Affairs,"

in which his characterisation of the
heroine's neurotic brother attracted

wide attention.

Beside his screen work, young Mr.
Fairbanks has appeared on the legiti-

mate stage in California in " Romeo
and Juliet," " Young Woodley,"
" Saturday's Children," and others.

Besides painting and carving, he has
written a book of poems that he intends

to publish in the spring. He also

wrote the titles for two of his father's

pictures, " The Black Pirate " and
" The Gaucho," as well as for " Two
Lovers," in which Ronald Colman and
Vilma Banky starred.

During the making of " The Black
Pirate " he became interested in Tech-
nicolor, made a study of the processes
involved, and is to-day a recognised
specialist on the subject. He is also

a costume designer of marked ability,

as " The Black Pirate " again proved.
After two years' engagement, he and

Joan Crawford were married June 3,

1929, in New York City. They
appeared together in " Our Modern
Maidens."
Born in New York, December 9,

1907 ; height 6 feet ; fair hair ; blue eyes.

CHARLES FARRELL
Born at Walpole, Mass., on August 9,

1905. Educated in the public schools,

and at Boston University. Paid his

way through college by working in a

restaurant and selling real estate.

After completing his second year at

college, met " Little Billy," a vaude-
ville actor, at one of his father's three
theatres in Onset. Was invited to

tour West with the act, acting
financial agent and property man.
Parents did not object to his seeing the
country in this way. Eventually the
act reached Los Angeles.
Had always nursed a desire to appear

as an extra in a motion picture mob
scene. Kept it to himself until he
reached Los Angeles. Then quit
" Little Billy " and started out to get a

job in one of the mob scenes in a Holly-
wood studio. His cash capital was
18 dollars. Just before the last dollar

was spent, finally landed a job.

In a mob scene, too. King Vidor

William Haines was once a stock-

broker. He is still a " smart
Alec " in talking pictures.

was directing the picture at the Metro
Studio. Did extra work for many
weeks. Finally was given a bit to do
—carrying Mary Pickford out of a

scene in " Rosita."
Transferred his activities to the Fox

and did extra work in but one picture

before he was "discovered." Was
given the leading male role in "Wings
of Youth." After that, played in Mack
Sennett comedies and did odd parts in

various studios. Finally found himself
back at the West Coast Studios playing
in " Sandy." " Old Ironsides " and
" The Rough Riders."
Between the making ofthese pictures,

spent his idle moments on the Fox lot.

Went in to see Frank Borzage, intend-

ing to recommend one of his friends as

just the boy to play " Chico " in " 7th
Heaven " which Borzage was casting.

Borzage gave the part to him instead

of to his friend.

After this outstanding success,

played again opposite Janet Gaynor in
" Street Angel."
Then successively in " Fazil," " The

Red Dance," " The River," " Our
Daily Bread," and " Lucky Star."

6 feet, 2 x
/2 inches tall; weighs 178

pounds, has wavy brown hair and
pleasant brown eyes.

GRACIE FIELDS

Born Rochdale, Lancashire, 1899,
Gracie Fields made her first appearance
on the stage when she won a singing

competition in her native town. When
she was twelve she joined a juvenile

troupe.

After a time she joined a revue in

which the leading comedian was Archie
Pitt, who suggested taking out a show
of his own and asked Gracie Fields if

she would care to join him. She agreed,

and they shook hands on it, Gracie
remarking "It's a bargain !

" The
show was called " It's a Bargain," and
ran for three years, having its ups and
downs—more downs than ups.

Pitt then launched " Mr. Tower of
London," in which Gracie Fields did
not miss one performance in the seven

years run of over 4,000 performances.

This record was created under very

trying conditions, with a touring

show visiting towns where in many
instances theatres were antiquated.

After the run of " Mr. Tower of

London," Archie Pitt produced " By
Request.

'

' Then Sir Gerald du Maurier

engaged Gracie Fields as his leading

lady for " S.O.S." at the St. James's.

Soon after this Archie Pitt launched
" The Show's the Thing," which play-

ed for a year at the Victoria Palace, The
Lyceum, and the Winter Garden.

Since " The Show's the Thing
"

finished, Gracie Fields has been playing

in vaudeville and has made many
appearances at the London Palladium,

where she is one of the biggest attrac-

tions London has known.
" Sally in our Alley," adapted by

Miles Malleson from the play " The
Likes of 'Er," is her first screen appear-

ance. It is an Associated Radio picture

directed by Maurice Elvey.

KAY FRANCIS

Kay Francis was born in Oklahoma
City, Okla., on Friday, January 13, in

the thirteenth month of her mother's
marriage.

When she was a year old, her parents

brought her to Santa Barbara, Cali-

fornia. They later moved to Los
Angeles, then to Denver. When Kay
was four years old, her mother,
Katherine Clinton, well-known reper-

toire player, put her in a private school

in New York and returned to the stage.

She did not want her daughter to

become an actress, so Kay entered a

secretarial school in New York City
and learned typewriting and shorthand.

Instead of getting a job as a steno-

grapher, however, she took a trip to

Europe and spent eight months abroad
seeing France, Holland, and England.
On her return trip she determined to

go on the stage.

Her mother did not actually oppose
the move, but allowed Kay to make
her way on her own merits. Her first

opportunity was in the role of the

player queen in the modern version of
Shakespeare's " Hamlet." She next
spent a season with a stock company.

Returning to New York, she appeared
in " Venus," " Crime," and "Elmer
the Great."

Learning that a leading woman was
wanted for Walter Huston in "Gentle-
men of the Press," she took a test for

the role. Because she is a brunette she
almost lost the part. Millard Webb,
the director, wanted a blonde for the

role as Huston is a brunette. Miss
Francis' tests were so satisfactory,

however, that she was selected.

Her work was so satisfactory that

she was signed to a Paramount featured
player's contract and sent to the Holly-
wood studios. Then three days after her
arrival she was cast as Clara Bow's love

rival in " Dangerous Curves." Other
Paramount pictures to date are :

" The
Cocoanuts," " Illusion," " Behind the

Make-up," " Street of Chance," " Let's

Go Native," and " The Virtuous Sin."
Born in Oklahoma City, Okla.,

Friday, January 13; height, 5 feet

5 inches ; eyes, grey ; hair, black.
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With "The Perfect Alibi," Chester

Morris became a star in the first

talking picture in which he

appeared.

GRETA GARBO
Until she was sixteen Greta Garbo's

only contact with the entertainment

world was that supplied by an occa-

sional visit to the theatre and frequent

trips to the movies. Then she met an
actor who introduced her to the late

Franz Envall, a prominent figure in

the Scandinavian theatre. He encour-

aged the girl's ambitions and suggested

that she try to enroll in the Dramatic
School of the Royal Theatre. Stockholm.
This institution only accepts pupils

who have passed a rigid test adminis-
tered by a committee of twenty school

executives, critics, and theatrical per-

sonages. After six months of study for

the ordeal, Miss Garbo took her

examination, and was admitted.

In her third and final year Mauritz
Stiller, Swedish film director, told a

teacher in the Royal Dramatic School
that he was looking for potential screen

talent. He, in particular, wanted one
or two completely distinctive types.

Greta Garbo acted upon her instruc-

tor's suggestion that she should go to

see Stiller and a screen test showed her

to possess a remarkable photographic
personality. She was given the leading

feminine role in " The Atonement ot

Gota Berling," which picture proved an
outstanding success.

It was while Miss Garbo had been
"loaned" to the UFA Company to

work in " The Joyltss Street
"

that she and Director Stiller were
interviewed in Berlin by Louis B.

Mayer, vice-president of the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer Company. Contracts
were signed.

Before she had finished work in her
first American picture, " The Torrent."
which Monta Bell directed, Miss
Garbo was tittered a long-term con-

tract by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. When
she had completed " The Temptress."
and " Flesh and the I Vvil," she was
recognised as a star by grace of public

demand, Among Miss Garbo's sub-
sequent pictures were " The Divine
Woman," "Love," "A Woman of
\ffairs," m which she co-starred with

John Gilbert, "Wild Orchids," " The
Single Standard " in which Nils Asther
appeared opposite her, and " The Kiss"
directed by Jacques Feyder. Her first

all-talking picture was " Anna Christ-
tie," followed by " Romance " and

Inspiration."

Born at Stockholm, September 18,

1905; height 5 feet 6 inches; golden
brown hair; blue eyes.

JANET GAYNOR
Janet Gaynor, who has been pro-

claimed the screen " find " of several

seasons, was born in Philadelphia
twenty- five years ago. She received

her primary schooling in Chicago,
where her parents moved soon after

her birth. Later, they moved to

Florida and finally to San Francisco,
where Janet graduated from Poly-
technic High School in 1923.

In December, 1924, accompanied by
her mother, she invaded the stronghold
of the stars and pitched camp in the

heart of Hollywood. Her start was no
more unusual than that of hundreds of
other seekers of film fame. She made
the usual round of the studios, obtained
extra work here and there, and played
a little in comedies.
When Director Irving Cummings

started casting for " The Johnstown
Flood," Miss Gaynor applied for the
feminine lead, along with about fifty

others, got the part, did well and
was signed to a long-term contract

and played leads in " The Mid-
night Kiss," " The Blue Eagle," and
" The Return of Peter Grimm," with
such skill that she won the coveted
feminine role opposite Charles Farrell

in Frank Borzage's " 7th Heaven,"
and later was chosen by F. W. Murnau
to play the lead in " Sunrise," his

first American picture. Her beautiful

work in these last two pictures has won
her a place among the leading actresses

of the screen. They were followed by
success in " Street Angel," F. W.
Murnau's " Four Devils," and in
" Christian." And opposite Charles
Farrell in " Lucky Star," " Sunny
Side Up," " High Society Blues," and
" Daddy Long Leg 5."

Born in Philadelphia, October 6,

1
( H if); height, 5 feet; auburn hair;

brown eyes.

JOHN GILBERT

John Gilbert was born in Logan,
Utah, on July 10, 1899.

His father was manager ot a travelling

repertory company, while his mother
was star of the troupe. The boyhood
of the future picture celebrity was spent
in a rambling pilgrimage from one
dingy hotel room to another. His
education was acquired piecemeal,

although for a time he attended a

Military Academy in California.

Following successive experiences as

a stock company stage manager, a

icporter and a salesman tor a Rubber
Company, Gilbert turned his steps

toward Hollywood. He obtained work
as an extra.

He received his first " bit" in one
of William S. Hart's productions.

Then he played a number of minor
roles with such proficiency that he

was given a two-year contract by
Thomas H. Ince's newly organised
Triangle Company.

But cinematic triumph was still in

the distance. Dissatisfied with his small
parts, Gilbert turned toward scenario
writing. He sold several stories to a

company that, amid the depression of
the war period, went into bankruptcy.
Perseverance in the face of discouraging
rebuffs finally resulted in an assign-

ment to do a scenario for Maurice
Tourneur. The film was a success.

Gilbert was recognised as Tourneur's
right-hand man, and a year later rea-

lised a long-nourished ambition to

become a director.

Branching out to supervise a picture

in New York, Gilbert decided that he
lacked sufficient background at the
time for directorial work, and took
advantage of an opportunity to join

the Fox organisation as featured

player. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer pro-

ducing executives saw two of these films

and offered him a long-term contract.

Gilbert's work in Elinor Glyn's
" His Hour " led to his recognition as

a glamorous new screen personality.

He proved his bent for romantic parts

in " The Wife of the Centaur," " Ths
Merry Widow," and " La Boheme,"
and demonstrated his versatility in

character roles in " The Snob," and
" He Who Gets Slapped." Following
his remarkable success in the part ot

the hero of " The Big Parade," Gilbert

played in " Bardelys the Magnificent,"
" Twelve Miles Out," " Man, Woman
and Sin," " The Cossacks," and
" Desert Nights." He scored an
exceptional success as co-star with the

Walter Pidgeon, yet another

Canadian m Hollywood, is an
actor and a singer of great

distinction.

magnetic Greta Garbo in " Flesh and
the Devil," " Love," and " A Woman
of Affairs." His first talking picture

work was in " His Glorious Night
"

directed by Lionel Barrymore. A new
extended-term contract was signed with

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in December,
1928, at a salary which made him one
of the highest paid stars in motion
pictures. He married Ina Claire in

September, 1929.
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WILLIAM HAINES
William Haines ran away from home

when he was fourteen and got a job
in a powder factory, where he made
money running weekly dances for the

employees. His father met with fi-

nancial reverses. The family moved
to Richmond. Haines got a job in a

wholesale dry goods house at 35s. a

week. A job with the Kenyon Rubber
Company took him to New York. He
went from Kenyon's to a department
store, then became assistant book-
keeper to a stockbroker.

Contrary to film record as a "clown,"
in school Haines was bashful

!

While with Strauss, Bijou Fernandes,
" Scout " for Sam Goldwyn stopped
him on the street and had him take a

test. He won a " new faces " contest

conducted by Goldwyn and went to

Hollywood with Eleanor Boardman,
another winner.

His first screen appearance was in
" Three Wise Fools." His next big

chance came when a producer told him
he was " not the type " for a rough-
neck railroad picture. Haines gave the

producer such a telling off that he got

the job. George Hill was the director.

Followed "Who Cares," "Wine of

Youth," " Tower of Lies," " Melody
Lane," " Sally, Irene and Mary." Then
" Brown of Harvard."
The reason for him going into

comedy was that when he first entered

pictures folks called him the " new
Charles Ray." He got annoyed and
determined to create a distinct person-

ality of his own.
Born January 1, 1900 ; height 6 feet

;

black hair and brown eyes.

Lawrence Gray, once a film tech-

nician, was persuaded by Bebe Dan-
iels to become an actor. Good advice.

ANN HARDING
Ann Harding is the daughter of an

American army officer, and was born
at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, where her
father was stationed. She was educa-
ted at Montclair, N.J., and at East
Orange, N.J., then at Baldwin School
at Biyn Mawr. At college Ann
specialised in languages and music,

and became an accomplished pianist.

After leaving college shr took a position

with the Welfare Department of the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,
and as a sideline worked for the reading

department of a motion picture com-
pany of New York.

She became interested in the Pro-

vincetown Theatre movement and was
selected as the lead in one of the

Provincetown Plays, although she

had no previous experience on the

stage. After two years with the Bon-
stelle stock companies in Detroit,

Buffalo and Providence, R.I., she landed
on Broadway and scored an immediate
hit in "Tarnish" at the 28th Street

Theatre. Leading roles in " The
Woman Disputed " and " Stolen

Fruit" followed, and then her sensa-

tional success in the stage version of
" The Trial of Mary Dugan."
Meanwhile she had married Harry

Bannister, a prominent New York
stage actor, who for a long time, before
going to Hollywood to become a

featured player, had been affiliated with
the New York Theatre Guild produc-
tion of Eugene O'Neill's " Strange
Interlude." It was while she and her
husband were in Hollywood, she going
to the coast for a rest, that a screen
test was made of her. She immediately
was signed for the star role of " Paris

Bound." Soon after followed personal
triumphs in " Condemned " with
Ronald Colman ;

" Her Private Affair,"
" Holiday," " The Girl of the Golden
West," and " East Lynne."

She is the mother of a two-year-old
girl, Jane Bannister.

She is 5 feet 2 inches in height;
has blue eyes and silver-blonde hair.

WALTER HUSTON
See Page 124.

LEILA HYAMS
Leila Hyams was born May 1, 1905,

in New York. She is the daughter
of John Hyams and Leila Mclntyre,
the famous vaudeville team of Hyams
and Mclntyre. She is five feet four
and one-half inches tall, weighs 120
pounds, has blonde hair and green
eyes. As an infant she slept in the

top of a wardrobe trunk in theatre

dressing-rooms, while her parents were
on the stage entertaining the public.

She appeared in her parents' act, in

vaudeville, for five years. She got her
legitimate stage training in the com-
pany of William Collier, sen., playing

with that star for one year. Then for

a long period she was a "flop." Failing

to get any stage jobs she became an
artist's model.
Got her first film chance in "The

Kick Cft." and her first big part in

Dancing Mothers."
At one time she was a paid swimming

instructor in the East. She has passed
the official U.S. Government tests for

life guards. She plays a stiff game of

tennis. She fishes every Saturday
during the season when she is not
working, taking a boat from in front

of the beach cottage where she lives

the year around.
Was so broke when she was in the

bad spot of her career that she hid from
her people then stanine on Broad

John Gilbert began as an extra

and worked until he became the

most popular player in pictures.

She lived in a cheap little Broadway
hotel, made all her own clothes, and
hung her stockings and handkerchiefs
on the windows to dry.

When she was a baby the prop men
in the vaudeville theatres used to set

her little red chair in the wings so she
could see her parents work. She play >

a good game of bridge. She is perhaps
the most thorough going crossword
puzzle addict in Hollywood.

BUSTER KEATON
Buster Keaton has been a profes-

sional laugh manufacturer ever since,

at the age of four, his father began
tossing him around stages in vaude-
ville theatres, as part of the mirth-
provoking mechanism of " The Three
Keatons."
As an infant comedy acrobat, who

could curl himself up in a ball, and be
propelled against delicately poised
furniture with ludicrous effect, the old

accounts have it that Buster's features

never relaxed from their set and serious

expression.

It was while Buster, touring the

East as a member of The Three Kea-
tons, thrilling vaudeville audiences
with new forms of accident-defying

acrobatics, that Fatty Arbuckle saw
the young man perform. The premier
slapstick comedian recognised in the

serious-faced youth a chance to make a

big hit in the rough and tumble of the

screen and persuaded him to go to

Hollywood.
On his entry into pictures Keaton

established himself at once as a come-
dian of unusual originality and distinc-

tive talent. His tan following grew so
rapidly that within a year he had taken

his place as one of the recognised

leaders in his field. The appellation,
" the frozen-faced comedian," was
given to him and has since remained as

a kind of appreciative trade-mark.
His recent films include " Free and

Easy," " Spite Marriage," " Forward
March," and " Romeo in Pyjamas."

Born in Kansas, October 4. L895;
height, 5 feet 6 inches; black hair;

brown eves.
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LAUREL and HARDY
See Page 139.

WINNIE LIGHTNER
A rainy night, a perverse taxi, and

an amateur performance were responsi-

ble for the fact that Winnie Lightner
became a comedienne. At the age of
seventeen Winnie cherished ambitions
as a singer. With the usual seriousness

of youth, she determined upon a career

as a dramatic soprano and a serious

artist.

Fatigued with hearing her rehearse
daily for hours at a time, the family
cheerfully consented to let her appear
at an " amateur night " performance.
Winnie was scheduled to sing the sad
songs that had driven the family to

distraction—we were almost going to

say, destruction—for interminable
weeks.
The eventful night arrived. As

Winnie tells the story, and her memory
of this anguished night is sharp, every-
thing went wrong.

" It stormed," she says, " Nature
seemed bent on keeping me from being
an actress. First of all, the taxi that

was taking me to the theatre broke down
—too much water in the carburetter or
too little in the driver. So I had to

walk—or rather run—to the stage

entrance.
" I got there just in time to go on

for my act. They gave me no time to

put on make-up, change my clothes, or
even clean the mud off my shoes. I

was just another ' home-town girl
'

trying out, and it didn't matter anyhow.
" I was pushed out in front of a sad

little drop curtain and told to make it

snappy. So I started my sad and
dramatic song—with gestures that I

had rehearsed so long before my mirror
at home. I must have been a sight.

My hair was wet and flying across my
face. My shoes and stockings were
mud stained. I was out of breath
and scared blue.

" I had expected to tear their hearts
'

out ; I thought I was pretty good.
But they almost rolled into the aisles

laughing at me, and in a few minutes
I had forgotten my fright and was
clowning with my tragic song as though
I had intended it to be a burlesque.

" There and then I knew I was
doomed to be a comedienne. But I

still think I could get away with murder
as Lady Macbeth."

HAROLD LLOYD
See Page 142.

BESSIE LOVE
Bessie Love, whose real name is

Juanita Horton, became a motion
picture actress with the old Triangle
Film Company, when D. W. Griffith

gave her the comedy role of a Swedish
maid in " Flying Torpedoes."

After that, she played in many films

for various companies. In 1927, she
left the screen for the stage. She
went into stock in San Francisco first,

and then became the star of a " Bur-
lesque " company on the west coast.

After that she was in vaudeville, using

the name of Virginia Lee.
While on vaudeville, and making a

hit with her singing and dancing, the
screen began to talk. Bryan Foy, in

charge of short sound features for

Vitaphone, invited her to do a turn be-

fore the microphone as a song and
dance star of vaudeville.

When that film was released Bessie

Love was revealed as a perfect star for

the talking pictures. She could sing,

she could talk, she could dance, and
she could get across her delightful

personality in a way that was amazing.
She made a great hit in " Broadway
Melody," and after " Broadway
Melody " she appeared in " The Idle

Rich," " The Hollywood Revue,"
" Eva the Fifth," and " Chasing
Rainbows."
Born in Texas, September 10, 1898 ;

height, 5 feet ;
golden hair ; brown eyes.

EDMUND LOWE
There has never been a more inter-

esting transformation of personality on
the screen than that of Edmund Lowe
during the past two years.

Two years ago Lowe had achieved a

large following and a widespread repu-

tation by his creditable performances
as a straight leading man. A gift from
nature of a handsome profile and a

talent for acting acquired on the New
York stage had equipped him well for

these roles.

Then, overnight, Lowe changed his

personality completely. When it was
announced that he was to play the

rough, two-hsted " Sergeant Quirt
"

John Wayne is the star of " The
Big Trail." He came to the

screen from California Univer-
sity.

in the screen version of "What Price

Glory," Hollywood was a bit startled.

But when the picture was shown,
and Lowe's performance as the veteran

Marine top-sergeant thrilled audiences
everywhere, he was acclaimed one of

the screen's foremost impersonators

of manly roles. Since then he has

divorced himself almost entirely from
the straight parts and has gone in for

realistic portrayals such as he played

in "What Price Glory," "In Old
Arizona," " The Cock-Eyed World,"
and " The Bad One."

Lowe was born in San Jose, Cali-

fornia, and began his education in the
public schools of that city. He attended
Santa Clara University where he gradu-
ated at the age of eighteen to receive

his Bachelor of Arts degree.

Following his graduation from Santa
Clara he took a post-graduate course
and attained the degree of Master of
Arts. He became a member of the
faculty of that university, as an assistant

professor, at the age of nineteen,

establishing a record for that insti-

tution.

He made his stage debut opposite

Maude Fulton in her play, " The
Brat." That was in a stock company
in Los Angeles, and later he played the

same role in New York with the star

and authoress.

Lowe stayed on Broadway for six

years.

His first appearance on the screen

was in " Vive La France," in which
Dorothy Dalton starred. He played

opposite Clara Kimball Young in
" Eyes of Youth," and in 1922 was
starred in " The Silent Command."

After playing the leads in " The
Palace of the King " and " Nellie, the

Beautiful Cloak Model," he signed a

contract with the Fox Company and has

been with that organisation ever since.

He is married to Lilyan Tashman.
Born March 3, 1893; height, 5 feet

11 inches; brown hair; blue eyes.

PAUL LUKAS
Paul Lukas claims a railroad train as

his place of birth.

Just as the train was pulling into

Budapest, capital of Hungary, Lukas
came into the world.

He attended college in Hungary and
became director of various scholastic

entertainments.
American film actors and Hungarian

stage stars are responsible for his taking

to theatricals. He saw them on the

stage and screen when a child and fol-

lowed in their footsteps, joining the

Actors' Academy, the national training

school of Hungary and then going on
the legitimate stage. He made his

debat in 1916, playing at the Comedy
Theatre, Budapest, in the title role of

Franz Molnar's " Liliom." During
the nine years he was there he played

every conceivable character in the works
of Shakespeare, Tchekov, George Ber-

nard Shaw, OscarWilde, Moliere, Gals-

worthy, Lajos Biro, and Ernest Vajda.

Max Reinhardt, director of " The
Miracle," saw Lukas in Budapest and
took him as a guest artist to the theatres

of Berlin and Vienna. In Berlin he
made his bow in UFA films, playing

Samson in " Samson and Delilah."

Adolph Zukor attended a perform-
ance of "Antonio" in the Comedie
Theatre, Budapest, and negotiated with

Lukas for an appearance in the United
States. His role in Pola Negri's
" Loves of an Actress " followed. He
has recently appeared in " The Benson
Murder Case," " The Devil's Holi-

day," "Anybody's Woman," and
Ladies' Man."
Born in Hungary, May 26. 1896, as

Paul Lukacs. He is 6 feet and % inch

tall; brown hair; brown eyes.
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JEANETTE MACDONALD
She left school when she got an

opportunity to join the chorus of Ned
Weyburn's " Demi-Tasse Review " at

the Capitol Theatre in New York,
following which she joined the chorus

cf " The Night Boat " at the Liberty

Theatre.
After this engagement, she went on

tour with " Irene," in which she sang

her first role.

In " Tangerine " she had her first

speaking part, then sang a prominent
role in " The Magic Ring."

Later she was given the leads in
" Tip Toes," " Bubbling Over," " Yes,

Yes, Yvette," " Sunny Days," " An-
gela," and " Boom Boom."

" Boom Boom " had just finished its

New York run and moved to Chicago
when Ernest Lubitsch arrived in New
York in search of a girl to play the

leading role in " The Love Parade,"
with Maurice Chevalier. He did not

find her but coming in contact with a

test made by Paramount of Miss
Macdonald, was so impressed that he
took a train for Chicago.

After her performance in " The Love
Parade " she played leading feminine
roles in " The Vagabond King," " Let's

Go Native," " The Lottery Bride."

Monte Carlo," and " Oh, For a

Man."
Born in Philadelphia, June IS. 1907.

Height, 5 feet 4£ inches; red gold
hair; blue-green eyes.

DOROTHY MACKAIL
Dorothy Mackail's real success dates

back to the time she had to bob her
hair for her role in " Chickie," her
first picture for First National. Then
and there a new star was born. She
looked so different that her own fans

did not recognise her. From a rather
dignified, serious type, she had sudden-
ly changed into the ultra-modern girl.

Dorothy, who was born in Hull on
March 4, 1904, knew that she wanted
to be an actress when she was six years
old. At ten she wanted to be a bare-
legged dancer in the front row of a

musical revue. Then there followed
dull years of school and studying.
Finally she ran away from home and
joined the chorus of the London Hip-
podrome where she became famous in

a number called " The Chicken Walk."
She played in English and French

pictures—and then came to New York
to appear in Flo Ziegfeld's famous
Follies. However, she took the first

job she was able to get with Lee
Shubert in the revival of " Florodora."
When the show closed, she convinced
Mr. Ziegfeld that he needed her in his
show, and she appeared in " The Mid-
night Frolic " on the roof.

It was during one of the perform-
ances on the roof that Edwin Carew,
the director, saw her and asked her to
play a role in " Mighty Lak ' a Rose."
Her motion picture successes include

" The Barker," "His CaptiveWoman,"
" The Crystal Cup," " The Great
Divide," "Bright Lights," and "The
Office Wife."

Height 5 feet 5 inches. Blonde hair
and hazel eves.

VICTOR McLAGLEN
Victor McLaglen, who became

famous with his portrayal of Captain
Flagg in the Fox screen version of

"What Price Glory?" was born in

London, but spent his boyhood in

South Africa, where his father was a
bishop.

Victor, when fourteen, pleaded to

be allowed to join the army. Meeting
with a stern refusal, the youngster fled

to London, where his great physique
enabled him to enlist in the Life Guards.
A few years later wanderlust sent the

lad to Canada, where he mined silver

in the Cobalt country. In Cobalt
McLaglen began his career as a wrestler

and boxer. When the town was burned
down Victor proceeded to Ontario,
where he earned the boxing champion-
ship of Eastern Canada.

His next adventure, with his brother

Arthur, was in the gold rush to Kal«
goorlie in Australia. After almost
dying on the desert, they abandoned
any hope of making a fortune in the

gold fields.

With the outbreak of the Great War,
the brothers went to London to enlist.

Both having survived the War un-
scathed, Victor, still in service, went to

Mesopotamia with the Royal Irish

Fusiliers.

Later he was made Provost Marshal
of Bagdad, corresponding to the

civilian office of Chief of Police.

After a few small parts on the screen,

Blonde, blue eyed and beautiful,

Anita Page is one of Holly-

wood's most fascinating leading

ladies.

McLaglen played a leading role oppo-
site Lady Diana Manners in " The
Glorious Adventure." He was seen in

prominent roles in " The Beloved
Vagabond," " The Hunted Woman,"
and as one of the strange triumvirate

in " The Unholy Three " with Lon
Chaney. He played the villain in
" The Fighting Heart," and the bull-

fighter in " Loves of Carmen."
Born in London. December 11,

1883; height. 6 feet 3 inches; brown
hair ; brown eves.

FREDERIC MARCH
A change of Bank Presidents was

indirectly responsible for Frederic

March's present standing in the front

rank of stage and screen leading men.
While a student in the University of

Wisconsin, March secured one of the

scholarships which the National City
Bank maintained to train students for

service abroad.
During his apprenticeship a new pre-

sident appeared. March, feeling that

a change of leadership presaged a similar

change in the scholarship plan, secured

a one-year leave of absence and made
for the stage.

His first theatrical venture was as

third assistant stage manager on the

David Belasco production of " De-
bureau." March succeeded in winning
a small speaking part in this play and
used this as a stepping stone to future

stage work in stock.

With this experience, young March
won parts in such successful New York
plays as " The Lawbreaker," " Pup-
pets," and " The Half Caste."

Shortly after his arrival in Los Ange-
les in the autumn of 192H to play in

"The Royal Family," at the Belasco

Theatre, March was offered a part in

Paramount's all-talking picture, " The
Dummy." He accepted and definitely

cast his lot with the new dialogue

pictures. Since then he has appeared
in such pictures as " Sarah and Son,"
" Paramount on Parade," " Man-
slaughter," and " Laughter."

Born in Racine, Wisconsin, on
August 31, 1898. He is 5 feet 1 1 inches

tall, has brown hair and brown eyes.

ADOLPHE MENJOU
Adolphe Menjou began his motion

picture career with Vitagraph in 1912,

but it was in Charlie Chaplin's " The
Woman of Paris " that he started on his

climb to stardom.
The suave sophisticate which he

impersonated in that picture was the

pattern of all his subsequent starring

roles until early in 1931 , when Howard
Hughes cast him in a radically different

part—that of the hard-boiled managing
editor in " The Front Page."
Menjou was born in Pittsburg

Pennsylvania. His father was a French
hotel keeper, and master of nine
languages. Adolphe himself speaks
fluently English. French, German,
Spanish, and Italian, and has made
several talking pictures in foreign

languages.

He was educated at Culver Military
Academy, Indiana, and Cornell Uni-
versity, where he studied mechanical
engineering. He took part in college

dramatics, and on graduation joined
the Robert McLaughlin Stock Com-
pany. He played in both vaudeville

and stock before taking up picture

work in 1912.

He made the first talking picture in

the French language, " Mon Gosse de
Pere." In " The Front Page " he
speaks two French words and mis-
pronounces both of them

Born Pittsburg, February \x, 1891.
Height 5 feet, 10 inches B

hair and blue eyes.
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CHESTER MORRIS
When Roland West set out to make

" The Perfect Alibi," Chester Morris
was appearing in the stage play
" Crime," in New York, produced by
Al Woods. Against his wish he went
out to Hollywood and on completing
" The Perfect Alibi," he was returning

to New York thinking he was a failure.

He was amazed when Roland West
signed him on a long term contract.

He comes of an acting family. His
father is William Morris, the famous
actor, best remembered in the David
Belasco successes. His mother was the

noted comedienne, Etta Hawkins of
Daniel Frohman's Company, E. H.
Sothern's and other famous stars.

His sister, Milly, is an actress, Adrian,
his younger brother, is an actor and

Joan Bennett becamefamous when
she played opposite Ronald Col-
man in " Bulldog Drummond."

Gordon Morris, another brother, is

a playwright.

Chester Morris began in pictures at

the age of fifteen, when he played truant
from school and got a job at £10 a

week with Tannhauser Films. At the
age of sixteen, he decided he had a call

—but the verdict from booking agents
was " too old to play boy parts—too
young to play juveniles." He got a

part with Lionel Barrymore in " The
Copperhead " and went ahead slowly.

His first leading role on Broadway was
in " Thunder "—a short run followed
by two seasons of stock. His last

Broadway appearance was in " Fast
Life," written for him by the authors
of " Crime." In this he starred with
the distinguished French actress

Claudette Colbert.
" The Bat Whispers " is Morris's

ninth film in two years, his previous
pictures being " Alibi," " Fast Life,"
" Playing Around," " Second Choice,"
" The Divorcee," " She Couldn't Say
No," " The Big House," and " The
Case of Sergeant Grischa."

Born in New York, February 16,

1902; height, 5 feet 9 inches; brown
hair ; grey eyes.

CONRAD NAGEL
Some years ago a very nervous young

man listened for his cue in the wings
of the old Princess Theatre in Des
Moines, Iowa. He was tall and blond
and just out of college. And he wanted
to be an actor.

Fay Bainter was the leading lady.

Later she became a Broadway star.

George Mankker Watters was manager
and stage director. To-day he is a

successful playwright, the author of
" Burlesque " and other hits for stage

and screen.

The tall, blonde young man heard
his cue and walked out on the stage.

He knew that his relatives were in the

audience and that his friends had
packed themselves in the place. It

was only a minor role but he did quite

well.

Conrad Nagel had made his stage

debut.
To-day Conrad Nagel ranks as one

of the best leading men of Hollywood.
He is also a leader of the acting fra-

ternity and is vice-president of the

Motion Picture Academy of Arts and
Sciences.

Nagel was born in Des Moines, the

son of Dr. Frank Nagel, a noted com-
poser and pianist. His mother was a

concert singer.

As a young man looking for a career
Nagel decided to become an architect.

The nearest he got to that ambition
was a summer job laying bricks at a

dollar a day. He tried other vacation
jobs during his school days. Once he
was a key clerk ; at another time a

telephone operator.

He graduated from Highland Park
College with a degree. In college he
had achieved a reputation as an enter-
tainer. That pointed him toward the
stage. He worked a season with the
Redpath Lyceum Bureau as a reader,
then made his stage debut with the
Princess Stock Company as related.

After a year with the Princess outfit

he tackled Broadway and landed in
" The Natural Law." " Experience

"

was his most notable success. He
played in " The ManWho Came Back,'
and opposite Alice Brady in " Forever
After."

During the war he served as a seaman
and upon his discharge in 1918 began
his motion picture career in " Little

Women." A year after landing in

Hollywood an intelligent talented
woman called to interview him for a

fan magazine. Her name was Ruth
Helms. A romance began that led to
marriage.

Among the recent productions in

which he appeared were " Dynamite,"
" Glorious Betsy," " The Idle Rich,"
" Hollywood Revue," " Redemption,"
" On Barry," and " East Lynne."
Born in Iowa, March 16, 1897

;

height, 6 feet ; blonde hair ; blue eyes.

RAMON NOVARRO
Born as Ramon Samaniegos, in

Durango, Mexico, one of fourteen
children ; his childhood was a sheltered
one. His parents were well to do and
brought their children up in a quiet
old-world culture.

In that home Novarro made his

stage debut at the age of six in a pro-
duction starring himself that he adapted,

staged and directed. When eight years
old he was given a marionette theatre

and presented a public performance
of his puppets in his original version
of " The Merry Widow." From then
on, his chief diversion was the creation

of new vehicles for his marionettes.

In addition to the regular studies at

school, he studied piano and voice
culture, so impressing his instructors

that they predicted an operatic career
for him.

In 1913, the revolution that over-
threw the government caused Novarro's
father to move his family to Mexico
City and there Ramon entered College,
specialising in French, English, music,
and military training. Eventually the
revolution swept the family fortune
away and Novarro, in 1917 set out to
make his own way in the world. He
went to America glad to work at any
odd job he could get. For a time he
was employed in a restaurant. He
attracted attention to his histrionic

ability one amateur night at a theatre

and as a result received bits in a stock

company. Then Marion Morgan saw
him and engaged him as a member of
her ballet troupe on tour. For weeks
he besieged casting offices of motion
picture studios; to no avail.

His first screen role came in 1921

when he played in " Omar Khayyam."
Following that he appeared as extra in

several productions, once doubling for

Valentino. In 1922 Rex Ingram cast

James Hall was born as James
Brown and, like the great John
Brown, he still goes marching on.

him in " The Prisoner of Zenda," and
his fame was made.

His other productions include
" Trifling Women," " The Red Lily,"
" Scaramouche," "The Arab,"
"Where the Pavement Ends," "Thy
Name is Woman," " The Midship-
man," " Lovers," " A Certain Young
Man," " Ben-Hur," " Romance," "The
Student Prince," " Across to Singa-

pore," " The Flying Fleet," " Forbid-
den Hours," " The Pagan " " Devil-

May-Care," and "The House ofTroy."
Born February 6, 1899; height,

5 feet 10 inches; brown hair; brown
eyes.
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MARY PICKFORD

Gladys Smith was born in Toronto,

Canada, and began her stage career

there at the age of five, with the Valen-

tine Stock Company. At eight she was
a featured member of the Company
and had toured in the play " In Con-
vict's Stripes." At nine she was starred

in " The Fatal Wedding." All the

other members of her family were
players, including her mother, her

brother Jack, and her sister Lottie.

She went to New York to play a season

in melodrama in the Old Thalia

Theatre in the Bowery. Braving her

way to see the great producer David
Belasco, she was engaged for a part in
" The Warrens of Virginia " and re-

christened Mary Pickford.

When she paid a visit to the Biograph
Studios in New York she happened to

meet D. W. Griffith. An engagement
to play in a film called " Her First

Biscuits " resulted. Three days later

she was given the leading role in a one-

reeler, " The Violin-maker of Cre-
mona." After two years in films she

returned to the stage under Belasco's

management in "A Good Little

Devil." In 1913 she filmed the play

for Famous Players, and it was the

start of her phenomenal world-

popularity. In 1915 she was vice-

president of the Mary Pickford-

Famous Players Company, earning an
amazing salary and sharing in the pro-

Ernest Torrence, star of " The
Covered Wagon," is a great

actor and a great 'fellow.

fits as well. In 1919 she became one
of the organisers of United Artists

Corporation.
As such she has been one of the

leading influences in the world of
motion pictures.

Her marriage to Douglas Fairbanks
took place in 1920. The appellation
" The world's sweetheart " was coined
for her by Sidney Grauman, the pioneer
California showman, father of Sid

Grauman. The title stuck, and
within six months she was known by it

all over the world.
Born April 18, 1894; height, 5 feet;

golden hair ; hazel eyes.

WILLIAM POWELL
When most boys of his age were

harbouring ambitions to become fire-

men or policemen, William Powell
made up his mind to become an actor.

Never once through his schooling
nor through times of adverse fortune
did he lose sight of this vision nor
deviate from his course. His life's

story falls into logical sequence under
such headings as " Dramatic Training,"
" Road Show Experience," " Stock
Company Epoch," " On Broadway,"
and " In Pictures."

He announced at a family conference
that he was going on the stage to

become a great tragedian. His father

replied that he was going to be a
lawyer. Powell overruled his father's

ideas, however, and wrote a letter to a
great-aunt telling of his plans. From
her he obtained sufficient funds to go
to New York to study.

He enrolled in the Anderson Ameri-
can Academy of Dramatic Arts, and
by his twentieth year was launched on
his dramatic career. At first he met
with success, gaining a part in " The
Ne'er Do Well," at the Lyric Theatre,
in New York. He was fortunate in

securing engagements and wrote home
glowing accounts of his triumphs.
Then came a slump. He was

unable to obtain work, or the shows he
joined failed and left him stranded.

He fell into the habit of skipping meals.

Ashamed to admit his desperate cir-

cumstances he stopped writing home.
He was glad to accept the offers of

road companies, going through the
hard school of playing one-night shows
all over the country.

His next steps in his " come-back
"

were roles in stock companies in

Pittsburg, Portland, Detroit, Buffalo,

Northampton, and Boston.

Soon he was back on Broadway,
being featured in such plays as " With-

' in the Law," " Going Up," and
" Spanish Love."
While dining at the Lambs Club in

New York one day he was approached
by Albert Parker, motion picture

director, and induced to appear in

motion pictures. His first screen role

was in support of John Barrymore in
" Sherlock Holmes." Then came
"When Knighthood Was in Flower,"
" Outcast," " The Bright Shawl," and
" Romola."
When Richard Dix was preparing

to start " Too Many Kisses," he asked
Powell to be included in the cast.

The beginning of his screen career

was identified with " heavy roles."

To-day, he is a popular " character
"

actor and leading man. The subtle

comedy and human qualities which he
injects into his parts, converting them
into plausible, likeable personalities, no
matter how menacing their actions

may be, has been the real foundation
for his success.

Perhaps his most successful charac-
terisation is that of Detective Philo

Vance in " The Canary Murder Case,"
" The Greene Murder Case," and
" The Benson Murder Case." Other
outstanding successes have been " The
Four Feathers," " Interference,"
" Charming Sinners," " Behind the

Make-up," " Pointed Heels," " Street

of Chance," " For the Defence," and
" New Morals." He was starred in
" Street of Chance."
Born in Pittsburg, July 29, 1892,

is 6 feet tall; has blue eyes and black

hair.

CHARLES ROGERS
Charles Rogers was a Kansas Uni-

versity student, an enthusiastic trom-
bone player and head of a small

orchestra of young men when his film

opportunity came. During his high-

school days he had appeared in a play,
" Clarence," but after that had lost

interest in theatricals.

B. H. Rogers, his father, was visiting

a friend in the summer of 1925 when he

Bessie Love has been in pictures

for sixteen years and we hope for
sixteen more.

heard about the nation-wide search for

candidates for Paramount's Picture

school, soon to be opened at the New
York studio. He suggested that his son
be given a test. This was done by repre-

sentatives of the studio exchange.
Charles did not expect to hear any-

thing further from it and was surprised

a few weeks later to learn that he had
been given a place in the school. In

the graduation picture, " Fascinating

Youth," made six months later, he had
the male lead.

Immediately thereafter he was sent

to Hollywood, but returned to New
York when Director Gregory LaCave
chose him for a role in " So's Your
Old Man." This was followed by
another call to California to play in the

big war special, "Wings."
His first ambition was modesty itself.

He thought he would like to be a

journalist.

He is now trying to live down the

name " Buddy" and the description of
"America's Boy Friend," which latter

is almost a libel

!

Rogers is an accomplished musician,
being able to play every instrument in

a dance orchestra, as he has proved
through many personal appearances.

Born in Olathe, Kansas, August 13.

Is 6 feet 1 inch tall ; has brown eyes and
black hair.
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WILL ROGERS
Born at Oolagah, Indian Territory,

on November 4, 1879. Educated at

theWilliw Hassell School at Neosho,
Missouri, and at the Kemper Military
Academy at Booneville. Married Betty
Blake at Rogers, Arkansas, on Novem-
ber 25, 1908. Learned to rope and ride

while he was a ranch hand in Okla-
homa. Decided to go into vaudeville
and made his first appearance at Ham-
merstein's Roof in New York in 1905.
Was an immediate hit and was soon in

demand by all booking agencies. Made
several tours of the " Big Time "

circuit.

Finally was induced to join " Zieg-
feld's Follies," and later was featured
in " Night Frolics." This was in 1917
and, with the exception of three years
he spent in motion pictures, has been
featured in Ziegfeld shows. More
recently took Fred Stone's place in
" Three Cheers " when Stone was hurt.

Again he was a tremendous hit. Left
the show when it went on the road.

Charles Dillingham, producer of
'' Three Cheers," always sent Rogers
his salary in the form of a signed cheque.
Permitted Rogers to fill in the amount.
What the amount was has always been
a secret. Safe to assume that it was not
so large as it would have been had Dil-
lingham inserted the figures.

Hobby is flying, and he has written
some of his best quips while up in the
air.

Has a polo field at his ranch between
Hollywood and Santa Monica.
Taught his son, Will, Jr., the game.

Both are now experts.

When asked if he reads any fiction,

Rogers replied :

" Yes, the news-
papers."

Height, 5 feet 11 inches; has dark
brown, grey streaked hair and blue eyes.

Speaks with a drawl and sees the
humorous side of everything.

NORMA SHEARER

She went to New York in 1920, with
her mother and sister, to try and break
into the movies, and starved for six

months, without getting a single

chance.

She reported with sixty girls for

twelve to be picked for a college picture
made in New York. This first job lasted

just three days.

Her next good fortune was the lead-

ing part in a western at £20 a week.
It lasted just one week.
Another period of enforced leisure

followed, with long time between
chances.

Then she began to get feminine
leads, including "The Stealers" and
" Channing of the Northwest." These
brought a contract from Louis B.
Mayer and the chance to go to Holly-
wood.

In Hollywood she met her husband,
Irving G. Thalberg, now head of pro-
duction for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Sht met him in the office of Louis B.
Mayer, and so young is he that she
thought him the office boy. She found
he was the production boss.

Her pictures include "Broadway
After Dark," " Pleasure Mad," " Bro-
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Barbara Stanwyck came along in

The Locked Door " to show us

the stuff of which stars are made.

ken Barriers," " He Who Gets
Slapped," " Lady of the Night,"
" Slave of Fashion," " Tower of Lies,"

' His Secretary," " The Waning Sex,"
"Upstage," "Demi Bride," "The
Student Prince," " After Midnight,"
and " A Lady of Chance."
Her starring talking pictures include

"The Trial of Mary Dugan," "The Last
of Mrs. Cheyney," " The Divorcee,"
" Their Own Desire," " Let Us Be
Gay," and " Strangers May Kiss."
Born in Montreal, August 10, 1904;

height, 5 feet 3 inches; dark hair;

blue eyes.

LOWELL SHERMAN
Lowell Sherman, unlike many actors,

did not have to run away from home
to go on the stage.

For generations his ancestors have
achieved fame in the theatre.

Kate Grey, his grandmother, played
with the senior Junius Brutus Booth in

Boston about 1850. She later played
in the West with Edwin Booth. For
many years his father, the late John
Sherman, was a stage star in San
Francisco. His mother was also on
the stage at that time.

Sherman made his stage debut at the

old Fifth Avenue Theatre in New York
in a sketch written by John Jack.

Later he appeared with Frank Keenan
and Nance O'Neil. He scored his first

hit in " The Commuters," which was
soon followed by " The Heart of

Wetona," " The Sign on the Door,"
" The Guilty Woman," " Casanova,"
and many others.

He made his first screen appearance
under D. W. Griffith in "Way Down
East."

Since that period he has divided his

time between stage and screen. Among
his most recent pictures are " Mad
Hour," " The Whip," " Angel Face,"
" The Scarlet Dove," " Satan in Sables"

and " General Crack " with John Barry-

in. ii e.

Born in San Francisco, October 11,

1885.

LEWIS STONE
See Page 38.

GLORIA SWANSON
One day while she was still at school

in Chicago, she visited the old Essanay
Studios and while watching the fi'ming
of a scene decided, impulsively, that

she would like to work in pictures.

Her ambition was realised a few days
later when she was called to the studio
and given a " bit " in a picture.

Miss Swanson remained at Essanay
several months, her final work for that

organisation being a part in
" Elvira Farina and the Meal Ticket."
Then her ambition to become a

singer on the concert stage almost
triumphed. An impresario had tested

her voice and enthusiastically advised
its development. He recommended a

teacher on the Pacific Coast, and Miss
Swanson decided to go to him. In Los
Angeles, however, the plans for vocal

study were set aside when Mack
Sennett made a place for her in his

company. She appeared in " The
Pullman Bride " for Sennett and co-

starred with Bobby Vernon in a series

of comedies. Other pictures in which
she appeared included " The Nick of
Time Baby," " Teddy at the Throttle,"
and " Haystacks and Steeples."

Miss Swanson, in the meantime, had
developed an intense desire to do
serious roles and such an opportunity
came to her in an offer from the Tri-
angle Company, for whom she made
" Station Content," " Her Decision,"
" You Can't Believe Everything," and
" Every Woman's Husband," " Shift-

ing Sands," "Wife or Country," and
" Secret Code."
Impressed by her success with Tri-

angle, Cecil B. de Mille made her a con-
tract offer, and as soon as she was
released from Triangle, Miss Swanson
made, under de Mille's direction,
" Don't Change Your Husband,"
"For Better or Worse," " Male and
Female," "Why Change Your Wife,"
" Something to Think About," and
" The Affairs of Anatol."
Next she appeared under the Para-

mount banner and starred in " The
Great Moment," " Under the Lash,"
" Her Husband's Trademark," " Be-
yond the Rocks," " The Gilded Cage,"
" The Impossible Mrs. Bellew," " My
American Wife," " Prodigal Daugh-
ters," " Bluebeard's Eighth Wife,"
" Man-handled," "Wages of Virtue,"
" Madame Sans Gene," " Coast of
Folly," " Stage Struck," " Untamed
Lady," and " Fine Manners."
Miss Swanson announced in May,

1926, that she would henceforth pro-

duce her own motion pictures through
her own corporation with releasing

arrangements through the United
Artists Corporation, ot which she

became an owner member. " The
Loves of Sunya " was the first of these

pictures, " Sadie Thompson " the

second, and "The Trespasser," her

first singing and talking picture, came
next, to be followed by "What a

W'idow I" and " Indiscreet."

She is 5 feet £ inch tall and has dark

brown hair and blue eyes.
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aRadioPicture
TOWERS ABOVEAll OTHERS
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September 7th

October 19th

November 9th

November 16th

November 23rd

November 30th

December 7th

December 14th

December 21st

»

BEAU IDEAL"

THE LADY REFUSES "

BACHELOR APARTMENT"
KEPT HUSBANDS"

LAUGH AND GFT RUCH"

BEHIND OFFMCE DOORS
THE SBN SHHP"

Richard Dix and
Irene Dunne

Ralph Forbes

Betty Compson

Lowell Sherman
and Irene Dunne

Dorothy Mackaill

Helen Twelvetrees

Edna May Oliver

and Hugh Herbert

Robert Ames
and Mary Astor

Mary Astor and
Louis Wolheim

WATCH OUT FOR QRACIE FIELDS IN
** 99

AN ASSOCIATED RADIO PICTURE

These dates are approximate

Ask your Theatre Manager when he is

showing these great Radio entertainments
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NORMA TALMADGE
A visit to the old Vitagraph Studios

on Elm Street, Brooklyn, resulted in

1 4-year old Norma's first film role. The
picture was " The Four-footed Pest

"

and Miss Talmadge's assignment was to

kiss a young man under a black cloth

thrown over a camera, a horse finally

lifting the cloth with his teeth. Only
the back of Miss Talmadge's head was
visible. The film, a one-reel feature,

was completed in half a day.

After one or two more bits Norma
was made a member of the Vitagraph
Stock Company at a salary of £5 per
week. Her first part of any importance
was a role in support of Florence
Turner, then known as " The Vita-

graph Girl," in " The Dixie Mother."
Carlyle Blackwell was in the cast. In

those days exterior scenes of films were
taken at Coney Island, the beach serving
as the Sahara or the wastelands of the

Rockies, as desired.

Mi ssTalmadge's initial serious role was
in a film version of Dickens's " A Tale
of Two Cities," which also had in its

cast Florence Turner, Maurice Costello,

Ralph Ince, John Bunny, James
Morrison, Kenneth Casey, LeoDelaney
and Julia Swayne Gordon.

In 1919, Norma Talmadge formed
her own producing unit. Among films

produced and released under this

arrangement have been " The Sign on
the Door," "Smilin' Through," "The
Eternal Flame," " A Voice from the
Minaret," "Within the Law," "Ashes
of Vengeance," " Secrets," " Kiki,"
and " Camille."

" The Dove," a screen version of the
Willard Mack stage play, was Miss
Talmadge's first United Artists Picture.

It was directed by Roland West with
Gilbert Roland and Noah Beery in

support. Miss Talmadge's second
United Artists Picture was " The
Woman Disputed."
"New York Nights" was Miss

Talmadge's first all-talking film. It was
based on " Tin Pan Alley," the
Broadway stage play, and Gilbert
Roland and John Wray supported the
star. Lewis Milestone directed.

RAQUEL TORRES

Selected from among two hundred
of the leading feminine screen players
of Hollywood, Raquel Torres began her
career on the screen as leading lady in

her first picture, which was "White
Shadows in the South Seas" for

Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer.
Miss Torres was born at Hermosillo,

Mexico, November 11, 1908.
When she was eleven, Miss Torres

was placed in a convent for her
education. There she remained until

a few months before Metro began a
wide search for a girl with a perfect
figure and of Southern type to play the
native girl in "White Shadows in the
South Seas."
After testing nearly every feminine

player at liberty in Hollywood and
finding thrrn deficient in either face or
figure,studio executives were told by the
Mexican consul that Miss Torres, the
daughter of a friend, might fill the bill.

Miss Tones was taken to the studio

and given a screen test. She registered

perfectly on the screen, and with less

than a week's notice she was sent with
Monte Blue to the South Seas where
for five months they worked under
Director W. S. Van Dyke making an
unusual film under difficulties.

When they returned to Hollywood
with the picture, executives signed
Miss Torres to a long term contract.

She has appeared in " The Desert
Rider," and " The Bridge of San Luis
Rey," " The Sea Bat."'

Frederic March, the star of" The
Royal Family of Broadway " and
one of the most brilliant new-

comers in pictures.

Billie Dove, whose real name is

Lillian Bohny, came to pictures

from the famous University

Florenz Ziegfeld.

HELEN TWELVETREES

Helen Twelvetrees was born in

Brooklyn, New York, and educated at

the Brooklyn Heights Seminary. Later
she enrolled at the Art Students League
and was also a student at the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts.

She began her stage career in stock

company work with the Stuart Walker
Players in New York. She played
leading roles in " An American Tra-
gedy," " Yen," " Roulette," " Broad-
way," " Elmer Gantry," and other
Broadway productions.

In addition to her stage work, Miss
Twelvetrees did considerable work as

an artist's model, which began during
her Art Student League days and con-
tinued through her course at the

Academy of Dramatic Arts, and after

she began her professional career.

Miss Twelvetrees was brought to

Hollywood by Fox, early in 1929, to

play the feminine lead in " The Ghost
Talks." Later she scored hits in

"True Heart" and "Blue Skies."

Her petite stature—Miss Twelvetrees
is 5 feet 3 inches in height, and very

slender—as well as her delicate fea-

tures, turquoise blue eyes and wealth

of golden hair, has earned her the title

of " the perfect ingenue."

LUPE VELEZ

See Page 77.

WHEELER and WOOLSEY
See Page 139.

LORETTA YOUNG
A chance telephone call made

Loretta Young a cinema star.

Miss Young wasn't in pictures then,

but Polly Ann and Sally Blane, her two
older sisters, were.

On the fateful day, Mervyn Le Roy,
then a comedy constructionist for

Colleen Moore, and now a leading
director, telephoned the Young house
to ask for Polly Ann. Loretta answered
the telephone, and discovered that her
sister was needed at First National
Studios in the Moore picture,
" Naughty But Nice." Loretta was
then known as Gretchen.

" Polly Ann has gone to our home
town, Salt Lake City, Mr. Le Roy,"
she told him. " I'm afraid she won't
be back in time."

" Are you the slim little girl with
the big eyes I saw on the set with
Sally Blane one day? " Le Roy asked.

" I'm Gretchen."
"Come to the studio to-morrow,"

Le Roy demanded. " Any little after-

noon frock will do for dress."

The little slim girl with the big eyes
first played an extra part in " Naughty
But Nice " when she attracted the

attention of Colleen Moore, who
recognised her talent. She was later

signed on a long-term contract by First

National. It was then she changed her
name from Gretchen to Loretta.

Her first featured role after this

contract was opposite Lon Chaney in

Laugh, Clown, Laugh." Her studio

decided to rent her out and she

appeared in " The Head Man," " The
Magnificent Flirt," " The Squall,"
" The Careless Age," " Fast Life,"
" The Forward Pass," " Show of
Shows," " Loose Ankles," and oppo-
site John Barrymore in " The Man
from Blankley's."

Born Salt Lake City, January 6, 1913;
height 5 ft. 3 ins. ; fair hair; blue eyes.
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(-KETO GARBO in
"INSPIRATION"

Wallace
BEERY
BILL'

Marie

DRESSLER
MIN an<

x

JOAN CRAWFORD in

DANCE,FOOLS,DANCE

Lawrence Grace
TIBBETT- MOOHK

NEW MOON"
x

CON STAN C E BEN NETT
THE EASIEST WAY"

x

BUSTER KEATON in

-ROMEO in PYJAMAS"
x

JOHN GILBERT in

"GENTLEMAN'S FATE"
x

LAUREL & HARDY
in "JAILBIRDS"

x

LAWRENCE TIBBETT
in 'THE PRODIGAL"

x
NORMA SHEARER in

STRANGERS MAY KISS"
x

MARION DAVIES in
• IT'S A WISE CHILD"

x

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
in "SHIPMATES"

x

and that Miracle Picture

I KADE

R

II RN"

The product of

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
responsible for the world's finest pictures
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Leo the Greatest Star of the Screen

and his brilliant

supporting cast!

Leo . . . the mark of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
the greatest name in entertainment, with
his great band of your favourite stars,

bringing to the screen, week after week,
productions that tower above all others,

like a battleship to a schooner.

Tell the manager of your theatre

that you want to see

Metro-
Goldwyn-
Mayer

Pictures
-by so doing you will help

him and assure yourself

of seeing the world's

k finest films

!

3
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